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This project examines a fascinating speculative genre of early German science 
fiction (or SF). Pioneered by speculative author Hans Dominik, the technischer 
Zukunftsroman (“technical utopian novel”) proved immensely popular throughout the 
years of Germany’s Weimar Republic (1918-1933). Various Zukunftsroman authors 
utilized ice “spaces” such as the Arctic or Greenland as key narrative settings.  This project 
argues that literary SF ice spaces shared distinct qualities with the World War I battlefield 
as put forth in radical right-wing publications by members of Weimar’s “Conservative 
Revolution.” Conservative revolutionaries belonged to a loose collective of post-World 
War I intellectuals, philosophers and writers across a wide spectrum of Germany’s social 
milieu. These intellectuals often wrote of the conflation of Kultur und Technik (culture and 
technology) that they believed could best be fulfilled through warfare and on the battlefield.  
In an era marked by the battlefield’s ultimate failure to bring Germany glory, 
interwar SF writers intercepted and “perfected” the idea of the battlefield by transposing 
its qualities onto critical ice “spaces of intervention.” From the first Ice Age’s primitive 
hunting grounds to the farthest reaches of outer space, technological advances framed by 
bitter ice in the Weimar Republic’s SF novels signaled a selective embrace of 
industrialization and modernity tempered by conservative beliefs in Germany’s ultimate 
superiority among the republic’s intellectual elite. Nationalist ideologies just beneath the 
surface in mainstream culture and pulp SF literature became even more overt with the 
addition of ice spaces that symbolized both a return to the mythological “German-ness” of 
the past and highly idealized dreams for the present and future. Interwar German SF, and 
the ice spaces featured in so many of these novels, nudged the Weimar Republic’s already 
unstable political climate further in the direction of the far Right. This project situates 
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works by mainstream SF authors like Hans Dominik, Hans Friedrich Blunck, and Otfrid 
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Why the technischer Zukunftsroman? 
“Das Eis war einer unserer großen Lehrmeister, wie es der Winter heute noch ist. ... Es hat 
unseren Willen gestärkt, uns denken gelehrt.” 
The ice was our greatest teacher, as the winter remains until now. … It has strengthened 
our will and taught us to think. 
- Ernst Jünger, An der Zeitmauer, 1959 
  
In light of worldwide sociopolitical developments in the early 21st century, 
including anti-immigration riots in France, sweeping global economic crisis and an 
increase in Far Right political victories in America and Western Europe, the complex 
relationship between mass media and the rise of right-wing nationalism is especially 
relevant. This project explores this phenomenon in relation to the popularity of an under-
investigated genre of pulp science fiction literature that flourished throughout the unstable 
years of Germany’s Weimar Republic (1919-1933). The so-called technischer 
Zukunftsroman, or technical utopian novel, found a willing audience among the republic’s 
newly decimated Mittelstand (midde-class), as well as Germany’s youth. Books belonging 
to the genre overwhelmingly reflected “the anger, disillusionment, and confusion following 
defeat in the First World War” and the subsequent privations of the Treaty of Versailles.1 
In many cases, German technische Zukunftsromane were set in a notable topography: in 
ice environments such as the Arctic, Antarctic and Greenland, which figure centrally to the 
narratives. While the ice worlds found in English-language speculative and SF novels of 
                                                                 
1 William J. Fanning, Death Rays and the Popular Media 1876-1939: A Study of Directed Energy 




the same time frame usually served purely economic or imperial purposes, the ice spaces 
in many technische Zukunftsromane provided strong Germanic protagonists with a 
proverbial blank space in which to sign peace treaties with post-World War I enemies, 
enact revanchist fantasies, and sometimes discover ingenious new fuel sources. 
This dissertation submits that SF ice spaces brought pro-war and proto-fascist 
ideologies to the Weimar Republic’s midde-class through the complex relationship 
between brilliant Germanic protagonists, advanced technology, and ice chronotopes found 
in many of the Weimar Republic’s SF novels and especially the technischer 
Zukunftsroman. The historical arcs of the republic’s scientific or intellectual publications 
and pulp fiction intersect, I argue, at the meeting of two disparate but interrelated literary 
chronotopes: that of the conservative battlefield and the bloodless field of ice and snow. 
The term “chronotope,” developed by Mikhail Bahktin, refers to a story’s specific 
“organizing centers” in which “the “knots of the narrative are tied and untied.” 2  The 
chronotope further defines a unique “connection between a point in space and a 
community’s perception of its history.” 3  Both the battlefield and the physical or 
metaphorical ice space functioned as “adventure chronotopes,” an idea defined as an 
“indefinite, foreign, exchangeable space” situated on the boundary between fiction and 
reality. 4 
As societal unrest increased across Germany, the interwar years also saw a surge of 
renewed interest concerning literal polar worlds such as the Arctic, Antarctic and 
                                                                 
2 Mikhail M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays (Austin: The University of Texas 
Press, 1981), 250. 
 3  Kimberly Christine Patton and John Stratton Hawley, Holy Tears: Weeping the Religious 
Imagination (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2005), 125. 
4 Clive Thompson, Mikhail Bahktin and the Epistemology of Discourse, Volume 2 (Amsterdam: 
Editions Rodopi B.V., 1990), 41-2. 
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Greenland. Scientists and intellectuals deemed literal ice worlds “more vital than ever” in 
the 1920s, as they demarcated a politically neutral place for Germany to reestablish its 
reputation of global importance in both scientific advances and imperial gains.5 Beyond 
the perceived political and scientific advances to be made in harsh polar environments, the 
extreme cold also evoked the admirable qualities of “courage, heroism, selflessness”6 once 
looked for in the soldier. If the “warmth” of modern society conformed men to feminized 
bourgeois values, then the coldness of ice and thrill of daring exploits shaped heroes worthy 
of the mythical Germanic Blutgemeinschaft (community of blood).7  
A renewed interest in polar matters spilled over into the subject material of various 
forms of pulp literature available to the interwar reading public. Generally, the ice 
environments found in the era’s fiction seem to be just that: fanciful settings used to 
increase book sales and intrigue a public hungry for adventure. Early British, American 
and Australian adventure stories, many of them published in Hugo Gernsback’s magazine 
series Amazing Stories from 1926 to 1936, featured literal or bizarre ice settings as sites for 
swashbuckling exploits. Prolific American SF author Walter Kateley, for instance, chose 
both the Arctic and Antarctic as fantastic settings for many of his pulp novels. In Kateley’s 
stories, such as the 1932 Under Arctic Ice and the 1932 Room for the Super Race, the North 
Pole was found to be a warm, tropic area encircled by harsh ice environments. The 
Antarctic and other significant geographical ice spaces also featured in Gernsback’s 
                                                                 
5 Janet Martin-Nielsen, Eismitte in the Scientific Imagination: Knowledge and Politics at the Center 
of Greenland (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 21. 
 6 Karl Leydecker, German Novelists of the Weimar Republic, 134. 




publications, sometimes as a backdrop for alien insect invasions or even the home of an 
advanced civilization of huge crabs.8  
In these and other English language pulps, literary ice spaces often demarcated 
fantastic environments of swashbuckling adventure or economic gain. One genre of 
Trivialliteratur that emerged in Germany during late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries, however, depicted ice environments in a very different light. The ice space’s 
radicalization and politicization came with the rise of German science fiction (hereafter 
SF), a largely nascent genre in the Weimar years. While not explicitly called SF at the time, 
many of the Heftromane that would later be given the appellation first appeared under 
categories like kosmischer Roman, technisch-politischer Roman or even prognostischer 
Roman.9 
Dissatisfaction with the Weimar Republic’s troubled present led to the 
overwhelming popularity of one SF genre in particular. Pioneered by renowned author 
Hans Dominik in the early 1920s, the technischer Zukunftsroman contained “all of the 
essential ingredients of popular fiction—suspense, adventure, and a touch of romance . . . 
interlaced with conservative, nationalist politics.” 10  The narratives themselves, often 
formulaic and clichéd, revolved around a single German character (usually blond haired 
and blue eyed) who successfully avenged Germany’s post-World War I enemies and 
“liberated the world” through advanced technology. Jost Hermand aptly describes the 
recurring Zukunftsroman protagonist, a trope that continued into Nazi Germany’s SF, in 
                                                                 
 8 Everett Franklin Bleiler and Richard Bleiler, Science Fiction: The Gernsback Years: A Complete 
Coverage of the Genre Magazines from 1926 through 1936 (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1998), 
501.  
9 Rolf Tzschaschel, Der Zukunftsroman der Weimarer Republik: eine geschichtswissenschaftliche 
Untersuchung (Lahnau-Atzbach: Lahnau-Druck, 2002), 43.  
 10 Peter Fisher, Fantasy and Politics: Visions of the Future in the Weimar Republic (Madison: The 
University of Wisconsin Press, 1991), 104.   
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the following words: “He is the blue-eyed Nordic engineering genius who, equipped with 
all the attributes of leadership, is capable of inventing . . . various machines, apparatuses, 
ray guns, space ships, and atomic cannons and [putting] them to military use.”11 These 
heroes often invent or perfect brilliant forms of technology while immersed in 
environments of frigid ice, a literary space that signaled the potent mythology of the 
Germanic past and the stirring nationalism of the Germanic present for a downtrodden 
middle-class reading public.  
To understand the societal fascination with speculative ice spaces, it is necessary to 
grasp the state of the Weimar Republic’s intellectual milieu and its relationship to 
Germany’s general reading public. Literary ice spaces shared several distinct qualities with 
rhetoric surrounding World War I, a subject still raw and fresh in so many German minds 
in the 1920s. The ice space particularly overlapped with portrayals of the World War I 
battlefield found in radical right-wing publications by members of the Weimar Republic’s 
Konservative Revolution (Conservative Revolution). The revolution consisted of a loose 
coalition of intelligentsia bound together in opposition to capitalism, communism and 
above all the Weimar Republic. German Nobel laureate Thomas Mann first coined the 
phrase Konservative Revolution in the essayistic forward to the 1921 Russische Anthologie 
(Russian Anthology), a collection of reflections, musings and journalistic articles published 
in the Weimar Republic’s early years. Mann described the right-leaning social movement 
as “eine Synthese . . . von Aufklärung und Glauben, von Freiheit und Gebundenheit, von 
Geist und Fleisch, ‘Gott’ und ‘Welt.’ Es ist, künstlerisch ausgedrückt, die von Sinnlichkeit 
und Kritizismus, politisch ausgedrückt, die von Konservatismus und Revolution” (a 
                                                                 
 11  Jost Hermand, Old Dreams of a New Reich: Volkish Utopias and National Socialism 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1992), 246.  
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synthesis . . . of Enlightenment and belief, of freedom and bondage, of spirit and flesh, 
‘God’ and ‘World.’ It is, artfully expressed, a movement of sensuality and criticism, 
politically expressed, one of conservatism and revolution).12 Referred to as the “intellectual 
vanguard of the Right” 13  by Armin Mohler, a Swiss writer and leading conservative 
revolutionary theorist, the movement’s best-known adherents included Arthur Moeller van 
den Bruck, Stefan George, Ernst and Friedrich Georg Jünger, Martin Heidegger and Hugo 
von Hoffmannsthal.  
With roots in World War I and its traumatic aftermath, the Conservative Revolution 
became fully established in the 1920s and drew a vast following of intellectuals searching 
for a “new nationalism.”14 Throughout the interwar years, as a reaction to the Weimar 
Republic’s tumultuous sociopolitical climate, the bastion of German-speaking 
conservative revolutionaries railed against the perceived evils of bourgeois 
industrialization and Americanization while longing for a simpler, more secure past. 
Echoing Ferdinand Tönnies’s early twentieth century writings on the binary of 
Gemeinschaft versus Gesellschaft, Germany’s conservatives adopted a view of society 
with “small and integrated agrarian communities” at one extreme and “impersonal, 
abstract, and rational … social relations in large urban centers” on the other.15 Conservative 
revolutionaries particularly embraced “manifestations of technological advance and a 
romanticized version of pastoral life” while rejecting both the Enlightenment and 
                                                                 
 12 Thomas Mann, Rede und Antwort: gesammelte Abhandlungen und kleine Aufsätze (Berlin: S. 
Fischer Verlag, 1922), 236. 
13 Walter Struve, Elites against Democracy: Leadership Ideals in Bourgeois Political Thought in 
Germany (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1973), 277.  
              14 Roger Woods, The Conservative Revolution in the Weimar Republic (New York: MacMillan 
Press, 1996), 2.  
15 Gad Ya’ir and Michaela Soyer, The Golem in German Social Theory (Lanham: Lexington Books, 
2008), 111.  
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modernity.16 Their publications reflected the “antirationalism, hostility to democracy, and 
ultranationalism” that both “undermined the Weimar Republic and contributed to the 
triumph of Nazism” in the 1930s.17  
At the heart of the Conservative Revolution’s reactionary politics lay the rallying 
cry of Kultur und Technik (culture and technology) as opposed to modernity’s Zivilisation 
und Wirtschaft (civilization and business), with great emphasis on “cultural incorporation 
of technology into German nationalism.”18 Kultur in this sense referred to “art, music, 
literature, and other refined activities” that made up “the cultural pastimes consumed and 
enjoyed by the well-educated elite of European society.” 19  1920s conservatives also 
adopted a selective view of Technik that approved certain types of technology, including 
“cars, trucks, airplanes, tanks, battleships, steam engines, electric motors, machine guns, 
radios, telephones, highways, and bridges.”20 Unlike modernity’s decadent Zivilisation, the 
völkische Kultur (völkisch culture) remained “rooted in the people” and stood against “the 
menace of Amerikanismus, liberalism, commerce, materialism, parliament and political 
parties” as well as the despised Weimar Republic itself.21 A perfect synthesis of Technik 
und Kultur, it was hoped, would bring about a second industrial revolution, ultimately 
                                                                 
16  Werner Sombart et al., Economic Life in the Modern Age (New Brunswick: Transaction 
Publishers, 2001), xxvi. 
17 James H. Krukones et al., Sources of European History Since 1900 (Boston: Cengage Learning, 
2000), 145. 
 18 Roger Woods, The Conservative Revolution, 227; Jeffrey Herf, Reactionary Modernism: 
Technology, Culture and Politics in Weimar and the Third Reich (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1984), 18-19. 
19 Rob Beamish, The Promise of Sociology: The Classical Tradition and Contemporary Sociological 
Thinking (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2010), 242. According to Beamish, the term Kultur was also 
one of the sources for the modern idea of mass culture. 
20 Jeffrey Herf, Reactionary Modernism, 227. 
21 Ibid., 35. 
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restoring Germany to its status of a renowned Kulturnation (nation of culture) that “could 
be both technologically advanced and true to its soul.”22 
Nationalist rhetoric that conflated technology and Germany’s purported “soul” in 
the form of Kultur led to a country embroiled in the Streit um die Technik (struggle 
concerning technology). The expansion of printing presses and a steady rise in literacy 
rates meant that the German public was inundated with “hundreds of books, lectures and 
essays [that] emerged from both the technical universities and nontechnical intellectuals 
from all points along the political spectrum dealing with the relation between Germany’s 
soul and modern technology.” 23  Yet despite the onslaught of radical, right-wing 
publications that glorified war and certain technological advances, the Conservative 
Revolution’s political impact remained surprisingly slight. Right-wing lawyer and author 
Georg Quabbe recorded in 1927: “Der Nachteil für die Propagierung der konservativen 
Ideen liegt auf der Hand . . . Unsere Lehre paßt nicht für diese Zeit, in der die Gebildeten 
schnell begreifliche Argumente, die Masse Sensationen will” (“The disadvantages of our 
ideas are clear . . . Our teachings are not of this time, a time in which the educated classes 
demand arguments that can be grasped quickly, and the masses want sensations”). Quabbe 
concluded: “ . . . aber es ist unbezweifelt die Zeit einer Übergangskultur und . . . leicht kann 
es sein, dass die Geheimlehre einmal zu ehren kommt” (“ . . . but we undoubtedly live at a 
time of cultural transition and . . . it is highly possible that the secret message will win 
through ere long”).24 Thomas Rohkrämer remarks on Ernst Jünger’s similar frustration 
                                                                 
22 Ibid., 3. 
 23 Karl Leydecker, German Novelists of the Weimar Republic: Intersections of Literature and 
Politics (Rochester, NY: Camden House, 2006), 18-19.  
24 Georg Quabbe, Tar a Ri: Variationen über ein konservatives Thema (Berlin: Verlag für Politik 
und Wirtschaft, 1927), 119-20. Translation by Keith Bullivant. 
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when his scholarly engagement with “soldierly nationalism” met with disappointment in 
the early 1930s.25  
Perhaps the deeply fractured nature of the Conservative Revolution’s theoretical 
approach to the war in part contributed to the movement’s impotence. Thomas Mann, for 
one, viewed World War I as a battle against the corruption of western Zivilisation in the 
seminal 1918 Betrachtungen eines Unpolitischen (Reflections of a Nonpolitical Man).26 
From Mann’s viewpoint, the Great War was nothing more than the modern West’s 
insidious attempt to democratize Germany. As such, the battlefield stood as a final bastion 
against the onset of cold and heartless Zivilisation. Ernst Jünger, another widely known 
conservative revolutionary and decorated German war hero, penned intense war memoirs 
in the 1914-1918 book In Stahlgewittern (Storm of Steel) and the 1922 essay Der Kampf 
als inneres Erlebnis (War as Inner Experience). Jünger’s works portrayed the battleground 
as an atavistic space of heady adventure completely outside of Zivilisation’s confines. 
Renowned cultural pessimist Oswald Spengler further extended the romanticized, 
conservative ideal of war in the 1918 and 1922 Untergang des Abendlandes (Decline of 
the West). According to Spengler, the battlefront both unified and freed soldiers as they 
advanced bravely under enemy fire, thereby signaling the antithesis of capitalism’s 
emphasis on the individual.27  
Differing ideologies concerning the Great War came together in a portrait of a 
battlefield that symbolized the ultimate fusion of Kultur and Technik for certain interwar 
German-speaking conservatives. As far as the elusive Kultur, the battleground conjured 
                                                                 
 25 Thomas Röhkramer, “Antimodernism, Reactionary Modernism and National Socialism. 
Technocratic Tendencies in Germany, 1890-1945” Contemporary European History 8, no. 1 (1999): 43. 
26 Thomas Mann, Betrachtungen eines Unpolitischen (Berlin: S. Fischer, 1922), 45. 
27 Karl Leydecker, German Novelists of the Weimar Republic, 132. 
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images of a barbaric and beautiful Blutgemeinschaft found in the Fronterlebnis (experience 
at the Front). War brought men together in an organic and intoxicating experience that 
meant the return to “life,” “blood” and “community” of Kultur as opposed to the “mind” 
and “intellect” associated with the westernized Geistesgemeinschaft (community of the 
mind). The battlefield also reflected Kultur’s “masculine domination over nature” that 
countered the confined, “feminized” existence of bourgeois modernity. 28  Technik in 
relation to the battlefield translated to the “reconciliation of machine and the body that is 
exemplified in the relation between the soldier and the technology of war.”29 According to 
Ernst Jünger, the soldier’s interdependence with advanced war machinery comprised a 
unique alternative to modernity’s “freezing” society. In Jünger’s vision of the “machine-
man symbiosis” as recorded by scholar Jeffrey Herf, the attributes of “distance and ice-
cold mind” intertwined with technology’s “conscious and logical performance” to create 
the perfect soldier.30 
Dedicated warmongering publications of conservative revolutionaries 
notwithstanding, many in the Weimar Republic unsurprisingly continued to resist the 
intellectual community’s “urge to find a higher meaning in the war experience.”31 Pacifist 
organizations such as the Nie-Wieder-Krieg-Bewegung (Never-Again-War-Movement) 
rapidly gained membership in the years of the Weimar Republic.32 The popularity of anti-
war literature like Erich Maria Remarque’s 1929 Im Westen nichts Neues (All Quiet on the 
Western Front) and Arnold Zweig’s 1927 Der Streit um den Sergeanten Grischa (The Case 
                                                                 
 28 Jeffrey Herf, Reactionary Modernism, 226-7. 
29 Ibid, 79.  
30 Ibid.  
31 Karl Leydecker, German Novelists of the Weimar Republic, 137.  
32 Ibid.  
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of Sergeant Grischa) attested to an eagerness to depart from conservative narratives of 
war’s “noble” and “glorious” qualities. The Weimar’s Republic’s daily realities caused 
further departure from rhetoric that openly promoted war and German nationalism. 
Reacting to a sense of national shame in the wake of Versailles, nationalist scholars like 
Ernst Troeltsch bemoaned the treaty’s imposed sense of peace fraught with manifold 
justifications to keep the populace in check.33 Painful daily reminders of the war presented 
themselves at every turn, from the highly visible masses of wounded soldiers to crippling 
food and labor shortages that crippled Germany’s economy.  At the Great War’s end, 
Germany’s status as the “heretic” that must be “burned”34 exposed the battlefield’s failure 
to elevate the German nation to its “former glory” and counter the disaster of Versailles. 
If 1920s intellectual publications and warmongering rhetoric failed to reach its 
desired “mass audience,” another genre rose during Germany’s interwar “time of cultural 
transition” to bring fantastic and often proto-fascist messages to the mass reading public. 
The plethora of pulp novels available to the general public, printed on cheap paper and 
often shoddily bound, formed “the late-nineteenth and twentieth-century genre the 
Germans call Unterhaltungs- und Trivialliteratur” comprised of “disposable, repetitive 
narratives…designed to maximize sales to a mass reading audience eager for the familiar, 
not the challenging.”35 Incredibly popular authors like Ludwig Ganghofer, Karl May and 
Hedwig Courths-Mahler contributed to the upsurge of Trivialliteratur that flooded 
Germany’s early twentieth century literary landscape. While some of the German populace 
                                                                 
33 Anton Kaes et al., The Weimar Republic Sourcebook (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1994), 12. 
34 Ibid., 12.  
35 Bruce B. Campbell et al., Detectives, Dystopias, and Poplit: Studies in Modern German Genre 
Fiction (Rochester, NY: Camden House, 2014), 119. 
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enthusiastically devoured “cheap editions of good literature,” the majority preferred “trash 
and entertainment along the lines of the American penny dreadfuls.”36 A mass readership 
disillusioned with the Weimar Republic’s failing government and ground down by 
catastrophic inflation and unemployment found solace in campy narratives featuring 
futuristic utopias devoid of democracy. 
A popular subgenre of Trivialliteratur, the technischer Zukunftsroman reflected 
“the anger, disillusionment, and confusion following defeat in the First World War,”37 all 
qualities with which the petite bourgeoisie and Germany’s youth could easily identify. As 
previously mentioned, many authors of Zukunftsromane chose incorruptible ice 
environments as settings in which to propagate thinly disguised political messages in tales 
of technological ingénue. Dina Brandt claims that the ice trope found in much of the 
Weimar Republic’s SF merely establishes a sense of Entfernung (distance) between 
landscape and hero in the study Der Deutsche Zukunftsroman 1918-1945: 
Gattungstypologie und sozialgeschichtliche Verortung (The German Technical Utopian 
Novel 1918-1945: Categorization and Sociohistorical Positioning), but I counter that 
nationalist ice chronotopes actually created a historically and culturally meaningful space 
of revanchist fantasy for interwar Germany’s bourgeois reading public. As such, I label 
these chronotopes “spaces of intervention” that serve as extended allegories for the fate of 
German-ness in a time of tremendous social upheaval. 
Seen more narrowly, literary ice chronotopes take their place in the tradition of 
material ecocriticism. This nascent subfield of ecocriticism, pioneered by scholars such as 
                                                                 
 36 Bärbel Schrader, The “Golden” Twenties: Art and Literature in the Weimar Republic (New 
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1988), 28. 
37 William J. Fanning, Death Rays and the Popular Media 1876-1939: A Study of Directed Energy 
Weapons in Fact, Fiction and Film (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Company, Inc., 2015), 142. 
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Serenella Iovino and Serpil Oppermann, takes into consideration the “excessive dynamics 
of nature’s constituents, or narrative agencies of storied matter.” 38  The “vital 
materialities” of “elements, cells, genes, atoms, stones, water, landscapes, machines” and 
other “discursive spaces spawned by human agency” serve to define “the narrative 
dimension of the material world”39 in the field of material ecocriticism. The ice landscape 
of the 1920s technischer Zukunftsroman functions as a kind of “tangled” material 
ecocritical space in which “[b]odies, texts, machines, human and nonhuman entities 
continually interact in complex relationships.”40 Ice spaces of intervention, and the SF 
heroes that inhabited them, offered the Weimar Republic’s reading public a metaphorical 
arena in which “human culture is inextricably enmeshed with vibrant, nonhuman 
agencies,” 41  but one also tainted with potentially incendiary narratives of right-wing 
extremism. 
Material ecocriticism that applies to the ice space of intervention collides with the 
theoretical field of posthumanism when the typical technischer Zukunftsroman protagonist 
enters each novel’s respective world of ice and snow. A better understanding of 
posthumanism can be drawn from Donna Haraway’s 1984 essay “A Cyborg Manifesto,” a 
work that called on its audience to challenge traditional “dichotomies between mind and 
body, animal and human, organism and machine, public and private, nature and culture, 
men and women, primitive and civilized . . . ” 42  Transhumanism, an offshoot of 
posthumanism, provides a theoretical “means to improve our relationship with technology” 
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and asserts “that the utilization of technology is an inextricable part of being human and 
how we come to know the world,”43 two extremely germane concepts for those frightened 
by the many horrors of World War I brought about by modernization and technological 
advances. 
Most often a powerful Germanic ex-soldier and engineer or scientist, the SF hero 
found in the typical technischer Zukunftsroman establishes Germanic superiority in a post-
Versailles world through works of ingenuity and prowess, and often while inhabiting a 
desolate land of ice such as the Arctic or Greenland. When applying theories of 
posthumanism to the German (or Germanic) protagonists of interwar SF, the figure of the 
“pre- or posthuman” takes on a variety of faces, whether a primitive hunter in the first Ice 
Age’s tundra exploring his animalistic roots, a brave engineer who metaphorically unites 
with an advanced weapon for global good, or an intrepid astronaut aboard a German-
engineered space rocket. As such, speculative fiction provided bourgeois audiences with 
“new German heroes” for their time. Prior to World War I, Germany’s midde-class tended 
to view the soldier as the embodiment of so-called “strenuous masculinity,” which 
increased the soldier’s prestige at the turn of the twentieth century.44 Interwar SF authors 
drew on this popularity by creating intrepid scientists and engineers who shared many 
qualities with the soldier figure. These skillful protagonists merge ideologically with the 
inner Germanic “beast” or German-engineered Technik or to create a more self-possessed 
and proficient hero.  
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Interwar SF functioned as a place of collision between the theoretical interests of 
material ecocriticsm and posthumanism. These literary works challenged traditional 
boundaries between organic and inorganic, and between animate and inanimate. My 
examination of ice spaces of intervention and their pre- and posthuman heroes in 1920s 
German SF begins with a methodology and historiography chapter. Entitled “Ice 
Chronotopes, the Conservative Dilemma and the Weimar Republic’s Trivialliteratur,” the 
chapter examines the specific roles played by the interwar pulp fiction industry in 
Germany’s downward spiral into radicalism and incendiary right-wing nationalism. An 
increase in literacy rates and printing capabilities in Germany led to the rise of what 
Austrian Graf Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi termed “Schulgemeinden” (schooled 
communities) in the 1923 publication Pan-Europa (Pan-Europe).45 Brought together by 
national bodies of literature, these so-called schooled communities lent a sense of unity 
and purpose to pre-World War I European nations. Chapter One further illustrates the 
influence of interwar SF on Germany’s midde-class and youth readers despite a backlash 
of governmental censorship that regulated and contested the spread of pulp fiction 
beginning in the early 1900s. 
My analysis of 1920s SF then shifts to case studies that survey three specific types 
of ice spaces of intervention found in Weimar Germany’s speculative fiction: the barbaric 
ice space of the past (Ice Age environment), the engineered ice space of the present (the 
North Pole), and the interplanetary ice space of the future (the moon and Venus, both made 
of ice). Chapter Two of this project, “Prehistoric Science Fiction Ice: Narratives of 
Teutonic Barbarism,” examines works of SF set in prehistory by Hans Friedrich Blunck 
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and Alois Theodor Sonnleitner. These novels visualize conservative ideologies of the 
return to a past heavily laden with Nordic mysticism, while portraying the atavistic Ice Age 
space as a metaphorical training grounds for prehuman soldiers who reconnect with forces 
of Aryan myth. As two separate Ice Age protagonists struggle against nature and savage 
animals in their daily struggle for existence, they must learn to “embrace their transforming 
identity”46 from organic men into metaphorical animals. In these two novels of SF set in 
prehistory, the consumption and spilling of blood releases the inner Nietzschean “beast” in 
primordial protagonists. Barbaric heroes in a state of becoming mirrored conservative 
revolutionary hopes for a transformative revolution that would free their country from the 
despised Republic. 
Chapter Three, “Engineered Science Fiction Ice: Narratives of Soldierly 
Nationalism,” examines the “engineer hero” of many technische Zukunftsromane as the 
bearer of Germanic Kultur. Two SF novels by Hans Dominik and Karl August von Laffert 
feature posthuman engineer protagonists who travel to the Arctic to perfect genius nuclear 
weapons or search for innovative icy fuel sources. In so doing, the Germanic heroes 
metaphorically become one with their respective inventions, whether an atomic “death ray” 
or an advanced war plane. The literary merging of man with technology found in Chapter 
Three, often encoded as dangerous and destructive in post-World War I mass culture, 
proves advantageous for posthuman German SF protagonists. Ernst Jünger referred to the 
blending of soldier with technology on the battlefield as a metaphorical man-machine 
symbiosis. In these novels, a similar relationship between the engineer and his technology 
results in a form of Germanic cyborg, yet one that is only complete once the protagonist 
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reaches an Arctic hideout. There, the hero is free to fully test the range of his technological 
prosthesis and master its abilities to keep world peace. Throughout the turbulent post-
World War I years, SF representations of modern technology’s safe and efficacious 
symbiosis with mankind ensured a mass readership that technology could and would be 
used for the greater good when in the correct (Aryan) hands. 
Chapter Four, “Cosmic Science Fiction Ice: Narratives of Pseudo-Scientific 
Astrofuturism,” leaves the terrestrial ice space behind to examine the racially encoded SF 
discourse of Germans exploring ice planets. Space travel often represents an attempt to 
“pursue immortality” in popular mass culture47; 1920s “astrofuturist” SF novels featured 
outer space as a setting in which astronauts pursued Germanic immortality by dominating 
ice planets. The two books analyzed in Chapter Four bring together legitimate advances in 
rocketry and space research with the pseudo-scientific proposals of Austrian engineer Hans 
Hörbiger’s Welteislehre (World Ice Theory). Hörbiger’s complex and thinly researched 
theory proposed that the entire universe was actually comprised of and had originated in 
ice. Backed by 1920s advances in rocketry and astronautics, as well as the colorful World 
Ice Theory, mainstream SF authors Otto Willi Gail and Otfrid von Hanstein crafted 
imaginary voyages to Venus or the moon aboard marvelous German-designed rockets. 
These revolutionary vessels bear astronaut heroes to the ultimate anti-capitalist, anti-
materialistic paradise of outer space. Interstellar voyagers are then rewarded with the 
discovery of ice planets. Snow found on the moon and Venus (in the tradition of Hörbiger) 
in turn provide a key fuel source that propel the amazing rockets on return journeys to 
Earth. The successful conquest of outer space aboard these spaceships proved to the 
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Republic’s mass reading audiences that post-Versailles Germany was still a viable player 
in global matters such as imperialism and weapons development, while the imprint of snow 
on outer space proved that Germany had the right to dominate the planets of “Aryan” ice. 
From the first Ice Age’s primitive hunting grounds to the farthest reaches of outer 
space, technological advances framed by bitter ice found in the Weimar Republic’s 
technische Zukunftsromane signaled a selective embrace of industrialization and modernity 
tempered by conservative beliefs in Germany’s ultimate superiority among the interwar 
intellectual elite. Whether taking the form of the earth’s poles (Hans Dominik’s 1922 Die 
Macht der Drei; Friedrich Mader’s 1923 Der letzte Atlantide), Greenland (Dominik’s 1925 
Atlantis), or ice fields on Venus or the moon (Otto Willi Gail’s 1926 Der Stein vom Mond), 
SF ice spaces manifested conservative fantasies of a lost sense of “German-ness” found in 
a highly technological Zukunft (future). Nationalist ideologies just beneath the surface in 
mainstream culture and SF literature became even more overt with the addition of ice 
spaces that demonstrated both the mythological Germanness of the past and highly 
idealized dreams for the present and future. The various works of mainstream SF literature 
featured in this project anticipated to a certain extent the Nazis’ infamous “steellike 
romanticism” in the matters of biology, race and technology. 48  Idealized speculative 
narratives by popular authors like Hans Dominik, Hans Friedrich Blunck and Otfrid von 
Hanstein, although seemingly innocuous, nonetheless laid proverbial cobblestones in 
Germany’s long and twisted road to National Socialism. 
 
 
                                                                 




Methodology, Historiography: Ice Chronotopes, Weimar’s Conservative Dilemma 
and 1920s Trivialliteratur 
“Unser deutsches Volk ist in einem harten Gericht, aber es wird es überstehen, wie seine 
Vorväter die Eiszeiten überstanden haben.” 
 
The German people is being tried in a harsh court, but we will endure, just as our forefathers 
endured the Ice Ages. 
 
- Heinrich Lhotzky, Der Planet und ich, 1925      
  
Marxist philosopher Ernst Bloch’s 1928 essay “Die Angst des Ingenieurs” (“The 
Anxiety of the Engineer”) relates an anecdote that demonstrated the engineer’s enormous 
social responsibility at the end of the nineteenth century. In Bloch’s narrative, the 
engineer’s role extends beyond that of a neutral technical innovator and involves instead a 
thorough re-engineering of social relationships and cultural norms. Bloch writes that an 
unnamed young “nordsiche Ingineur” (Nordic engineer) took it upon himself to build a 
special refrigerator that cooled to temperatures lower than any found on earth.49 The device 
allowed the formation of certain chemical compounds that can only bond in extremely cold, 
artificial temperatures. After long hours and many unsuccessful trials, the engineer at last 
generated a plan for a new model that would certainly set records for the generation of 
artificial cold below zero. What should have brought the engineer sheer happiness, 
however, instead evoked a deep sense of anxiety. Indeed, Bloch notes that “in seiner 
Freude ist Angst” (in his joy is fear) as he hoped for a mechanical failure to free him “von 
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der Furcht seines Glücks” (from the terror of his success).50 Against all expectations, the 
model experienced just such a mechanical failure, bringing the young inventor a sense of 
profound relief. Bloch’s unusual tale reflected the “engineer’s fear of unleashing through 
technology—like the magician’s apprentice in Goethe—uncalled-for powers.”51 Still-raw 
memories of World War I only increased societal fears of technology’s increasing power 
throughout Europe in the 1920s, causing engineers such as the one in Bloch’s anecdote to 
leave their “technological projects undone rather than crowned as spectacular triumphs.”52  
Bloch’s tale denotes the uneasiness evoked by the interlocking relationship between 
a Nordic man, his machine, and the fear unleashed by the union of Kultur und Technik. 
However, certain works of 1920s fiction featured ideologies of the interaction between 
man, machine and cold chronotopes that directly opposed Bloch’s tale of the engineer’s 
anxiety. Germany’s speculative authors replaced anxiety concerning technological 
advances with unbridled enthusiasm for technology and especially that manufactured by 
Germanic geniuses. Speculative writers of the 1920s such as Hans Dominik and Otfrid von 
Hanstein wedded mankind with technology in environments of extreme cold to evoke 
sentiments of national pride and anticipation of the future among their mass readership. 
These interwar pulp authors lauded, rather than feared, the new dawning of German 
industrialism and imperialism following the Great War and the restrictions of Versailles. 
To what extent did these revanchist and highly nationalistic novels influence their 
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readership? And what were the implications of interwar SF authors’ use of speculative 
fiction for covert “social and political causes”?53 
We find hints to the answer in Benedict Anderson’s famous study Imagined 
Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. According to 
Anderson, a direct relationship exists between the “vernacularizing thrust of capitalism” 
and “monoglot mass reading publics.”54 Anderson claims that mass literature is directly 
related to the proliferation of national consciousness in that it creates communities of 
“fellow-readers . . . connected through print” that shape “in their secular, particular, visible 
invisibility, the embryo of a nationally imagined community.” 55 The publication Pan-
Europa, written in 1923 by Austrian count Richard N. Coudenhove-Kalergi, confirmed the 
existence of communities of fellow-readers throughout interwar Europe. The count referred 
to these communities as Schulgemeinden (schooled communities), created by bodies of  
“national literatures” that flourished among European nations after the Enlightenment.56 
With the passage of time, countrywide literary communities formed, “verbunden durch das 
Sakrament der Sprache und den Kult der Nationaldichter und Nationalhelden” (welded 
together by the sacrament of language and the cult of national poets and national heroes).57 
In Germany particularly, the lack of a cohesive nation-state led to conflicts associated with 
the early construction of a literary canon, the formation of which was nevertheless 
perceived as “an act of considerable national importance.” 58 Literary scholar Wilhelm 
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Scherer referred to the formation of such a canon as “a complete picture of what we are 
and signify” in 1877.59 
Throughout the years of the Weimar Republic, the need for a shared sense of 
community increased in response to political upheaval, wartime defeat, the humiliation of 
Versailles, and the specters of unemployment and mass inflation. The midde-class 
especially sought “to locate a shared national community in the private sphere.” 60 One 
form of mass culture that dominated the private sphere while linking it to the public one 
was undoubtedly the cheap and thrilling reading material of Trivialliteratur. The same 
German reading public that struggled with “a dearth of unifying symbols” stemming from 
the Wilhelmine Era61 found such a symbol in the desolate ice world where heroes are made 
and world treaties are forged. As a genre of Trivialliteratur especially noted for its 
“nationalistic, conservative, reactionary” tendencies, 62  the technischer Zukunftsroman 
novel gained popularity throughout the interwar years alongside a continuous rise in right-
wing extremism in the Weimar Republic. 
The inclusion of ice metaphors in many mainstream technische Zukunftsromane 
paralleled the conflicted, “vacuum-like” climate of 1920s Germany brought on by defeat 
in World War I and the rise of industrialized urban modernity. Those same intellectuals 
who had welcomed World War I with the hope “daß der Krieg in kultureller Hinsicht eine 
Reinigung des deutschen Kulturlebens bewirken werde” (that the war would bring about a 
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purification of the German society’s culture)63 now dealt with a rapidly changing role in 
the newly founded and prodigiously unpopular democracy. While hardly unique to the 
Weimar Republic, widespread discontent with modernity during these years bears 
examination due to its proliferation and intensity. Jeffrey Herf writes, “The cultural 
contradictions of capitalism exist in capitalist societies generally, and they were 
particularly sharp in post-World War I Germany.”64 Michael Löwy further nuances the 
situation by paraphrasing historian Fritz Ringer: “Traumatized by the social and cultural 
effects of capitalist domination, [Weimar’s] academic intelligentsia reacted ‘with such 
desperate intensity that the spectre of a ‘soulless’ modern age came to haunt everything 
they said and wrote no matter what the subject.” 65  Against the backdrop of a frozen 
intellectual wasteland, extremism flourished among the general public throughout the 
1920s, with hostilities focused largely on the republic as well as Germany’s Jewish 
population.66 
Chapter One of this project lays the conceptual and contextual groundwork for the 
readings offered in Chapters Two, Three and Four. This chapter historicizes the rise of 
coldness metaphors in the Weimar Republic’s war memories, intellectual discourse, and 
works of interwar Trivialliteratur, with a focus on the technischer Zukunftsroman’s place 
in the 1920s literary landscape. I then discuss the significance of the 
soldier/explorer/inventor figure for the Weimar Republic’s reading audiences by 
connecting these tropes to theories of material ecocriticsm and posthumanism. In the 
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technischer Zukunftsroman, Germany’s mass readership found romanticized visions of a 
new Nordic “greatness” exemplified by brilliant modern technology and frigid ice spaces. 
Technical utopian novels fell into the category of Trivialliteratur, which was subject to 
strict governmental censorship that regulated the representation of war themes in German 
pulp fiction throughout the early twentieth century. These sociopolitical threads all came 
together in right-wing science fiction, a genre of early SF that elevated themes of white 
and specifically German superiority67 to new levels in the Weimar Republic. 
In his exploration of early twentieth century German speculative literature and its 
far-reaching effects on the Weimar Republic’s mass readership, Peter Fischer explains that 
“[t]he published fantasy—often a quirky mixture of adventure story, fairy tale, millenarian 
vision, and political program—was intended to act as a catalyst inflaming the same type of 
emotions among the readers that originally elicited the fantasies in the minds of their 
creators.”68 Although examples of the technischer Zukunftsroman existed before World 
War I,69 the genre truly came into its own beginning in 1918. Dina Brandt’s comprehensive 
study on the technischer Zukunftsroman genre defines it as any novel with certain 
“technische oder/und . . . politische oder/und . . . soziale Elemente/Konstellationen” 
(technical and/or . . . political and/or . . . social elements/constellations) that must be viable 
for the future.70 Settings for the technischer Zukunftsroman spanned myriad countries and 
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time periods. Many of the engineer heroes found in the technischer Zukunftsroman remove 
themselves from human society to realize a glorious Ingenineursphantasie (engineer’s 
fantasy) such as the construction of a huge tunnel or canal.71 The ice “space of intervention” 
functioned as one such lonely place, far removed from society and its constraints. 
For the engineer or scientist protagonist of the Weimar Republic’s SF, pristine 
white polar silences countered the strain and smut of hellish war and decadent urban 
modernity while providing a technological and cultural tabula rasa in which to articulate 
a new vision of a modern world founded in reactionary, anti-Enlightenment ideologies. 
Similar to conservative revolutionary literature, the work of Hans Dominik and his right-
wing SF contemporaries sought to “articulate a set of cultural symbols for the nontechnical 
intellectuals in which technology became an expression of [the German] soul, and thus of 
German Kultur.”72 An examination of the political activities of mainstream technischer 
Zukunftsroman authors further illustrates the genre’s covert inclination toward 
inflammatory and nationalist politics. Peter Fisher writes that many 1920s speculative 
authors served as “political speakers and agitators” as they penned their speculative 
books. 73  Hans Friedrich Blunck, featured in Chapter Two of this project, served as 
president of the Reichsschrifttumskammer (Reich Literary Chamber) from 1933 to 1935 
and unreservedly joined the Nazi party in 1937.74 Another prominent author explored in 
Chapter Three of this project, Karl August von Laffert, attended his sister’s receptions for 
Hitler and high-ranking Nazi officials while proudly decked out in full SS regalia.75  
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At the same time, Hans Dominik, Hans Friedrich Blunck, and their contemporaries 
carefully separated themselves from Germany’s “radical nationalists” in that they “at least 
outwardly…condemned war.” 76  As “crypto-fascists,” many early German SF authors 
“cloaked themselves and their heroes in a ‘higher’ morality” than what they called the 
war’s “true” instigators—presumably the Communists and Jews. 77  These conservative 
writers elevated nationalism to new levels in a genre that Manfred Nagl notes already 
“carried the ideology not just of Western and white but particularly of German superiority, 
both racial and spiritual, which contrasted with Western ‘civilization’ and its 
materialism.” 78  The battlefield of snow disseminated reactionary ideologies of white 
supremacy to Germany’s readership in a historically significant way that resonated with 
the republic’s mass readership, a downtrodden demographic that included its small 
business owners, its craftsmen, and its youth. 
 
Historicizing Ice: Battlefields of Blood and Snow       
Worlds of ice and snow resonated with the Weimar Republic’s reading audiences 
for a variety of reasons. After the Treaty of Versailles had divested Germany of its colonial 
possessions in 1919, concerns surged in the Weimar Republic surrounding the end of “the 
age of German aspiration to world-shaking deeds, among them polar exploration.” 79 
Sentiments concerning literal ice worlds became even more crucial when viewed in 
conjunction with Germany’s long and largely unsuccessful legacy of polar conquest. 
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Beginning in the mid-1800s, German explorers suffered catastrophic defeat when 
attempting to claim victories in the Arctic and Antarctic just as American, British and 
Norwegian explorers made significant territorial accomplishments at both the North and 
South Poles. Wilhelm Filchner’s infamous 1911 Antarctic voyage aboard the ship 
Deutschland contributed to Germany’s legacy of “repeated polar embarrassments”80 just 
one year before Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen successfully claimed the South Pole.  
Despite these considerable setbacks, general interest in lands of ice and snow 
continued among certain German scientists and public figures in the early twentieth 
century. 81 For some, polar exploration symbolized a return to the hyper-masculine 
“strenuous life” that belonged to both the adventurer and soldier. Ice worlds and the 
battlefield negated modernity and industrialization, which had purportedly “turned a large 
proportion of robust, manly, self-reliant boyhood into a lot of flat-chested cigarette 
smokers, with shaky nerves and doubtful vitality.”82 These ideologies repelled youth in 
pre-World War I Europe and especially Germany, where the tepid atmosphere of the 
Wilhelmine Era left the younger populations longing for some form of upheaval. Ernst 
Jünger belonged to the youthful demographic that gladly enlisted at the Great War’s 
outbreak in search of “a less civilized space in which one could realise (sic) an adventurous 
path of life.”83 Jünger recorded in the opening pages of the 1922 In Stahlgewittern (Storm 
of Steel):  
Aufgewachsen im Geiste einer materialistischen Zeit, wob in uns allen die 
Sehnsucht nach dem Ungewöhnlichen, nach dem großen Erleben. Da hatte uns der 
Krieg gepackt wie ein Rausch. In einem Regen von Blumen waren wir 
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hinausgezogen in trunkener Morituri-Stimmung. Der Krieg mußte uns ja bringen, 
das Große, Starke, Feierliche. 84 
 
We grew up in the spirit of a materialist age, and in all of us there lived a yearning 
for the unusual, for great adventure. Then the war took hold of us and intoxicated 
us. We marched off in a shower of flowers, as if drunk, like gladiators about to die. 
The war just had to provide that great, powerful, solemn experience.  
  
Jünger’s account of naïve soldiers gloriously marching to their deaths bears a 
striking resemblance to rhetoric surrounding polar exploits of the same time period. A 
February 1913 London Times article on British explorer Robert Falcon Scott’s doomed 
Antarctic expedition describes the polar explorer’s fate in similar terms: 
This Antarctic expedition has a value of its own altogether independent of tangible 
gains, whether material or intellectual. Its real value is moral and spiritual, and 
therefore in the truest sense national. It is a proof that in an age of depressing 
materialism men can still be found to face known hardship, heavy risk, and even 
death, in pursuit of an idea, and that the unconquerable will carry them through, 
loyal to the last to the charge they have undertaken.85 
 
Historical accounts from World War I extended the connection between the 
explorer’s adventurous, the idea of the “masculine life,” and the soldier’s experience on 
the battlefield. Certain soldiers and intellectuals embraced the coldness of total 
mobilization as an “eine extreme Lebensform des Menschen” (an extreme lifestyle for 
mankind) and “ein Naturereignis” (a natural experience) of extraordinary quality. 86 
German playwright Carl Zuckmayer greeted war’s outbreak with a kind of euphoria, 
welcoming the antithesis to “the pettiness and littleness” of Wilhelmine Germany’s 
bourgeois milieu.87 Philosopher Max Weber, typically a sharp critic of German foreign 
policy, declared in 1914, “Denn einerlei wie der Erfolg ist – dieser Krieg ist groß und 
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wunderbar” (Regardless of the outcome – this war is huge and wonderful). 88  Famed 
German artist Max Beckmann wrote in a letter during his time as a medical orderly at the 
Front: “Diese Zeit paßt mir” (this time suits me).89 In a wartime diary, French Jesuit Father 
Teilhard de Chardin further recorded “the change the front had brought about” in him and 
the release from “preoccupations of health, the family, success” that he found there.90 
Despite the daily exposure to acute suffering and death, De Chardin confessed, “I need the 
front. . . . I am…an explorer.”91  
The figures of explorer and soldier came together in the technischer 
Zukunftsroman’s intrepid hero protagonist, a strong personality worthy of global renown. 
If the “warmth” of modern society conformed men to stuffy bourgeois values, then the 
coldness of ice shaped heroes worthy of the Germanic Blutgemeinschaft (blood-bonded 
community). The community of blood was peopled with an ideological Volk that elevated, 
rather than denigrated, mythical Kultur. An examination of certain technical 1920s utopian 
novels reveals the use of SF ice spaces as a “peace propaganda” tool that disseminated 
conservative ideologies concerning Kultur und Technik to Germany’s mass reading public 
through interactions between material ice and the posthuman conqueror.  
 
Warriors for Justice and Freedom: Pre- and Posthuman Heroes in 1920s Science 
Fiction         
 Readers of the Weimar Republic responded to an acute sense of cultural crisis92 by 
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searching for a new hero for their time who would restore the lost sense of Germanic Kultur 
in the struggle against modernity’s cold and calculating Zivilisation. 93  Images of the 
warrior as the bearer of Germanic Kultur translated into highly intelligent, blond-haired 
protagonists that wrought revenge on Germany’s enemies with incredible inventions in the 
technischer Zukunftsroman. Manfred Nagl writes, “So kreierte die deutsche Science 
Fiction zwischen den Weltkriegen Legionen von faustisch-genialen Erfindern und 
Ingenieuren, die…in geheimen Laboratorien daran arbeiten, das Rad der Geschichte 
zurückzudrehen” (And so German science fiction written between the World Wars created 
a legion of Faustian inventors and engineers, that worked to turn back the wheel of history 
in secret laboratories).94 When applying posthuman theory to the hero protagonists of 
1920s German SF, one aspect of transhumanism that particularly speaks to Weimar 
Germany’s sociopolitical climate is the implication of the modified body as one stage on a 
grand scale of becoming. From a posthuman understanding, bodily modifications create a 
cybernetic form that awaits evolution to the next stage of being. After reaching 
transcendence, the “completed human” is then free to “‘move on’ to some other ‘next level’ 
of existence.”95 Friedrich Nietzsche introduced the concept of “becoming” as integral to 
German-ness when he wrote “of the element of becoming (Werden) in German nature.”96  
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In 1918, conservative revolutionary Ernst Bertram drew on Nietzsche’s writings in 
his publication Nietzsche. Versuch einer Mythologie (Nietzsche. Study in Mythology) to 
explain a German appreciation for everything “uncertain, unformed, shifting, growing.”97 
Bertram proposed “[t]hat the German does not exist, that he is becoming.”98 Conservative 
revolutionaries like Ernst Bertram and Friedrich Georg Jünger held similar views on the 
German state as a place of transition or becoming. Bertram wrote in the book Nietzsche 
that Deutschtum (or German-ness) means to be forever ‘in a chrysalis state’.”99 Friedrich 
Georg Jünger recorded similar ideologies in 1926 as he wrote hopefully of a Germany 
transformed through wide-sweeping revolution. From Jünger’s perspective, the Weimar 
Republic presented only one facet of Germany’s history, and one that would be 
transformed by blood-bonded communities of “new nationalists” into a mobilized and 
authoritarian state.100  
Certain 1920s speculative novels featured the ice space of intervention as “a space 
for interrogating the troubled boundaries between the human and non-human,” 101  an 
especially relevant topic in light of horrific war memories that overshadowed many of the 
republic’s positive aspects and left the streets filled with literal cyborgs: prosthetic-wearing 
war cripples. Popular interwar SF literature depicted the fluid relationship between man 
and animal or man and mechanism in a way that fully embraced the transformation of 
Germanic protagonists into “modified” warriors. Two main archetypes of the modified 
human exist in the various technische Zukunftsromane explored in this project: the 
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prehuman who “devolves” into a primitive Germanic warrior on the Ice Age battlefield and 
the posthuman engineer or astronaut who quests to faraway ice spaces for imperialist glory.  
Narratives of the so-called prehuman are found in certain works of SF set in 
prehistory (Chapter Two). 1920s SF set in prehistory featured “beastly” prehuman 
protagonists who subjugate nature in a flagrant display of masculine dominance (an act 
ideologically associated with Kultur according to Jeffrey Herf).102 Chapters Three and Four 
examine the posthuman organic man’s symbiosis with nonorganic technology, forming a 
cyborg-like subject who triumphs on literal battlefields as per the work of Ernst Jünger and 
metaphorical ice battlefields in 1920s technische Zukunftsromane. As Donna Haraway 
explains, the “cyborg is a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and organism, a 
creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction.”103 The theoretical posthuman 
cyborg subject can only gain information “through a technological order,” which 
characterizes “human beings as incomplete.”104 A cyclical literary enmeshment of man, 
machine and the natural ice world created a “safe” space of reconciliation for Germany’s 
downtrodden and embittered reading public. As they read ice-themed works of German 
SF, the republic’s youth, shopkeepers and other bourgeois businessmen could once again 
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Lies lieber ein gutes Buch als diese Schmöker!: Mass Literature and Censorship in the 
Weimar Republic  
 The early nineteenth century saw an explosion in works of Trivialliteratur, which 
featured a range of breathtaking vistas and settings that promised an “Eingang ins Reich 
der Abenteuer” (entrance into the world of adventure). 105  Popular themes of 
Trivialliteratur in the early 1900s included Jules Verne-inspired “around the world” races 
either by air or by car, Wild West and “Indian” novels, and journeys to exotic and far-away 
places including ice worlds such as the Arctic and Antarctic. In 1929, novelist Heinrich 
Mann wrote provocatively of the “need for the extraordinary” that attracted Germany’s 
interwar reading public to pulp novels. 106 The escapist pleasure of fiction novels such as 
Edgar Wallace’s J. G. Reeder detective series allowed the general public to experience 
exploits that contrasted sharply with daily banality. Heinrich Mann proposed that the need 
for such adventures only increased as life in the Weimar Republic grew more laborious 
and chaotic. As such, Schundliteratur was a powerful literary medium “not without social 
significance.” 107 
Attitudes toward Trivialliteratur formed a part in an early twentieth century 
struggle between the understanding of “high” and “low” culture. A “democratization of all 
culture” in Germany extended to literature, which “renewed relations” with politics, 
journalism, and “low” culture.108 The expansion of Berlin’s printing presses and a rise in 
literacy led to an explosion of interest in the printed word across the country. Newspaper 
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circulation increased to at least 834 newspapers and magazines in Berlin alone, with 36 
editions published daily. 109  Publishing houses like Ullstein first serialized and mass 
produced works of popular fiction. The sudden availability of cheap literature challenged 
the idea of “art as a province of the privileged” and contributed to the rapid growth of a 
mass reading public in Germany.110  
When reflecting on the proliferation of various genres of Trivialliteratur found 
throughout Germany, the polar scholar and journalist Dr. Adrian Mohr recorded with heavy 
imperialist overtones: “Harmlos waren die Groschenhefte, die um 1900 in 
Papiergeschäften auftauchten. Zumeist Indianergeschichten, doch untermischt mit 
Abenteuern in Afrika, Indien . . . .” (The penny dreadfuls that first appeared in paper shops 
in 1900 were harmless. They were mostly stories of Indians, also mixed with adventures 
in Africa, India . . . .).111  Germany’s officials and religious institutions held a much 
different opinion on pulp literature, however. The proliferation of pulp literature, including 
early SF, met with immediate outcry from intellectual corridors, schools, libraries and the 
Catholic Church. Those that still considered Hochliteratur (“high” literature) by the likes 
of Goethe and Schiller to be the literary standard railed against the purported negative 
effects of new and widely available “trash” novels.  
Fearing for the public’s mental health and wellbeing, various institutions sprung up 
to fight against Trivialliteratur’s burgeoning popularity by every means available. The 
Kampf gegen Schmutz und Schund (fight against “smut and trash”) ballooned into a 
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government-sponsored “effort at cultural intervention” 112 as officials agreed that camp 
literature “was dangerous enough to justify forcible controls.”113 Anti-trash brochures such 
as Dr. E. Schultze’s 1911 Die Schundliteratur – ihr Wesen, ihre Folgen, ihre Bekämpfung 
(Trash Literature – Its Nature, Its Following, Its Abatement) and Heinrich Wolfgast’s 1911 
Das Elend unserer Jugendliteratur (The Misery of our Youth Literature) blasted pulp 
literature and its avid readers with special concern for Germany’s youth. Also in 1911, 
concerned activists founded Berlin’s Zentralstelle zur Bekämpfung der Schundliteratur 
(Central Agency for the Fight against Trash Literature). The agency continued its work 
throughout World War I, when representatives appealed to the War Ministry for assistance 
in their ideological Schundkampf (war against trash). Their request was unsurprisingly 
denied, as the military was concerned primarily with censoring literature that threatened 
the war effort.114 
 The Schundkampf that protested Trivial- und Unterhaltungsliteratur before, during, 
and after World War I intensified to the point that some activists even condemned the books 
themselves as a devious enemy. One such institution was the Borromäus-Verein 
(Borromäus Association) in Bonn, which ran a public library affiliated with the Catholic 
Church until 1933. A keynote speaker at a meeting of the Borromäus-Verein 
Schundkampftagung (Convention for the War against Trash), for example, drew 
connections between Schundliteratur and the perceived evils of modernity and urban 
development: “Die Schmutzerzeugnisse machen nirdgendwo halt, wir finden sie in der 
vornehmen Villa der Vorstadt und in den Spelunken des Scheunenviertels. Sie sind das 
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traurige Charakteristikum der Großstadt” (These trash products are never-ending, as we 
find them from the exclusive villa of the suburbs to the dives of the Scheunen Quarter. 
They are a sad characteristic of the big city).115 Activists against Trivialliteratur cast a wide 
net, even implicating Berlin’s Jewish population—centered in the Scheunenviertel— in the 
perceived public health crisis. Despite these efforts, Germany’s reading public remained 
largely unimpressed by institutionalized censorship efforts and continued to purchase dime 
novels in huge quantities. Adventurous tales of American and British heroes such as 
Buffalo Bill, Nick Carter, and Texas Jack proved especially popular in pre-World War I 
Germany, much to the chagrin of officials and activists.116  
The protest against Trivialliteratur experienced a lull during World War I, as 
printing presses turned out more propaganda than trash novels. Sensationalist authors 
nevertheless found a way to capitalize on the war, especially in its earliest years before 
paper became scarce, by writing Kriegsschundliteratur (wartime trash literature). Unlike 
serial novels and other works of Trivialliteratur, Kriegsschundliteratur referred to short 
pamphlet stories of thirty or so pages that featured the battlefield as a setting for outlandish 
stories of wartime bravery. Thrilling works of Kriegsschundliteratur often centered on “the 
singular superhuman heroic soldier . . . instead of lauding the average private,”117 just as 
the Weimar Republic’s technischer Zukunftsroman novels depicted a scientific or 
engineering genius who single-handedly saves the world from war. Wartime heroes such 
as Heinz Brandt and Horst Kraft replaced the formerly popular cultural icons of Buffalo 
Bill, Nick Carter and Karl May’s Winnetou for Germany’s mass reading audience.  
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Kriegsschundliteratur also met with opposition from the German government, the 
Social Democrats, Catholics, Liberals, Conservatives, and midde-class or working class 
parents.118 In 1916, a public rally in Berlin protested fiction that presented “erwünschte 
Ideen in unerwünschter literarischer Form” (acceptable ideas in an unacceptable literary 
form).119 Those at the meeting concluded that “[d]ie Fülle aufregender Ereignisse, die der 
Krieg mit den furchtbaren Waffen von heute möglich und wirklich macht, wird hier von 
ebenso flinken wie gewissenlosen Schreibern gemißbraucht” (the abundance of exciting 
events which the war of today and its terrible weapons makes possible is abused here by 
swift and unscrupulous scribblers). 120 Wartime activists felt that widespread pamphlet 
literature “diminish[ed] the war’s significance” and “undervalu[ed] the collective 
contribution of the military,” and also turned civilians against soldiers with stories of 
barbaric and cruel acts.121 Some even feared that Kriegsschundliteratur and war penny 
dreadfuls “stimulated the imagination” of Germany’s youth, inciting “the urge for 
adventure…due to the events of the war.”122 Due to the influence of Kriegsschundliteratur, 
it was believed, many young men went to enlist mindlessly and often without the consent 
or knowledge of their guardians. The popularity of these pulp fiction mediums during the 
war suggested that young middle-class and working-class males broke standing laws 
against Schmutz and Schund to obtain their extremist “masculine fantasy” literature.123 
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The horrors of the Great War brought about widespread changes in literary tastes 
from the enriching to the melodramatic as the public sought to recover from four years of 
intense suffering through the consumption of pulp fiction. The scholar of popular literature 
Heinz Galle acknowledges that “[a]lles in allem waren die zwanziger Jahre ein Paradies 
für die Produzenten von Unterhaltungsliteratur” (all in all, the Twenties were a paradise 
for the production of entertainment literature).124 SF anthologist Mike Mitchell quotes a 
German publisher who described the growing popularity of shallow and sensational pulp 
literature throughout the 1920s: “The thrill of the Great War and the hard struggle for 
survival in our time may have contributed to [a] change in literary tastes. The path toward 
this development was prepared by swamping readers with…books without plot or 
action.”125  
Once again, the popularity of Trivialliteratur incited governmental intervention as 
activists further “modified the meaning of th[e] language” that condemned forms of mass 
entertainment in the 1920s. According to officials, post-World War I Trivialliteratur 
potentially “had the capacity to derail Germany’s postwar recovery.”126 The technischer 
Zukunftsroman also fell under the category of literature with this purported destructive 
potential. Germany’s atmosphere of strict censorship surrounding Trivialliteratur and the 
regulation of the Weimar Republic’s mass culture stood to affect the genre and other forms 
of speculative literature, as the thematic nature of 1920s SF often aligned with the contested 
material of Kriegsschundliteratur. Peter Fisher sums up the technischer Zukunftsroman 
genre as a product of “war visions of the 1920s” in which authors gave “vent to primitive 
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wishes for the annihilation of France, England, the United States, or whomever else they 
pictured as Germany’s enemy.”127 Yet publishing houses of interwar Germany had been 
duly trained during the Great War in ways to circumvent strict censorship laws. Between 
1914 and 1918, they had responded to institutional restrictions on Kriegsschundliteratur 
by releasing new titles faster than the censorship boards, weakened as they were by the 
war, could blacklist the titles.128  
A similar approach proved more difficult during the years of the Weimar Republic, 
with the government activists no longer encumbered by personnel shortages and other 
internal issues. Throughout the 1920s, therefore, some publishing companies responded to 
the Schundkampf by releasing carefully worded appellations that separated the 
Zukunftsromane from the “cheap thrills” 129  of Kriegsschunderliteratur. As such, the 
technischer Zukunftsroman was sold to the general public as a form of anti-war “peace 
propaganda,” a tool used in interwar Great Britain to warn English citizens away from the 
dangers of yet another global conflict.130 The promotion of the technischer Zukunftsroman 
as peace propaganda applied to the genre’s first and most popular book, Hans Dominik’s 
1922 Die Macht der Drei (The Power of Three). Although the novel contains poorly 
concealed narratives of Nordic supremacy and unmitigated imperialism, the advertising 
campaign surrounding its release cleverly centered on the role of a German-engineered 
atomic weapon in keeping world peace. At the same time, Germany’s interwar enemies 
(Britain, France and America) received the blame for imperialism and warmongering. A 
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1925 publisher’s advertisement for Dominik’s novel specifically promoted the work as 
“ein Entscheidungskampf um die Weltherrschaft zwischen England und Amerika” (a 
decisive war for world domination between England and America) that “zwingt die Mächte 
zum Verzicht auf den Krieg” (forces the world powers to renounce the idea of war.)131  
Another attempt to veil the true warmongering message of 1920s SF can be found 
in an advertisement describing Reinhold Eichacker’s 1922 technischer Zukunftsroman 
entitled Der Kampf ums Gold (The Struggle for Gold). The book features an overt 
revanchist fantasy played out by an engineer named Walter Werndt who pays off 
Germany’s crippling war debts to France and Great Britain in one huge lump sum of gold. 
Buchhandlung Hermann advertised Eichacher’s novel as “[e]in Roman von der Rettung 
Deutschlands durch deutschen Geist” (a novel about the salvation of Germany through the 
German spirit).132 The publisher’s advertisement then favorably compares the novel to 
“other brochures of recent times,” presumably referring to hotly contested works of 
Kriegsschundliteratur: 
Im Gegensatz zu andern Broschüren der letzten Zeit zeigt dieses Werk den wirklich 
gangbaren Weg. Nicht durch neuen Krieg, nicht durch neue Opfer deutschen Blutes 
wird der Haß der “Sieger” beseitigt; auf friedlichem Wege, durch grandiose 
Erfindungen, die wissenschaftliche reale Grundlage haben . . . Der Roman ist 
glühend national und gerade deshalb kriegsfeindlich geschrieben.133 
 
In contrast to the other brochures published recently, this work gives a truly viable 
solution [for global peace]. Not through a new war or another offering of German 
blood is the hate of the warring “victor” eradicated; but rather through peaceful 
means, through amazing inventions that have real scientific legitimacy . . . The 
book is glowingly nationalistic and therefore completely anti-war. 
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The Kampf ums Gold advertisement finishes with a rousing “call to arms” to Germany’s 
midde-class, younger generations and other members of the reading public: “Helfen Sie 
uns, das Buch zu verbreiten, helfen Sie uns, den Geist des Aufbaues, den Willen zur 
Befreiung, die Hoffnung auf ein neues, starkes Deutschland in alle Hirne zu hämmern! 
Empfehlen Sie dies Buch!” (Help us publicize this book, help us hammer the spirit of 
reconstruction, the will to be free, the hope for a new, strong Germany into every brain! 
Recommend this novel!).134 
Certain interwar German cultural critics saw through the publishing companies’ 
clever subterfuge, labeling early SF and especially the technischer Zukunftsroman as a 
“psychological tool” and a “propagandistic call for militant nationalism and engagement 
in antirepublican politics.”135 Franz Sontag’s 1931 technischer Zukunftsroman novel Nie 
Wieder Krieg?! (Never Again War?), for example, received a scathing review in the May 
1931 edition of Frankfurt’s liberal magazine Deutsche Republik (German Republic). 
Writing under the alias of Lot Anker, the article’s author condemned Sontag’s book as a 
“trashy, but extremely dangerous novel, written by a crypto-National Socialist 
warmonger.”136 Through a literary subterfuge obvious to more critically inclined readers, 
inscrutable ice fields disguised the same narratives of strenuous masculinity, militarism 
and nationalism that alarmed German officials in the case of Kriegsschundliteratur and 
war penny dreadfuls. 
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Selling Vengeance, Selling Hope: Post-War Fantasies and Germany’s Mass Reading 
Public             
To better grasp the significance of Trivialliteratur, the technischer Zukunftsroman 
and pulp literature’s influence over the German public, an understanding of the 
demographics and reading habits of the interwar reading public is necessary. The majority 
of the Weimar Republic’s readership belonged to the newly formed and historically 
significant Mittelstand, or bourgeois midde-class, comprised of “small- and medium-scale 
farmers, artisans, shopkeepers, white-collar workers in big industry and the civil service, 
and the professional midde-class.”137 The constant state of German economic crisis in the 
1920s and early 1930s left many in the midde-class without job security or hope for the 
future.138 Marcus Raskin explains that “[t]he midde-class was very frightened…of losing 
their inherited silver tea services and lace napkins. Once it looked as though they would 
have to pawn them for food, they turned to the extreme Right and to Nazism.”139 These 
men accepted conservative revolutionary ideologies at least to some extent, trapped 
between fears of big capitalism on one hand and Germany’s blue collar working class on 
the other. 140  Economic pressures caused conservative midde-class members to adopt 
terminology typical of communist circles as they protested against the excesses of 
bourgeois capitalism.141 
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To add to their woes, members of the midde-class found themselves in the 
crosshairs of the political instability that threatened to overcome the fledgling republic. 
German bourgeois shopkeepers, as “purveyors of the products and consumptibles that 
saturate everyday life”142, especially symbolized the stuffiness and materialism of the pre-
World War I Wilhelmine Period (1890-1918) that carried into the postwar Weimar 
Republic. Ernst Jünger decried Germany’s bourgeoisie as a social group “without inner 
substance” marked by mass “secularization of the human mind.” 143  Jünger recorded 
virulently in 1928, “Der Krieg ist unser Vater, er uns gezeugt im glühenden Schoß der 
Kampfgräben als ein neues Geschlecht . . . Daher sollen unsere Wertungen auch heroische, 
auch Wertungen von Kriegern und nicht solche von Krämern sein, die die Welt mit ihrer 
Elle messen möchten” (The war is our father, it created us in the glowing womb of the 
trenches as the new race . . . That is why our values should also be heroic, they should be 
the conceptions of warriors and not those of shopkeepers who would like to measure the 
world with their rulers).144 Jünger’s dichotomy of the “noble” soldier as opposed to the 
stuffy, ineffectual Spießbürger (petite bourgeois) businessman cast suspicion and doubt on 
those who stood to perhaps lose the most in the Weimar Republic’s wildly seesawing 
economy. 
Germany’s early twentieth century midde-class exercised more influence than 
Jünger could have imagined. 145 At the beginning of World War I, propaganda campaigns 
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influenced around 300,000 midde-class members to volunteer for service in the first 
months of war. 146  The interwar bourgeoisie in turn fed into Germany’s increasingly 
radicalized Right, a political faction that would prove even more dangerous than the largely 
communist Left.147 Historian Arthur Herman writes, “Germany’s renewal now had to come 
from a revolution of the Right, not the Left. It would come not from a return to the old 
conservatism of Bismarck and Wilhelmine Germany but from a new, radical Right 
galvanized by the disaster of 1918 and inspired by icons of cultural pessimism like Lagarde, 
Nietzsche, and now Oswald Spengler.”148  
Certain forms of Schundliteratur and other pulp fiction also targeted Germany’s 
youth, an audience perhaps even more susceptible than the republic’s demoralized midde-
class. At the Great War’s outbreak, the importance of youth for the “national cause” was 
quickly established, with around seven million schoolchildren drawn into the war cause. 
Germany’s young males, for example, enrolled in associations for voluntary military youth 
in great numbers.149 By 1915, however, it became obvious that the war had increasingly 
negative effects on German youth. Social reformers worriedly observed a proliferation in 
Verwahrlosung (neglect) and Verwilderung (barbarization). 150  The purported need to 
shield the impressionable younger generations prompted the strict censorship laws against 
Kriegsschundliteratur that regulated portrayal of the war in popular culture. Officials 
recognized the potential influence of mass literature on Germany’s youth as they assumed 
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new wartime roles, whether as young voluntary soldiers or by helping the national cause 
in some other way. As Andrew Donson writes, World War I marked “the first time 
literature mobilized masses of youth for war.”151 
After 1918, Germany’s youth functioned as “a barometer of war’s impact on the 
home front” and also as “the generation that would replace millions of soldiers” that died 
in World War I.152 These young people suffered from the same sense of instability and 
widespread fear that haunted the Weimar Republic’s midde-class, but with added 
privations inherent to their age and social status. In interwar Germany, thousands of youths 
suffered from homelessness or poor living conditions. Insufficient school systems caused 
many middle- and lower-class males to search, often fruitlessly, for steady employment at 
very young ages.153 When work could be found, the young people who held the jobs 
suffered from low wages and terrible working conditions. As such, Germany’s youth stood 
to be easily manipulated by movements organized by the Social Democrats, Communists 
and later the National Socialists.154 
Government censors sought to regulate the manipulation of youth by 
Trivialliteratur in the 1920s just as they did with the midde-class, but perhaps with an even 
greater urgency. Efforts to stem the tide of cheap literature directed at young people 
included a clause in the newly written Weimar Constitution on “qualified protection of free 
speech,” which led to further literary censorship laws.155 The Reichstag passed the Gesetz 
zur Bewahrung der Jugend vor Schund und Schmutzschriften (The Law to Protect Youth 
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from Trashy and Filthy Publications) in 1927. Under the law’s mandate, any individual 
who distributed banned works of pulp fiction could serve a prison term of up to a year or 
be charged a fine of up to RM 10,000.156 The upper house dismissed the Gesetz later in 
1927, but its existence nevertheless formed a part of countrywide institutionalized 
censorship of popular culture that even sought to limit access to fairgrounds and other 
public entertainment venues.157   
During these uncertain times for young people, works of ice-themed SF 
Jugendliteratur appealed to mass audiences with the combination of war narratives, 
thrilling technology and inspiring coming-of-age narratives. The captivating nature of pulp 
literature attributed to the widespread acceptance of the “myth of the war experience” 
among Germany’s youth. As literary historian Peter Sprengel writes, “Zur politischen 
Dimension der Kinder- und Jungendliteratur gehört auch ihre Rolle bei der . . . 
Vorbereitung auf den Krieg” (To the political dimension of children’s and youth literature 
must be added its . . . role in the preparation for war).158 Alois Theodor Sonnleiter’s Die 
Höhlenkinder trilogy and Otto Willi Gail’s Der Stein vom Mond, among others included in 
this project, appeared on the Weimar Republic’s literary market specifically as works of 
Jugendliteratur (youth literature). Further, ice-themed SF set in prehistory books like D.F. 
Weinland’s 1878 Rulaman and Swiss author Franz Heinrich Achermann’s series Romane 
aus den Wildnissen der Urzeit (Books from the Wildness of Ancient Times; 1918-28) also 
specifically targeted youth with tales of dramatic exploits.  
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Compelled by the Weimar Republic’s myriad and distressing uncertainties, 
Germany’s midde-class and youth purchased copies of early SF books by the millions. The 
interwar reading public purchased these novels searching for escape and the fulfillment of 
revenge fantasies, while accepting the genre’s thinly veiled xenophobic and racist 
messages that nudged Weimar’s political climate further and further toward the extreme 
Right.  Middle-class sentiments concerning Germany’s hope for unity and rebirth aligned 
with conservative revolutionary messages “in which war and revolution mobilized the 
German people in national projects of revitalization.” 159  Conservative war literature 
intersected with the more popular SF genre to carry proto-fascist ideologies to Germany’s 
mass reading audiences, creating a “sphere of culture” in which “the Versailles Powers 
would suffer decisive reversals at the hands of self-sacrificing, indomitable engineers and 
inventors.”160 The midde-class’s radicalization and the spread of extremist literature then 
swept the nation, eventually contributing to what Jost Hermand terms a wide-reaching 
“volkish [sic] frenzy” that contributed to conversions to National Socialism in the 1930s.161
          
Conclusion: Extremist Ideologies of Ice 
The early 1930s saw the end result of the midde-class’s radicalization as Jünger’s 
“mere shopkeepers” fed Germany’s sweeping conversions to National Socialism. 162 
Indeed, historian Eric Weitz cites these years as the first time that the conservative Right 
cohered into a united and driven coalition firmly “behind Hitler and the Nazis.”163 Many 
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in the embittered midde-class identified their own misfortunes “with the misfortunes in 
Germany” and welcomed Hitler’s leadership in hopes that it would “improve their lot.”164 
One former middle-class member and new Nazi convert reportedly remarked, “Something 
had to be done.”165 The statement reflects a preference for a future marked by the unknowns 
of National Socialism over the Weimar Republic’s undesirable past.166 
Through a literary subterfuge obvious to some critically inclined readers, 
inscrutable ice fields found in Germany’s interwar SF disguised similar narratives of 
strenuous masculinity, militarism and nationalism that alarmed Germany’s officials in the 
case of Kriegsschundliteratur and war penny dreadfuls. Far from an innocuous, escapist 
literary medium, the ideological intersection of the human body, technology and the bitter 
ice world held an unmistakable political sway over its reading public. Mike Mitchell notes 
the role of the Weimar Republic’s SF “in steering readers to the Right,”167 while Jost 
Hermand proposes a direct link between certain SF narratives Germany’s downward spiral 
into National Socialist ideologies.168 Brian Stableford acknowledges that the “sentiments 
expressed by [Zukunftsromane] and the genre from whence they came overlapped 
considerably with those that inspired the burgeoning Nazi movement” in the republic’s 
later years, citing this as an explanation for German SF’s lessened popularity after World 
War II.169 When viewed in conjunction with the decades following the Weimar Republic, 
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it becomes clear that SF spaces (ice and otherwise) played a significant role in preparing 
































Prehistoric Science Fiction Ice: Narratives of Teutonic Barbarism 
“Dieser Griff aus der Tiefe des Schlafes heraus zur Waffe war etwas, das im Blute lag, eine 
Äußerung des primitiven Menschen, dieselbe Bewegung, mit der der Eiszeitmensch sein 
Steinbeil gepackt hatte.” 
 
Clutching a weapon from the depths of sleep came easily; it was in our blood, an expression 
of the primitive within—the same gesture with which the Ice Age man grasped his axe of 
stone. 
 
- Ernst Jünger, Der Kampf als inneres Erlebnis, 1922 
 
D.F. Weiland’s best-selling 1878 youth novel Rulaman follows a primordial 
protagonist and his father as they navigate the treacheries of the Stone Age. Just a few years 
after the end of the great Ice Age, Rulaman and his father, Rul, perfect early works of 
Technik such as bows and stone knives in their struggle to survive amidst formidable 
glaciers and fierce cave lions. In a pivotal scene, Rulaman completes his first successful 
hunt as he shoots a large wood grouse from the sky. Rul looks on as the boy performs a 
raucous victory dance but reprimands him for shooting too quickly and yelling during the 
hunt. Nonetheless the young hunter receives his just reward: Rul expertly slits the bird’s 
throat with a flint knife and commands his son to drink. Weiland writes, “Gierig schlürfte 
Rulaman, durstig und hungrig wie er war, das strömende warme Blut” (Rulaman slurped 
the warm, streaming blood eagerly, thirsty and hungry as he was).170 Rulaman then swings 
his feathered prize over his shoulder and sets off into the primordial forest with Rul at his 
side. The scene of blood consumption in an incredibly popular German youth novel 
signaled an upsurge in ideologies connected to Nordic mythology and beliefs in Aryan 
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superiority throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries in Germany. 
Literary rituals of “strenuous masculinity” such as hunting, killing and blood consumption 
portrayed in the primordial Ice Age preempted the literal bloodbath that would soon occur 
on the battlefields of World War I. Themes of potent Nordic masculinity and the sacredness 
of blood also carried over into interwar Germany, as conservative revolutionaries lauded 
Germanic Kultur in which “[b]lood triumphed” over the “intellect” of modern 
Zivilisation.171  
Primordial völkisch scenes of barbaric savagery and blood consumption run a 
narrative thread throughout several works of early German SF set in prehistory (also called 
primitive fiction). This SF is a subgenre of speculative fiction that is either set in prehistory 
or attempts to recreate prehistoric worlds through thrilling tales. Significant works of turn-
of-the-century German language SF set in prehistory included the previously mentioned 
1878 novel Rulaman, Franz Heinrich Achermann’s 1918 Auf der Fährte des Höhlenlöwen 
(Journey to the Land of the Cave Lions), and Nobel Prize laureate Johannes V. Jensen’s 
Die lange Reise / Das verlorene Land / Der Gletscher (The Long Journey / The Lost World 
/ The Glacier) trilogy released in 1920. These and other early SF books set in prehistory 
often featured mighty warriors that mastered “eigenartige Sprachen, Religionen, Tänze, 
Klangsysteme, Liebesformen und Kampfweisen” (peculiar languages, religions, dances, 
tone systems, methods of courtship and aggressive fighting styles)172 alongside the crudest 
early forms of Technik to secure both food and shelter from the bitter Ice Age cold.  
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Throughout the early twentieth century, mythologies of strenuous masculinity and 
inherent Nordic supremacy developed alongside more troubled discourses surrounding 
mankind’s inner animal that appeared in English language literature. These discourses 
orchestrated the notion of English-speaking Zivilisation as the final bastion against 
Germanic barbarism and the return to savagery. American author Jack London’s 1910 short 
story “When the World Was Young” poses one example of a “dominant turn-of-the-
century view of American history” that pessimistically defined Western culture in relation 
to its “supposedly Teutonic roots.”173 The story examines the struggle within the unhappy 
protagonist James C. Ward between his underlying animalistic qualities and his civilized 
self. London writes:  
His two personalities were so mixed that they were practically aware of themselves 
and of each other all the time. … His one self was that of a man whose rearing and 
education were modern and who had lived throughout the latter part of the 
nineteenth century and well into the first decade of the twentieth. His other self he 
had located as a savage and a barbarian living under the primitive conditions of a 
several thousand years before. But which self was he, and which was the other, he 
could never tell. For he was both selves, and both selves all the time.174  
           
James C. Ward’s quandary of being caught in a state between “late American” and 
“half early Teuton” demonstrates the fear evoked not just by English-speaking 
civilization’s Teutonic roots, but also by the blurring of the boundaries between man and 
animal brought on by scientific and anthropological advances in the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries. Ward’s reversion to “savage” habits such as nightly runs in the 
woods and beating stray dogs with a cudgel evokes the “prehuman” traits of modern 
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man.175 Intriguingly, the civilized “half” of the protagonist triumphs in the end of the story. 
Following a prolonged existential crisis, James Ward embraces the complete and fulfilled 
identity of the modern self. He occupies an orderly brick house, avoids the dark and the 
woods, and has set up various security systems to warn against burglars. London’s story 
portrays the Nietzschean “beast within” as something to be masked, obstructed and 
ultimately overcome if the civilized western subject is to evolve into itself, a concept that 
stands in direct contrast to the bloody metamorphosis of man into beast found in works of 
1920s German SF set in prehistory. 
Similar discourses of dread surrounding “modern” society’s Germanic roots carried 
into the years of World War I as British, American and Australian visual and print culture 
portrayed German soldiers as a horde of filthy “technobarbarians” in contrast to orderly 
and civilized English-speaking soldiers. Anti-German wartime propaganda favored the 
image of the “Hun,” or one “engaged in savage or brutal behavior,”176 to represent the 
German soldier. American and British posters sought to cast World War I as a “war against 
the primitive,” with only the Allies standing between European civilization and a “return 
to savagery.”177 On many wartime posters, the white American or British hero contrasts 
directly with the filthy, dark, often blood-covered image of the German soldier whose 
“barbaric indifference to the restraints of civilized warfare” only increases the peril of the 
World War I battlefield.178 Works of popular fiction such as the American speculative 
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novel The Blond Beast, published in May of 1918, further portrayed the German “inner 
beast” with horror. Author Robert Ames Bennet intoned solemnly that “[h]ate, that most 
frightful of all human passions, had become a Government-inspired cult.  Deutschland was 
singing hymns in worship of war and the blond beast.”179 One provocative scene in the 
novel portrayed a Belgian mother assaulted by a savage blond German commander. The 
woman screams, “Hun! . . .  Blond Beast! I shall die before I give you permission to touch 
my pure child with your filthy paws!”180 The officer, ruled by atavistic tendencies, then 
guns down the mother and child in cold blood. 
After Germany’s defeat in World War I, SF novels set in prehistory such as Alois 
Theodor Sonnleitner’s 1918 Die Höhlenkinder in heimlichen Grund (The Cave Children) 
and Hans Friedrich Blunck’s 1928 Gewalt über das Feuer (Power over Fire) turned the 
very attributes used to demonize Germany in English language war propaganda and 
literature into stirring visions of primordial Germanic supremacy on Ice Age battlefields. 
This chapter examines the work of Sonnleitner and Blunck as an opposing form of 
discourse to narratives of fear surrounding the Nietzschean “beast within,” instead 
exemplifying and glorifying the return to Teutonic animal roots through the prehuman 
metamorphosis of man into beast. Popular sentiments of early SF novels set in prehistory 
align with the work of critical theorist Donna Haraway, who wrote of “the fullest meanings 
of perfection inhered in the meeting of animal and man” as a “moment of perfect vision, 
of rebirth” in 1984.181 Throughout this chapter, I survey Sonnleitner and Blunck’s novels 
with a focus on the increasingly skilled usage of primitive Technik that ultimately leads to 
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a “rebirth” of the forces of Germanic Kultur through bloodshed and the formation of “blood 
bonds” among groups of primordial warriors.  
The brutalized SF protagonists in both novels featured in Chapter Two depart from 
elements typically associated with sterile Zivilisation to accomplish feats associated with 
Germanic Kultur. Jewish sociologist Norbert Elias famously elaborated on the 
Kultur/Zivilisation binary in the two-volume 1939 Über den Prozeß der Zivilisation (On 
the Civilizing Process). Similar to the views expressed by Thomas Mann in the 1915-1918 
book Betrachtungen eines Unpolitischen (Reflections of a Nonpolitical Man), Elias defined 
Kultur in terms of a society’s spiritual and artistic achievements, while Zivilisation 
pertained to a culture’s political, scientific and technical aspects.182 Throughout Chapter 
Two, I depart from Norbert Elias’s notion of the Kultur/Zivilisation binary and align more 
closely with Jeffrey Herf’s definitions as put forth in Reactionary Modernism: Technology, 
culture and politics in Weimar and the Third Reich (1984). Herf claims that, for post-WWI 
German conservatives, concepts like intellect, money, passivity and America belong to 
Zivilisation. Symbolic Kultur, on the other hand, denotes ideas of blood, life, community 
and Germany as a renowned Kulturnation.183 The successful rebirth of pure Germanic 
Kultur often hinged on its synthesis with the various forms of Technik considered 
efficacious for the glory of Germany. SF novels, and especially those featuring nationalist 
ice spaces, popularized this understanding among mass audiences.   
In the novels by Sonnleitner and Blunck, the conflation of Kultur und Technik 
brings barbarian protagonists victory over two of Germany’s post-World War I enemies, 
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England and Russia, both represented by savage Ice Age Beasts. In the 1920s, both England 
and Russia presented sources of concern for the German nation, and specifically for any 
hope that Germany could one day be rebuilt to a state matching its pre-World War I 
economic and imperial glory. 184  In Sonnleitner’s Die Höhlenkinder, young Peter’s 
advances in cunning warfare allow him to triumph over a vicious, hulking cave bear, which 
can be interpreted as a metaphorical representation of Russia. Hans Friedrich Blunck’s 
protagonist Börr likewise gains victory over England in the form of a fierce cave lion. In 
order to gain victory over these enemies, the Germanic protagonists must undergo the 
experience that Ernst Jünger described as Vertierung (brutality), a battleground 
metamorphosis that changed a common foot soldier into a godlike being with the power 
over life and death.185 
Sonnleitner’s Die Höhlenkinder and Blunck’s Gewalt über das Feuer exemplify 
the conservative myth of the prehuman emerging from an embryonic stage to undergo a 
slow transformation into a resourceful warrior. The “devolution” of protagonists into 
prehuman brutes assigns both novels a place in what Pearl James calls the “mythmaking 
side” of popular media, which entails the “elaboration of idealized images, allegories of 
the nation, and stereotypes of the soldier, citizen, or collectivity.”186 Narrative themes of 
the Weimar Republic’s SF set in prehistory mirror the vision of World War I as a force that 
propelled young men “towards myth, towards a revival of the cultic, the sacrificial, the 
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prophetic, the sacramental, and the universally significant.” 187  The SF novels set in 
prehistory featured in this chapter present to the reader a past heavily laden with Germanic 
mythology and blood narratives, but more importantly one populated by prehuman 
Kulturhelden that undergo transformations to dominate not just the natural world, but their 
human and bestial enemies as well. The two primitive “soldiers” of Sonnleitner and 
Blunck’s novels meet with their ultimate transformative experiences while surrounded by 
bitter Ice Age spaces of intervention. Peter and Börr overcome mankind’s greatest 
primitive enemies and the conflict of the Germanic subject with modernity and 
industrialization as they withstand the privations of the savage Ice Age winters.  
 
Bloodshed and Blond Beasts in Weimar Germany     
Tales of unmitigated barbarism echoed mainstream 1920s publications surrounding 
World War I and the conservative revolutionary notion of primal metamorphosis through 
contact with blood. Throughout the decades preceding the Weimar Republic and World 
War I, conservative circles began to appropriate mythological narratives for the glory of 
the Nordic tradition to counter modernity’s materialism and rationalism. Certain early 
twentieth century völkisch groups, for instance, claimed the Virgin Mary as the mother of 
the Aryan race and turned Christ into a sun god in line with folkloric Edda tales.188 To 
prove that the “German Aryan past was closest to all that was true,” conservatives further 
attempted to attribute ancient sun worship and occultism to an idealized Germanic 
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history.189 Certain works of interwar SF also aligned mainstream religious iconography 
with Aryan mysticism to “claim” other religious traditions for Germany. The 1932 
technical utopian novel Gelb-Weiss (Yellow versus White), for instance, referred to the 
biblical archangel Michael as the “patron of Germany” who protects the German nation 
from foreign menace.190 
Preoccupation with the great heroes and bloody conquests of antiquity reflected a 
societal fascination with the “‘Mythisierung’ der Vergangenheit,”191 or ‘mythologization’ 
of the past, which often centered around blood discourse in interwar Germany. This section 
explores the intellectual and historical basis behind the conservative fascination with blood 
that also occupies a central place in 1920s ice-themed SF set in prehistory. In these works 
of primordial fiction, blood functioned symbolically as a life force that bound communities 
of “true” Germans together, while the spilling of enemy blood brought out the qualities of 
heroism and ferocity that ultimately united each Germanic protagonist into a courageous 
and fully functioning Kulturheld (hero of culture). Blood also lay at the core of the savage 
Fronterlebnis and the soldierly experience of World War I, both symbolic of the life force 
itself and the dark life energy that drove individual soldiers on in the face of unspeakable 
horror. Blood evocatively symbolized the act of military engagement in Ernst Jünger’s war 
rhetoric. He called war bloodshed a “baptism of fire” and a ritual that released an 
intoxicating, aggressive manliness among trench soldiers.192  In the 1925 war diary Feuer 
und Blut (Fire and Blood), Jünger further wrote that the mythical properties of blood 
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transcended rational beliefs and functioned as a “formless vitalism of the self” that could 
only be tempered through machine gun fire.193 Jünger believed in blood’s multi-faceted 
properties that connected the liquid irrevocably to war and mankind’s inner drives of 
“courage, instinct, and intoxication.”194  
During World War I, the horrors of war and the spilling of blood drew common 
men into the legendary Blutgemeinschaft, or band of blood brothers. In ancient Norse 
mythology, the “blood-brotherhood . . . was no metaphor” as a man’s “soul was thought to 
abide chiefly in the warm blood.”195 Norse folklore is rife with cannibalistic tales of blood 
spilled and at times consumed—for example, that of the Norse legend of the two dwarves 
who drink wise man Kvasir’s blood or that of Burgundian warrior Hagen protecting himself 
from fire by drinking the blood of slain enemies.196 In mythical tales, the internalization of 
warm (enemy) blood generally symbolized the ingestion of mythical power and strength. 
Scenes of prehistoric warriors spilling and then drinking blood found throughout various 
works of 1920s SF set in prehistory speak to a continuing fascination with the mythological 
blood of the past among interwar German writing circles. 
The notion of Germanic blood’s power and purity also lay at the center of the right-
wing nationalism embraced by those of the Conservative Revolution and Germany’s 
interwar völkisch circles. Some members of Germany’s far Right regarded the return to a 
mythical Germanic past and its “blood bonds” as central to their defining ideology. The 
lack of life blood, on the other hand, was an unpardonable crime attributed to those 
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associated with the hated Weimar Republic and its soft, civilized generation of Spießbürger 
business owners.197 Friedrich Georg Jünger described the Conservative Revolution in 1926 
in no uncertain terms as a “blood-bonded” community that sought to develop even closer 
blood ties in defiance of cold and calculating forces of Zivilisation.198 These revolutionaries 
faced a unique “conservative dilemma” as they crafted their ideologies in protest of 
modernity, capitalism and the Weimar Republic.  
Conservative beliefs in the mythological power of Germanic blood conflated with 
rhetoric of philosophical transformation that transcended the battlefield to encompass 
Germany itself. Friedrich Georg Jünger wrote the 1926 Der Aufmarsch des Nationalismus 
(The Deployment of Nationalism) solely in support of “new nationalism,” which advocated 
a sweeping revolution through blood that would transform Germany into a militarized state. 
The short novel criticized the Weimar Republic as a body without blood, implying the 
republic’s position as a product of cold, calculating Zivilisation. New nationalism 
particularly advocated the idea that military values should be incorporated into everyday 
life and, more significantly, the Weimar Republic’s political structure. Friedrich Jünger 
and other right-wing nationalists advocated a bloody coup that would topple the reviled 
Weimar Republic and replace it with a glorious and militarized German state where violent 
deeds took precedent over words.199 The peculiar mind frame among many 1920s German 
conservatives concerning blood ties and mythical brotherhoods signaled the far Right’s 
descent into a problematic set of beliefs that anticipated Nationalism Socialism. 
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For certain interwar conservatives including Ernst Jünger, the source of blood-
related rhetoric originated with the writings of French novelist and radical political activist 
Maurice Barrès. Sometimes called the father of fascism, Barrès first coined the term 
“nationalism” and popularized themes like “the primordial bonds of family, soil and 
nation” in the 1902 publication Scènes et doctrines du nationalisme (Scenes and Doctrines 
of Nationalism).200 Ernst Jünger’s encounters with Barrès’ writings shortly after World 
War I changed him into a “nationalist,” whereas he had previously only called himself a 
conservative. 201 Barrès’ theoretical influences, as well as the literal experience of the 
World War I battlefield, initially evoked the “revolutionary” aspect of the Conservative 
Revolution among Germany’s intellectual elite.202 
Barrès introduced Jünger and other right-wing nationalists to the ideas of 
nationhood, but Friedrich Nietzsche’s writings formed the basis for the idea of ordinary 
man’s transformation into Germanic beast through warlike experiences. Nietzsche 
provocatively blended the mythology of the past with the notion of the Germanic “Blonde 
Bestie” (blond beast) in the seminal 1887 Zur Genealogie der Moral. Nietzsche’s 
Dionysian beast was accompanied by a warring legacy in that he conquered the “dark-
colored” common race that first settled the “Italian land.”203 According to Nietzsche, the 
raging Germanic beast aroused suspicion and horror in its neighbors each time that 
Germany historically gained power or territory: “Das tiefe, eisige Mißtrauen, das der 
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Deutsche erregt, sobald er zur Macht kommt, auch jetzt wieder – ist immer noch ein 
Nachschlag jenes unauslöschlichen Entsetzens, mit dem jahrhundertelang Europa dem 
Wüten der blonden Germanischen Bestie zugesehn hat” (The deep and icy mistrust the 
German still arouses today when he comes into a position of power echoes the great horror 
with which Europe observed for centuries the raging of the blond Germanic beast).204 
Conservative revolutionaries drew on the teachings of Nietzsche as their accepted 
prophet205 and as the basis for their concept of “new nationalism” that lauded the regression 
to a “distant, mythical past.” 206  Nietzsche’s rhetoric of the hardy Germanic warrior 
particularly appealed to members of the Conservative Revolution that sought to dispel their 
own uncertainties concerning World War I’s significance.207 Ernst Jünger and Oswald 
Spengler employed the Nietzschean concept of the Raubtier, or beast of prey, to connect 
the primitive self’s struggle for existence with that of the soldier. Whereas Jünger’s 
Raubtier referred primarily to the soldier driven by primordial aggression, Spengler used 
the term in reference to prehistoric Germanic men in the 1931 book Der Mensch und die 
Technik (Man and Technics). Primitive mankind, Spengler claimed, most often settled 
alone or in closely knit familial groups when necessary. The bitter cold of the far North, 
where many believed that early Germanic tribes first settled, forged “hard races” that 
warred and hunted capably. This ancient race lusted after war and progress, driven by the 
“kalten Glut einer unbändigen Leidenschaft” (cold fires of unrestrained passion). 208 
Jealous of primordial neighbors and their belongings, Spengler’s beasts of prey are well 
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acquainted with “den Rausch des Gefühls, wenn das Messer in den feindlichen Leib 
schneidet, wenn Blutgeruch und Stöhnen zu den triumphierenden Sinnen dringen” (the 
intoxication of feeling when a knife cuts a hostile body, and the smell of blood and the 
sense of amazement that strike together upon the exulting senses).209  
Ernst Jünger drew further on Nietzsche’s writings to elucidate his war experience 
“as a return to man’s barbaric or animal self.”210 Like many other young soldiers that 
served in the Great War, Jünger found himself “seduced by the myths of war: that it is a 
spiritual experience, that it is a rite of passage that turns boys into men” and “that it is a 
confrontation with the hidden beast within. . . .”211 Jünger clung to the bright vision of war 
as “the very embodiment of anticommercial virtues” and “presumptively pre-industrial 
virtues” that stood in direct contrast to “the boredom, materiality, and mechanization of 
everyday life.”212 He referred to the metaphorical transformation of ordinary men into 
beasts on the battlefield as soldierly Vertierung, or imbrutement, which released a soldier’s 
“true” and “barbaric’ self.”213 He reflected on the authentic inner state of the unified 
German front-line soldier: “ . . . doch immer noch schläft das Tierische auf dem Grunde 
seines Seins. Noch immer ist viel Tier in ihm, schlummernd auf den bequemen, gewirkten 
Teppichen einer polierten, gefeilten, geräuschlos ineinandergreifenden Zivilisation” (. . . 
and still the beast sleeps at the roots of his existence. The animal is always in him, 
slumbering on the comfortable, knitted rug of a polished, filed down, soundless and 
interwoven civilization).214  
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Ernst Jünger himself experienced the battleground transformation into a creature 
“without fear” and “ruled by aggressiveness” through the process of bloodshed. 215 He 
described himself as a formerly timid, middle-class man. War’s potent mixture of the 
“godlike and the bestial” changed Jünger with its sense of “frenzy, so intense that he 
call[ed] it divine.”216 He further cited the influences of “rage, alcohol and the thirst for 
blood” that spurred him on over uneven battlefield ground in search of prey.217 As a World 
War I soldier, Jünger shook the dust of bourgeois Zivilisation from his feet to stand “im 
Banne gewaltiger Urtriebe” (under the spell of primeval instincts) that drove soldiers to 
kill rather than take prisoners.218 He envisioned the ultimate realization of Vertierung as 
the time when the mask of bourgeois Zivilisation would fall away to reveal “der Urmensch, 
der Höhlensiedler in der ganzen Unbändigkeit seiner entfesselten Triebe” (primitive man, 
the cave-dweller, in the entire savagery of his unfettered instincts).219 
Historic narratives written during or shortly after World War I support the 
conservative notions of a descent into savagery and imbrutement among Frontkämpfer, or 
front-line soldiers. One related study, Alfredo Bonadeo’s Mark of the Beast: Death and 
Degradation in the Literature of the Great War, explores World War I’s unique legacy of 
animalistic changes brought about in common soldiers through diaries, letters, fictional 
works and other war narratives. A poignant example of soldierly metamorphosis through 
bloodshed is found in Bonedeo’s recount of Father Teilhard de Chardin’s memoirs. 
Chardin, a French Jesuit stretcher-bearer on the Western Front, told of a battlefield 
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experience that allowed him to tap into a primal energy source of ages past. One vision 
transported him to a primordial sludge in which beasts viewed earth-changing cataclysms 
such as earthquakes and meteor strikes. The priest curiously identified with the animals of 
old, writing that he felt like “a beast in the process of getting a soul.”220 Comparable to 
interwar German conservative revolutionaries and other intellectuals, Teilhard de Chardin 
viewed war as a glorious cleansing process that would sweep away the decay of Western 
civilization and regenerate mankind through the reversion to a primordial past.221  
 To become a true soldier, Alfredo Bonadeo proposes, one must debase one’s 
humanity to assume the literal state of a beast. 222  Scenes of bloodshed in interwar 
Germany’s SF set in prehistory mirror the descent of the soldier into the barbarity necessary 
for survival on the battlefield. Instead of killing enemy soldiers on a battlefield, however, 
the Ice Age warriors in Sonnleitner and Blunck’s novels slaughter savage beasts in scenes 
of gruesome barbarism. The deep-rooted nationalism of SF novels set in prehistory is 
evoked by the intersection of primitive Technik with courageous acts of Germanic Kultur, 
framed by the bitter ice that many 1920s conservatives believed originally shaped the 
Aryan race. For a dissatisfied and disillusioned mass reading public, visions of dauntless 
fantasy warriors replaced the failed hopes in the soldier figure as bearer of Germanic 
Kultur. Similarly, fictional Ice Age glaciers supplanted the battlefield as the idealized space 
of Kultur’s cleansing and renewal in the examination of two mainstream works of SF set 
in prehistory. Throughout the books that follow, vivid descriptions of Ice Age warriors 
slaughtering savage beasts by thrusting spears into their mouths and smashing enemies 
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against ice cliffs remind readers that Ice Age atavism is not far removed from that 
experienced by World War I soldiers. Like the “bands of brothers” formed among those 
trapped in the Great War’s ferocious Fronterlebnis, primitive savages hack away at the 
earth in a desperate attempt at survival in 1920s SF set in prehistory.   
 
Winter of Frosts and Snowstorms: Alois Sonnleitner’s Die Höhlenkinder in 
heimlichen Grund (1918)          
The appeal of SF set in prehistory for a youth and midde-class audience lay largely 
in its exploration of the primitive self as a distinctly Germanic hero who comes of age 
through ritual bloodshed and the solidifying of familial ties. One pivotal literary trope 
found in Germany’s SF set in prehistory was the ancient Cro-Magnon man. Brian Fagan 
describes the Cro-Magnons as a group of “ordinary men and women going about the 
business of survival in frigid, unpredictable environments that required them to adapt 
constantly and opportunistically to short- and long-term climate change.”223 Authors and 
scientists of the interwar periods understood the Cro-Magnons as a group of light-skinned 
and cunning warriors and the earliest ancestors of the Aryan race.224 The overwhelmingly 
warm reception of Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution in Germany, as well as 
anthropological discoveries of Neanderthal remains and the Heidelberg Mensch 
(Heidelberg Man) in 1907, clinched extremist beliefs of a blond-haired, blue-eyed Nordic 
Race that emerged from hardy Ice Age stock. According to scientific literature of the 
interwar period, the Nordic or Aryan people descended from “eine recht kleine Gruppe . . 
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. die dann unter den sich stark ändernden Verhältnisse [(Klima, Jagdtiere!)] in neuer 
scharfer Auslese und Inzucht all die eigentümlichen Merkmale erworben hat” (“a very 
small group . . . that developed desirable characteristics under quite variable circumstances 
[(climate, wild animals!)] due to both selection and inbreeding”).” 225  In 1908, South 
African Botanist George Francis Scott Elliot further envisioned the Cro-Magnon 
descendants as blond-haired, blue-eyed barbarians that spoke “Teutonic-Aryan,” an 
ancient language “probably acquired from their mothers.”226 Not coincidentally, the Cro-
Magnon men proved hardier and better suited to bitter Ice Age environments than their 
“lesser” Neanderthal brothers according to early twentieth century scientific publications.  
Spurred on by a societal fascination with Germany’s warmongering ancient past, 
the Cro-Magnon fossil discoveries in France and Germany, and the development of turn-
of-the-century racial and eugenic theories, a disillusioned reading public eagerly embraced 
1920s novels of SF set in prehistory in their search for social meaning and purpose. Blunck 
and Sonnleitner’s books portray indomitable Germanic heroes flourishing against a 
backdrop of frigid ice due to superior skills in developing Technik and hunting, catching 
and cleaning large prey. D.F. Weinland provocatively described the emergence of the early 
Europeans in the novel Rulaman: “Denn jetzt, in dieser kalten Zeit, tritt zum erstenmal der 
Mensch in Europa auf. Er lebte in Höhlen, die er sich grub, und in solchen, die er im 
Gebirge vorfand . . . Das war die Eiszeit” (“And then, in this cold time, mankind appeared 
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for the first time in Europe.  He lived in holes that he dug and in others that he found in the 
mountains . . . That was the Ice Age”).227    
Visions of primordial men and women crouching in their sheltering caves evoke 
Ernst Jünger’s descriptions of soldiers at the Front “living in rude, subterranean 
compartments of as many as three strata.”228 World War I soldiers developed callousness 
and the “toughness of the savage” 229 to survive their ordeal at the Front, just as fire and ice 
strengthened the protagonists of SF set in prehistory in their constant battle with necessity. 
The freedom from bourgeois constraints brought soldiers and Ice Age cave men into 
contact with their primitive urges previously concealed or stamped out by feminized 
Zivilisation. SF novels, however, responded to and transcended the Weimar Republic’s 
reactionary narratives by presenting a total and unmitigated transformation that brings 
grandeur to primitive soldiers and triumph over Germany’s post-World War I enemies as 
represented by vicious cave beasts. 
Although not “typical” SF in the sense that it does not feature spaceships and alien 
worlds, SF set in prehistory inverts SF’s standard narrative goals of mankind’s cultural 
development leading to highly advanced technological futures. SF set in prehistory, that is, 
shows the cultural development of a different society up to our current world.230 To borrow 
a term from historian George L. Mosse, writers of 1920s primitive fiction “telescoped” 
history in that an idealized “heroic past” was transposed onto present times. Ultimately, 
the hope was to infuse Weimar’s current generation with “a similar heroism” 231 to that 
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found among ancient Nordic warriors. Some conservative thinkers favored narratives of 
Tacitus and other ancient Germans that lived during the Roman occupation as they looked 
to the past. However, the Ice Age hero aligned perhaps even more closely with the bloody 
rhetoric of the “historical past of the Volk,” than the Germanic heroes of antiquity. This 
was a highly idealized past seen as unencumbered by materialism, industrialization and 
rationalism.232  
In the world of SF set in prehistory novels published by German-speaking authors, 
Martin Salesch categorizes Hans Friedrich Blunck and Alois Theodor Sonnleitner’s SF 
novels as Jungpaläolithikumromane (young Paleolithic novels), a genre with principal 
concentrations on hunting, making weapons, and living in caves or other holes.233 Like 
Johannes V. Jensen, J.-H. Rosny ainé, H.G. Wells and other early twentieth century 
speculative fiction authors, Sonnleitner and Blunck relied on the discovery of fire as a 
pivotal experience in their narratives. However, the manipulation of fire and other forms 
of primitive Technik takes second place in Blunck and Sonnleitner’s novels to the 
significance of Blut (blood) and the Blutgemeinschaft, or blood-bonded familial ties. The 
literary heroes of both books (Peter and Börr respectively) shed, wear, and taste blood as 
they develop their various forms of primordial Technik. 
Extended contact with blood ultimately lead Peter and Börr to fierce combat with 
wild beasts while locked in the bitter throes of Ice Age winter. Long periods of harsh 
weather prove ideal for the development of early weapons that ultimately combat animals 
such as cave bears and lions. Although the warmer months are ideal for hunting and storing 
away food, “[d]ie langen Winter sind für [die Menschen] eine Zeit der Waffenübung, der 
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Waffenrüstung, der Kunst” ([t]he long winters are a time for the men to practice with and 
make weapons, and paint).234 The SF set in prehistory winter chronotope serves as a critical 
“space of intervention” or ideological “training ground” for primordial soldiers as they 
experience Vertierung in order to negate the experiences of modernity and 
industrialization. Germany’s youth saw in Peter and Börr a Nietzschean “strength of will” 
and a “lust for power”235 that increased the SF genre’s literary appeal among a shaken and 
disillusioned reading public. 
Throughout the years of the Weimar Republic, novels like Alois Sonnleitner’s 1918 
Die Höhlenkinder in heimlichen Grund provided young people as well as the bourgeois 
midde-class with a unique and long-lasting sort of escapism. Sonnleiter’s tale is a 
captivating one, tracing a teenager named Peter as he transforms slowly from simple goat 
herder into a bold warrior beast through his primordial encounters with blood and brutality. 
The author, Bohemian-born Alois Tlučhoř, first traveled to Austria as a teenager. There he 
adopted a German pen name, Alois Theodor Sonnleitner, in order to publish the 
internationally popular trilogy Die Höhlenkinder (1918-20). Sonnleitner’s books feature a 
literary “compression” of mankind’s earliest stages of development into a span of about 
twenty years and includes the following books: the 1918 Die Höhlenkinder in heimlichen 
Grund (symbolically representing the Stone Age), the 1919 Die Höhlenkinder im Steinhaus 
(the Bronze Age) and the 1920 Die Höhlenkinder im Steinhaus (the Iron Age).  
Although Sonnleitner wrote his tales primarily for youth audiences, adults in the 
German-speaking countries and across the globe also enjoyed the novels. Hungarian 
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journalist and social reformer Max Winter wrote an extensive article on Sonnleitner in an 
April 1922 issue of Vienna’s socialist Arbeiter-Zeitung (Worker Paper), commenting on 
the thousands of children, teenagers, mothers and fathers “in gleich atemloser Spannung 
dem Ausstieg der Höhlenkinder von der Höhle bis zum Steinhaus gefolgt sind” (who 
followed the escape of the cave children from the cave to the house of stone with the same 
breathless anticipation). 236  Similarly, a 1923 Literarische Umschau (Literary Survey) 
article grouped Sonnleitner’s novels together with other gripping children’s literature of 
the time period, citing the trilogy’s special interest for small but brave girls.237 
In the decades since its publication, the Höhlenkinder trilogy seems to have lost 
little of its original appeal. In a 1987 edition of Die Höhlenkinder in heimlichen Grund, 
Heinrich Pleticha marveled at the many new editions of the novels that had been released 
in the sixty years since their original publication. Pleticha cited Sonnleitner’s underlying 
“agenda” as one possible explanation for the Höhlenkinder trilogy’s immense popularity. 
Sonnleitner, Pleticha explains, desired to write more than just an exciting “Robinsonade” 
when he created his primitive world. Rather, Sonnleitner sought to depict the most 
significant phases of mankind’s earliest cultural development through the lives of two 
teenagers trapped in an extreme crisis. 238 The story has also been released in various 
television adaptations, with a 1962 series that was released on West German television in 
1962. In 1984, an Italian series based on Sonnleitner’s books also ran for 10 episodes. 
Die Höhlenkinder in heimlichen Grund, the trilogy’s first novel, is broken up into 
twenty-five short chapters punctuated with sensational elements of action and suspense. 
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Sonnleitner’s liberal use of exclamation points and authorial interjections increase the 
book’s sense of narrative urgency and dramatic tension surrounding young Peter’s journey. 
Exciting stylistic elements blend with the universal attraction of a SF survival tale set in 
early seventeenth century Germany. Yet the romance of solitary survival in a mountain 
pass is tempered by underlying notions of Germanic superiority as Peter triumphs over the 
metaphorical enemy Russia, in the form of a fierce cave bear, in the novel’s final “space of 
intervention” of deadly winter. 
Sonnleitner’s first novel integrates military values with a formerly mundane 
existence in the tradition of Jünger’s Vertierung or Spengler’s Raubtier while presenting 
these elements in a palatable way for mass audiences. Die Höhlenkinder in heimlichen 
Grund tells the story of two German children, the previously mentioned Peter and a 
resourceful blond named Eva. Eva flees her childhood home with her grandmother during 
the Thirty Years War to join a small band of refugees in the mountains. There Eva meets 
Peter, a young goat herder, and the two become friends. A catastrophic rockslide ends the 
small clan’s struggle to carve out a meager mountain existence. The children barely survive 
the disaster and are left alone with no shelter or resources: “Beil und Handsäge, Meißel, 
Bohrer, Messer, Kochpfanne und Feuerzeug, alles war dahin, alles verloren!” (Axe and 
handsaw, chisel, borer, knife, cooking pan and lighter, everything was underneath, all was 
lost!).239 
Peter begins the novel as a nondescript boy of about fourteen. He knows very little 
about hunting or animals beyond his own small flock of goats. After the rockslide that cuts 
him the rest of the world, however, Peter’s existence changes entirely. He must learn to 
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develop tools, to hunt and slaughter huge beasts, and most importantly to reconcile his old 
civilized self with the metaphorical beast he becomes. Thus, Sonnleitner’s novel provides 
an especially compelling example of a young German boy breaking the shackles of 
feminized Zivilisation to emerge as a resourceful warrior in the face of ultimate 
deprivation. Right-wing nationalist author Franz Schauwecker noted a similar, shocking 
transformation in his own experience from “a confused, petty, aimless and unclear 
existence” to a new life of military precision and purposefulness when he served in the 
Great War.240 Peter’s journey from goat herder to bear slayer marks both his descent into 
savagery and his transformation through blood into a rightful bearer of Germanic Kultur. 
In the aftermath of the rock slide, Peter’s baser instincts call to him immediately: 
“Beschleichen, fangen, töten, essen!” (Creep up, capture, kill, eat!; 28). Unfortunately, his 
lack of sufficient Technik leaves him powerless to satisfy his hunger. His training as a 
primordial hunter begins with the primal spilling of his own blood. While fruitlessly 
chasing after a pair of deer, a blackberry bush’s sharp thorns scratch his face. With blood 
running down his face and cheeks, Peter reflects in frustration: “Das Wild war im Vorteil” 
(“The wild game had the advantage”; 29). The forces of nature prove too strong, at least 
momentarily, for a boy still entrenched in the bloodless traditions of Zivilisation. As Peter 
and Eva painfully carve out a new existence in their lonely mountain pass, they take up 
residence in a sheltering cave, reminiscent of the “mole’s life”241 of the World War I 
trenches, and gather berries and nuts to stay alive. Peter’s first encounter with animal blood 
occurs shortly after the rockslide. Craving protein, he longs to drink the blood of cave bears 
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to internalize the mighty animals’ strength.242 Armed only with sharp stones, however, 
Peter must satisfy himself with a solitary squirrel. Without the most significant form of 
early Technik, fire, there is no way to roast the small animal. Peter splits the meal open 
with his makeshift knife, but his first taste of animal blood is quite different than 
anticipated. The scent of blood turns his stomach despite his primal hunger for protein. Eva 
also struggles with the bloody flesh and asks Peter for something to season the food with. 
Using an antler, the crudest but most effective tool available, he manages to dig up a few 
leeks to season the raw meat (54-55).  
Peter’s developing grasp of Technik goes hand in hand with the awakening of his 
primal “Teutonic” roots. His first weapon is a small knife that he carves from stone. The 
weapon assists in skinning animals and other small tasks, but is almost useless at long 
distances. Therefore, Peter fashions a bow and arrow and begins target practice. His ever-
increasing competence with primordial technology puts him in greater contact with blood. 
In turn, Peter is progressively desensitized to the experience of physical death and begins 
to enjoy the hunt for sport instead of only necessity. When watching innocent prey such as 
deer, and now armed with the means to kill larger animals, Peter shivers with the primal 
thrill of the hunt (141). His sweaty agitation recalls Ernst Jünger’s description of “the tense 
excitement of the hunter and the terror of the hunted” experienced during wartime night 
patrols.243 Just like a World War I soldier, the hands-on experience of slaughtering and 
dismembering releases Peter slowly from the cumbersome bonds of bourgeois Zivilisation 
and awakens the primal forces of Germanic Kultur.  
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The young boy’s contact with blood culminates in his first deliberate consumption 
of the life-giving force when he devours a dead goat’s heart on a lonely mountainside. After 
laboring for hours, Peter frees a goat carcass that he happened to find partially buried by 
the rockslide. On the lonely hillside, the boy abandons all ties to feminized and logical 
Zivilisation as he tears open the goat’s chest to locate the beast’s long-dead heart. Peter 
searches for the heart specifically to consume it “um seine Kraft in sich aufzunehmen” (in 
order to absorb its strength).244 Crouching furtively on the rocks, Peter bites into the stringy 
organ and especially relishes the clumps of coagulated blood that he finds in the heart’s 
inner chambers. The boy leaves the hillside with a new sense of strength and confidence 
drawn from the dead animal’s life force. Sonnleitner’s description of the mythical heart-
eating ritual recalls similar tales in ancient Nordic mythology, a revolting custom that 
would later be adopted by Germanic witches throughout the centuries.245 
On his journey from goat herder to Ice Age warrior, Peter was first covered in his 
own blood and then consumed the dried blood of another creature in the effort to internalize 
its stored power. Peter’s next and most decisive encounter with blood occurs when the 
young warrior is at his weakest strategically. The long-anticipated first winter descends on 
the mountain pass at the novel’s end. To survive the bitter cold, Peter must invent forms of 
Technik, including crude snow shoes, to specifically battle against ice. Besides 
hypothermia and starvation, Peter’s greatest fear is the appearance of cave bears foraging 
for food. Throughout Sonnleitner’s novel, these vicious bears present the greatest threat to 
Peter’s growing confidence as a hunter. He has seen them occasionally while out searching 
for food, but he never finds the courage to confront any of the beasts directly. He is sure 
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that his spear will never penetrate such a tough and shaggy hide. Similarly, the crouching 
enemy figure of Russia haunted Germany throughout World War I. Popular forms of 
Kriegsschundliteratur typically portrayed Russian Cossacks “racially, as ugly, lawless 
savages, who callously murdered women and children.”246 Rumors of women and children 
“butchered by wild Russian hordes” inspired German patriots to take up arms “as the 
defenders of European civilization.”247 In addition, collections of propaganda postcards 
printed in Germany throughout the war featured incendiary depictions of the dark enemy 
in the East, depicting smartly dressed German soldiers leading the penitent black bear of 
Russia “to the menagerie” by a ring through its nose.248  
Peter comes face to face with the specter of his enemy on a freezing winter night, 
when he and Eva hear panting and snuffling sounds in the snow outside of their cave (243). 
Peter creeps to the cave entrance to see a mighty bear tearing away stones from the pit 
where the children store their meat. A mighty battle ensues as Peter first pushes a rock wall 
on top of his enemy. He then takes up his spear in preparation for the greatest test of his 
primitive endurance. As the bear roars at his tormenter, Peter thrusts the spear into his 
wide-open jaws and deep into the throat. Peter brutally rips the spear from the mouth to 
pierce the animal’s heart with a fierce death blow. Eva watches in fascinated horror as 
Peter, his devolution complete, gleefully drinks from the dying animal’s open wound, 
evoking the “Rausch des roten Blutes” (ecstacy of red blood)249 savored by Ernst Jünger 
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on the Great War’s battlefields. According to ancient beliefs, it was customary to 
internalize the “courage and spirit of a slain enemy” by consuming his life blood.250 The 
blood-spattered celebration signals Peter’s domination of the literary ice space of 
intervention, as well as the specter of the enemy beast that has haunted him for so long.251  
Peter’s triumphant frenzy following the bear’s slaughter evokes the memoirs of a 
World War I British soldier charging the German trenches, who recorded “the effort and 
rage in him” that “made him pant and sob.”252 Yet the same soldier also described the 
presence of “some strange intoxication of joy” in the danger of killing as he entered the 
enemy’s territory. 253  Peter’s continuous contact with savage bloodshed and Ice Age 
privations inevitably brings about the narrative change from young goat herder into 
soldierly beast of prey. And even more significantly, his gleeful consumption of warm 
bestial lifeblood signifies an unmitigated acceptance of a new and peculiar destiny: that of 
the prehuman, Germanic beast that fulfilled a Nietzschean legacy on the icy battlefield.  
 
Forever Shining Ice of the North: Hans Friedrich Blunck’s Gewalt über das Feuer 
(1926)  
While Sonnleitner’s children’s trilogy captivated audiences worldwide, Hans 
Friedrich Blunck’s Die Urvätersaga: Romantrilogie aus der Urzeit des Nordens (The Saga 
of the Forefathers: A Trilogy of the Prehistoric Times of the North) received little 
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acclamation upon its publication although it explored many similar themes.254 Blunck, a 
Schleswig-Holstein native and staunch supporter of linguistic nationalism, rose to infamy 
as a classic author of fascist Blut und Boden literature and a National Socialist poet. A 
strong conservative upbringing with an emphasis on pagan Christianity left Blunck with a 
lifelong sense of nationalism tied inextricably to Nordic sentiments. Unlike the other 
authors featured in this project, Blunck not only shared thematic concerns with members 
of the Conservative Revolution, but is also counted as one of them by scholar Martin 
Travers. 255  Along with Hans Grimm, E. G. Kolbenheyer and Josef Ponten, Blunck 
belonged to those conservative reactionaries who emphasized the significance of the Volk 
through narratives of race and biology. Travers writes that Blunck embraced the Germanic 
“inner spiritual attitude to life” that stemmed from “blood, landscape and language.”256 
Die Urvätersaga, a collection of three interwoven novels, formed a part of the 
“Nordic Renaissance” that began in late nineteenth century Germany as a reaction to 
modernity and the Großstadt, particularly Berlin.257 The movement embraced literature, 
art and political discourse that centered on the rebirth of Nordic/Germanic traditions to 
prove “that the Germans, in terms of biology, intellect, and culture, belong[ed] exclusively 
to the Nordic-Germanic type.” 258  Blunck’s Urvätersaga trilogy served as a Germanic 
Schöpfungsgeschichte, or creation story, set in prehistoric Lower Germany.259 In 1933, 
Blunck re-issued his 1925 Streit mit den Göttern (the Bronze Age) and the 1926 Kampf der 
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Gestirne (Neolithic period) together with Gewalt über das Feuer. Gewalt, the trilogy’s first 
novel chronologically, reflected the author’s fascination with the pre-Christian era as “a 
period of Germanic authenticity.”260 Blunck referred to Gewalt as his own personal epic, 
written as a culmination of his various experiences with archaeological digs and studying 
ancient Nordic languages.  
The three books of Die Urvätersaga lack chapters and are instead divided into 
lengthy sections with little dialogue. The books largely lack exposition and at times resort 
to heavy-handed religious metaphors to show that God favored the ancient Germans over 
the other races. These elements led to Gewalt’s popularity among those of the radicalized 
Right and ethnic Germans who viewed “the book as a representation of . . . ancient ties to 
Germany.”261  At the time of its publication, Gewalt über das Feuer received modest 
celebratory reviews in publications such as Berlin’s Vossische Zeitung. Writers at the 
newspaper praised the way that Blunck “telescoped” Germany’s ancient mythology-laden 
legacies.262 An April, 1928 article written by Otto Ernst Hesse, for example, calls the book 
a significant artistic and sociological undertaking comparable to Gustav Freytag’s 1859–
67 five-volume Bilder aus der deutschen Vergangenheit (Pictures of Germany’s Past). 
Hesse also remarks on the book’s plot, which he claims would be rudimentary if Blunck 
weren’t a true poet.263 Gewalt met with a similar agreeable reception among Germany’s 
conservative Right. Thomas Mann commented favorably on the novel during his extended 
correspondence with Blunck, praising Blunck’s excellent portrayal of a highly spiritual and 
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mystical period in Germany’s past.264 
Gewalt presents an ideological literary exploration of the conservative Kultur und 
Technik binary. Indeed, Blunck biographer W. Scott Hoerle describes the book’s main 
theme as “the germination of Germanic culture and technology during the Stone Age.”265 
As the book’s title suggests, its central form of technological development is that of fire 
cultivation. So-called Wärmetechnik (warmth-technology), or the “Kinetische Theorie der 
Wärme” (kinetic theory of warmth) that entailed the use of fire, flames, light and embers, 
fascinated many in the Weimar Republic’s intellectual and scientific circles.266 The idea of 
Wärmetechnik especially appealed to German conservatives who considered themselves 
“Kinder eines technischen Zeitalters” (children of a technical age).267 Engineer Dr. J. Esser 
wrote extensively on the relationship between early mankind and fire in the 1920s, noting 
that the element was most likely discovered by “accident” through a lightning strike or 
volcanic eruption. Cavemen, Esser explained, probably brought fire into the most beautiful 
part of their subterranean dwellings and guarded it like a heavenly treasure.268 Even with 
the mastery of fire, however, many early humans that settled in modern-day Spain and Italy 
perished during brutal Ice Age winters. According to interwar racist rhetoric, only the Cro-
Magnons (supposedly the earliest Aryans) proved resilient enough to survive the bitterness 
of eternal ice.  
Blunck’s narrative tells of the hardy, primitive “Mo” and her son “Börr,” who will 
first tame and cultivate fire to his advantage. Börr’s close-knit familial Blutgemeinschaft 
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sustains a meager living surrounded by wolves, lions and treacherous glaciers at the end of 
the great Ice Age. Mo’s rugged genetic line wanders “between ice and barren terrain,” 
through caves and other places in the deep.269 The first family of Germanic cave-dwellers 
belongs to the ice, just as they are forged into heroes by it. Blunck writes that even as a 
child, “Börr wusste, woher die Kälte kam; Eis lag im Norden, ewig scheinendes Eis” (Börr 
knew where the cold came from; ice lay in the North, forever shining ice; 53). From the 
novel’s beginning, Börr seems destined to become the leader of his primitive 
Blutgemeinschaft. Blunck specifically referred to his prehuman hero protagonist as “the 
archetypal German man” and “the first person upon whom God’s favor rests.”270  
Only Börr can save his clan from the threat of the mighty Höhlenlöwe, or cave lion, 
which is symbolic of Great Britain, a nation of Zivilisation condemned by many interwar 
speculative novels. Contentions between the German and British empires stemmed from 
the late nineteenth century, when Prussian chancellor Otto von Bismarck sought to “beard 
the lion” by challenging British territorial acquisitions in the Levant, the Pacific, South 
Africa and South America. 271  Relations between England and Germany further 
deteriorated throughout World War I, with the stoning of dachshunds in the streets, bans 
on German music performances and anti-German street riots. 272  Negative sentiments 
increased even more dramatically with the sinking of the RMS Lusitania in 1915 and the 
disastrous 1916 Battle of the Somme. Stories spread of German brutes slaughtering Belgian 
babies, crucifying a Canadian soldier and rendering the bodies of British soldiers “for use 
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in various kinds of war production.”273  
Historically, the German military apparatus failed in the legendary Great War 
against the British lion. In Mo’s primitive clan, Börr is the only soldier fit to match the 
great cave lion in battle, with hair bleached by melted snow and a face with the hardness 
of a glacier. Börr realizes early on that the fate of his mother and other relations depends 
on him and accordingly develops Technik to his advantage while hunting and exploring. 
The very qualities of brutality and coldness that transform Börr from a boy into a merciless 
killer also affected German youths who tapped into their primal nature on the battlefields 
of World War I. While the metamorphosis of the German foot soldier came through the 
blinking lights and heavy machinery of death in Ernst Jünger’s rhetoric, Börr’s 
transformation occurs through his use of a bow and arrow, as well as a spear made of 
hazelnut wood.  
Similar to Sonnleitner’s Peter, Börr’s first experiences with blood are timid and 
inconsequential. His metamorphosis into a full-fledged warrior beast begins with the 
spilling of small animal blood as he targets low flying birds and other small prey. Börr’s 
mother Mo marvels at her son’s wildness and valor, reflecting on her family clan’s fortune 
at having such a hero.274 Börr’s tentative encounters with Technik and his increased ability 
to shed blood spur him on to hunt bigger and fiercer prey as he grows older. Eventually he 
sets his sights on the dreaded cave lion. Before Börr’s conquests, the lion always held the 
place of “Meister über den Menschen” (master over mankind), both threatening and 
terrifying early humans (55).  
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Börr first slaughters one of the dreaded beasts by throwing a stone between its eyes, 
reminiscent of Ernst Jünger’s primal satisfaction after felling a British soldier with a single 
shot as recorded in his World War I Kriegstagebuch (war journal). Jünger wrote objectively 
in a 1918 diary entry, “Mein erster Schuss fällte einen Engländer, der ungefähr 75 M von 
mir dicht neben einem Deutschen zu sehen war.  Er schlug um wie auf dem Scheibenstand” 
(My first shot felled a British soldier standing about 75 meters / 250 feet away right behind 
a German. He toppled as though on the target range).275 In another related passage, the 
British soldier’s body still lies in front of the door of Jünger’s sheltering hut: “Vor der 
Hütte lag mein Engländer mit dem sauberen Kopfschuss” (Before the hut lay my British 
soldier with the clean head shot).276 Having accomplished the previously unthinkable, Börr 
can hardly believe his success as he touches the still-warm corpse. He hammers his fists 
against his chest in a Tarzan-like display of “strenuous masculinity” with the triumphant 
cry of “Ich schlug den Löwen!” (I struck the lion!).277 
The hero’s increasing technological aptitude continues with the discovery of a 
method to carry fire using a bowl of ash wood filled with marsh roots. Börr’s ability to 
manipulate fire earns him the reverent nicknames “Herr des Feuers, Jäger des Feuers, 
Freund des Feuers” (lord of fire, hunter of fire, friend of fire) among his companions (73). 
Although he commands fire, Börr also humbly reveres its power. While smelting at a 
makeshift forge, he remains constantly aware of the volatile element’s dangerous potential: 
“Als er sich Steinspitzen für neue Speere schlug und die Funken niederfielen, bebte seine 
Hand danach. Soviel er indes davon zu sangen suchte, das kalte Feuer hatte kein Leben” 
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(As he hammered stone tips for new spears and the sparks fell, his hand shook afterwards. 
So far as he knew, the cold fire was not alive; 98). The rest of his band marvels at his 
ingenious use of the element to smelt weapons and frighten large animals, which Börr 
accomplishes using a special torch that throws fire like a stone (23). 
Even more intense than Peter’s experience with the bear are Börr’s final encounters 
with the cave lion. As Gewalt über das Feuer progresses, Börr becomes better acquainted 
with the forces of winter while wandering in the mountain forests. He sleeps buried in snow 
drifts from time to time and the white powder allows him to follow animal tracks more 
easily. One winter night, Börr follows prints in the snow to a huge boulder and smells a 
female lion on the other side. He pushes the boulder into the snowy gorge below, crushing 
the female lion under its tremendous weight. Then, with the ruthlessness attributed to 
German soldiers during World War I, Börr mercilessly destroys her children. He rips dry 
winter branches from a nearby tree and lights them with his torch, which he then tosses 
into the lion’s cave to trap her helpless cubs. The hunter watches mercilessly as “[d]ie 
Flamme schlug nach innen und die jungen Löwen erstickten” (the flame reached inward 
and the young lions suffocated; 77). Börr becomes the clan’s unrivaled leader. The ancient 
horde “pries Börr; unerhört war seine Tat” (lauded Börr; unprecedented was his deed; 78).  
Börr’s battle against the cave lions culminates in his encounter with the dreaded 
“schwarze Bergkönig” (black mountain king), an enormous gray-black lion that does not 
fear mankind. Börr and his companions track and then trap the mighty beast near the 
gravesite of the mother lion and her cubs. Such bravery is unprecedented in the clan’s 
history: “Noch niemals hatte ein Mensch den Löwen im offenen Feld angegriffen” (No 
man had ever attacked a lion in the open; 81). The lion proves stronger than those Börr 
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previously encountered, however, and the hero is knocked unconscious. Börr’s injury 
inspires the other members of his Blutgemeinschaft to come together in blood-bonded 
bravery. Their eager hands find Börr’s spear shafts, which are stuck in the lion’s side, and 
push them in deeper. Börr’s blood brothers then dig bloody fists into the lion’s gaping 
wounds and rip apart the beast’s insides while he continues to struggle. The mighty beast 
gasps his last as an exuberant victory dance ensues among those who survived the fierce 
attack. Börr recovers for days from his many wounds as news of the “Sage von der 
Löwenjagd” (legend of the lion hunt) reaches far and wide. Börr’s valor ushers in a new 
era of peace, or “eine gewaltige Zeit” (a forceful time) for Mo’s horde (83).  
Following the great lion’s slaughter, quality of life increases infinitely for Börr’s 
companions and relations. The clan’s closely knit Blutgemeinschaft mirrors the vision of 
leading conservative revolutionary Arthur Moeller van den Bruck, who reminisced on “the 
moment when Germans stepped out of prehistory” to form a “democracy of the people, 
based on the bond of blood rather than any social contract.”278 Like the blood relationships 
of primordial Cro-Magnon Ice Age clans, Moeller’s ideological democracy was one that 
would be “begotten and conceived, born and reared” rather than forged through cold and 
calculating political treaties.279 In Blunck’s novel, Börr’s technological advances eases the 
daily struggle for existence as “das Feuer diente ihm, und der Sommer stand leuchtend wie 
noch nie über Tälern und Inseln” (the fire served him, and summer stole brightly as never 
before over the valleys and islands; 83). Börr is now the superlative primitive soldier, calm 
and collected in the face of turmoil and uniquely suited to the vicious Ice Age hunt.  
 
                                                                 




Conclusion: The Old Blood-Lust of Man 
 In the words of French philosopher Georges Vacher de Lapouge, “The final times 
will see men emancipated from all civilisation, returned to their elementary liberty, 
ensconced in caves, borrowing their coats from the denizens of the forest, begging their 
repast from wild boars and wolves.  One will no longer see any inequality among men, 
except one, the inequality between he who is on the spit and he who turns it.”280 Through 
the shedding of blood, the protagonists Peter and Börr experience the process of 
imbrutement that in turn prepares them for the constant battle with necessity throughout 
the Ice Age winter. Their struggles with savage beasts bring Blunck and Sonnleitner’s 
warriors into contact with “the old blood-lust of Man, the craving to be different and to be 
stronger…to reach and hunt across the distances.”281  
Peter’s encounter with the bear, symbolic of the dark threat from the East, and 
Börr’s with the cave lion as a roaring threat from the Northwest symbolize a final “orgy of 
blood, of voluptuousness, of death” reminiscent of the Great War’s savage battlefields.282 
Like the average World War I soldier, both heroes must employ “tactic and strategy linked 
to the use of advanced technology”283 if they are to survive their desolate experiences at 
the glacial edge of primordial winter. Unlike soldiers, however, who knew that their time 
on the Front would either end in death or with the war itself, the savage life demarcates 
reality for both Peter and Börr. Whether facing a roaring animal on bitter Ice Age slopes 
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or a tide of enemy soldiers bristling with sophisticated weaponry, the enemies of Germanic 
Kultur must be confronted, subdued and brutally slaughtered no matter what the cost.  
Whereas Weimar’s SF set in prehistory featured Ice Age spaces of intervention as 
primitive training grounds that birth unified masculine protagonists, Chapter Three brings 
the ice space into the Weimar Republic’s “present” day with an examination of the 
technischer Zukunftsroman tradition. Novels by two popular SF authors, Hans Dominik 
and Karl August von Laffert, explore engineered ice chronotopes at the North Pole, an 
intriguing geographical location for many at the turn of the twentieth century. Throughout 
the two novels featured in Chapter Three, the engineer figure replaces the soldier as the 
idealized masculine subject who perfects modern Technik to bring a German victory over 
hated enemies. While many hoped that war would ultimately cleanse and restore Germanic 
Kultur for the greater good, Dominik and von Laffert turned to the desolate ice fields of 

















Engineered Science Fiction Ice: Narratives of Soldierly Nationalism 
“Überall ein Rennen, Jagen nur nach Mammon, schnödem Gold; 
jeder möcht die erste Geige gerne spielen in der Welt.  
Hastges Treiben, hastge Miene, wildes Wogen und Getös! 
Und der Mensch wird zur Maschine, und der zweite wird nervös.” 
 
Everywhere a race, chasing only after lucre and filthy gold; 
Everyone wants to play the first fiddle in the world. 
Hasty bustle, hasty looks, wild waves and din!  
And man becomes machine, and the second becomes nervous. 
 
- Nervöses Zeitalter, 1895 
 
In Nazi sympathizer and author Karl August von Laffert’s 1924 technical utopian 
novel Feuer am Nordpol: Technisch-politischer Roman aus der Gegenwart (Fire at the 
North Pole: A technical-political Novel of the Present Time), a Berlin-based reporter gives 
a sweeping description of a unique German colony named “Nova Thule.” Tucked away in 
the realms of eternal Arctic ice at the North Pole, Nova Thule boasts the magnificent 
underground capital city of Petrolea. Accessible only by airplane flight to the North Pole, 
its construction has been carefully hidden from Germany’s enemies, the French. Petrolea 
is a city born of ice, with underground chambers carved from crystalized Arctic snow and 
protected by a thick layer of asbestos. A long main street cuts through the subterranean ice 
paradise, lined on both sides with restaurants and shopping centers carved from enormous 
ice blocks. Far more impressive than the architecture, however, are the city’s machines, 
built exclusively by German engineers to harvest the Arctic’s rich natural resources. 
Elaborate electric heating systems, tanks, and two powerful crude oil motors number 
among the feats of Technik employed by German workers who diligently penetrate the 
thick Arctic crust. Using an enormous ice-boring machine, the engineers have carved out 
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a 1400-kilometer ice tunnel fitted with pneumatic railings that shuttle workers to Nova 
Thule’s other two cities in mere minutes.284 
Von Laffert’s awe-inspiring polar city of Petrolea stands as a testament to German 
genius in engineering and construction. The outside world has never seen such complex 
technology; its precise working would be impossible without a symbiosis between 
engineers and their intricate machines. And only the German engineers as symbolic, 
posthuman Kulturhelden (cultural heroes) can both manufacture and operate the immense 
drills that mine the forbidding Arctic crust. A metaphorical symbiosis between man and 
ice-boring machine serves as a prime literary example of the conflation of Kultur und 
Technik lauded by 1920s conservative revolutionaries. At the same time, lofty descriptions 
of futuristic ice cities built entirely with advanced machinery reflected societal concerns 
brought to the forefront by the growth of the Großstadt and huge industries at the turn of 
the twentieth century.  
Cultural anxieties already present among intellectuals concerning industrialization 
only intensified after the First World War. In the comprehensive study Machines as the 
Measure of Men: Science, Technology and Ideologies of Western Dominance, Michael 
Adas cites a “crisis of Europe confidence” due to the rise of the machine that sent the 
civilized world straight into mass-scale war.285 Anxieties evoked by the glorification of 
technology on one hand and the devastation wrought by that same technology on the other 
haunted an entire interwar generation that had lost faith in scientific and industrial 
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progress.286 In the gas, tanks, machine guns, and aerial dogfights of the Western Front, the 
shopkeepers and small business owners of what would become the Weimar Republic’s 
midde-class had witnessed an “unimaginable” outcome of the union of science and 
technology. The ruinous ideological union especially shocked those who had previously 
viewed the products of science and technology as “undeniable proofs” of European 
superiority. 287  Various 1920s conservative publications, and especially those by Ernst 
Jünger, gave voice to a societal reconciliation of post-World War I tensions concerning the 
“nightmare” of “hostility to technology, industrialization, and urbanism”288 that troubled 
the Weimar Republic’s midde-class and younger generations. On the same spectrum as 
conservative glorifications of battlefield technology, 1920s SF novels from prominent 
authors indulged in the fantasy of a reconciliation of mankind and technology that 
ultimately factored in Germany’s acceptance of World War II’s glorified war machine. The 
technischer Zukunftsroman generally elevated “scientific and technological 
accomplishments” that—in the views of its authors and readers—marked Germany’s 
superiority over other world nations,289 while stripping industrialized technology of its 
menace for mass reading audiences.  
In Chapter Three, I explore how 1920s technische Zukunftsromane paralleled 
conservative revolutionary literature concerning the battlefield relationship between 
soldiers and technology, while also reacquainting Germany’s mass audiences with 
technology’s advantageous versus destructive potential. I argue that descriptions of 
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complex technological systems in 1920s SF mimic and popularize what Jeffrey Herf calls 
Ernst Jünger’s wartime “man-machine symbiosis,”290 a concept that appeared throughout 
many of the author’s essays and diary collections. In this, Jünger created an early cyborg 
archetype that differs from our modern understanding of the term. Today’s audiences 
associate the idea of the cyborg with a SF superhuman whose powers extend from a 
mechanical implant or other technological element built directly into its body. However, 
this chapter refers to the conservative cyborg in the same terms used by Matthew Biro in 
the article “The New Man as Cyborg: Figures of Technology in Weimar Visual Culture.” 
Biro describes the cyborg, or “figure of the ‘new man’,” as a “synthesis of organic and 
technological elements” that surfaced in cultural mediums as a reaction to World War I.291 
The posthuman merging of self with machine reflected 1920s discourses that explored 
mankind’s increasingly troubled relationship with technology in the aftermath of World 
War I.  
Two interwar SF novels in particular had the power to influence a midde-class 
readership with tales of the efficacy and safety of mankind’s symbiosis with technology: 
Hans Dominik’s 1922 Die Macht der Drei (The Power of Three) and Karl August von 
Laffert’s 1924 Feuer am Nordpol. Through a close reading of these novels, I argue that the 
SF genre rekindled “faith in the potential inherent in the combination and men and the most 
advanced machines” 292 by posing a counter-narrative to popular art pieces and literary 
publications that, responding to the Great War’s horrors, critiqued the machine’s 
destructive sway over mankind. Overwhelmingly negative cultural representations of 
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artificial humans appeared in the mediums of film and art, where depictions of robots and 
automata attested to the “nightmares of the war generation.”293 Fritz Lang’s 1927 cinematic 
masterpiece Metropolis featured a literal “man-machine” protagonist living in a dystopia 
where “dispensable” worker humans functioned merely as cogs in the Großstadt machine. 
Andreas Huyssen notes that Lang’s Expressionist vision of the woman cyborg was “clearly 
rooted in the experiences and irrepressible memories of the mechanized battlefields of War 
War I.”294 Paul Wegener and other 1920s directors also utilized the man-machine of the 
Golem, a clay figure steeped in Jewish mysticism, to exorcise societal fears of the cyborg’s 
power in an increasingly industrialized world. 
Similar themes run a narrative thread through the interwar German avant-garde 
movement that featured discourses of war-corrupted “metallized bodies.”295 Berlin’s Dada 
artists, many of whom served in the Great War and saw the immense dangers of technology 
firsthand, “broke down the boundary between organisms—both human or animal—and 
machines” through provocative photomontages showing that humans were “open to control 
and cultivation.” 296  Dada artists such as Otto Dix addressed fears about mankind’s 
relationship with technology and the loss of faith in western “development” through 
disturbing installations and photomontages that depicted the “dehumanizing effects of 
scientific-industrial warfare” on the common soldier. 297  Also of note is the Dada 
connection between dehumanization and the printed word itself. In 1916, leading Dada 
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artist Hugo Ball explicitly condemned Germany’s “poets and thinkers” as those responsible 
for “th[e] bloodbath” of World War I.298 
My study of the conservative man-machine symbiosis begins with an examination 
of Ernst Jünger’s interwar publications, including the 1929 book Feuer und Blut: ein 
kleiner Ausschnitt aus einem großen Schlacht (Fire and Blood: A Small Excerpt from a 
Great Battle) and a collection of his post-World War I essays. Jünger’s publications 
throughout the years of the Weimar Republic, many drawn from his war diaries, expressed 
a cautious and selective endorsement of industrialization and technology. A few years later, 
however, Jünger embraced technological advances in the 1930 essay “Die Totale 
Mobilmachung” (Total Mobilization) and the seminal 1932 book Der Arbeiter: Herrschaft 
und Gestalt (The Worker: Dominion and Form) by depicting a literary utopia in which 
“nature, human beings and machines united in one large technological system.”299 Jünger 
explored the soldier figure as the ultimate synthesis of “organic and technological 
elements”300 in a 1933 photo journal entitled Die veränderte Welt. Eine Bilderfibel unserer 
Zeit (The Transformed World. A Picture Fable of Our Time). By switching from the 
medium of the written word to the photograph, Jünger further blurred the lines between 
organic and mechanical, representing the soldier in no uncertain terms as a type of 
posthuman superman.  
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My exploration of 1920s intellectual views on the soldier and technology leads to 
an analysis of the literary counter-narratives of men and machines central to the SF novels 
of Hans Dominik and Karl August von Laffert. These SF authors presented warmongering 
ideas similar to those of Ernst Jünger and his conservative revolutionary compatriots, but 
with one key difference. The authors’ blatant glorification of technology appealed to mass 
reading audiences alarmed by the so-called “dialectic of progress,” or the advances in 
industrial and scientific progress that paradoxically unleashed barbaric atavism on the 
World War I battlefield. Further, the specific union of Germans and their wonder weapons 
with the unspoiled territory of the Arctic negated pessimistic fears that mankind’s 
increasing association with technology would eventually cause the psychic shock of “a life 
separated from nature and the soil.”301  
Mainstream speculative authors Hans Dominik and Karl August von Laffert 
presented their own versions of the man-machine symbiosis with nature as found in 
Jünger’s “Die Totale Mobilmachung” and Der Arbeiter, replacing the figure of soldier with 
that of engineer, the machine gun with fantastic inventions like death rays, and the 
battlefield with the unsullied ice of the North Pole. I specifically examine the role of 
machine as well as the machine operators in the two chosen novels by Dominik and von 
Laffert, as Michael Adas notes that societal faith in technology seemingly increased when 
those handling the machines appeared to be “skillful and firmly in control.”302 Dominik 
and von Laffert’s books feature engineer protagonists who wield advanced technology with 
the flawless precision exercised by the “generation of the trenches,”303 but this time with a 
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positive outcome for Germany as global power and peacemaker. SF authors such as 
Dominik helped pave the way for conservative views of the “utopia of the mechanized 
body” that were regarded as integral to the “rearmament of the [German] nation.”304  
 
Man as Machinist and Machine: Conservative Technocratic Battlefields    
With the exception of Oswald Spengler, 305 a considerable swath of Germany’s 
conservative-nationalist intellectuals embraced technology as the proverbial key to unlock 
the door to an unfettered, post-Republic future. Many in the Weimar Republic’s intellectual 
circles served in World War I and sought to reconcile positive memories of the Front’s 
close-knit Blutgemeinschaft and youthful activity with war’s violence and mass destruction 
by finding the beautiful and useful aspects of the machine.306 The idea of a technocracy, or 
a system of government dominated solely by technological experts rather than politicians, 
appealed to those who sought “a way out of class conflict and wearisome partisan strife.”307 
Some even believed that engineering could solve “all social and economic differences” and 
bring about “a new social harmony that political partisanship and gross economic 
disparities had never achieved” for the struggling republic.308  
Conservative revolutionaries held a complex outlook on mechanization and 
industrialization that accepted some forms of technology and not others. Jünger’s prolific 
writings typify the fractured and sometimes contradictory conservative views on 
technology. The “either-or” aspect of technological advances forced Jünger’s acceptance 
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of machination as necessary for “efficient nationalistic and militaristic policy.” 309  His 
publications between 1920 and 1932 trace a slow ideological awakening from cautious 
soldier to a disillusioned and more reserved veteran. But Jünger’s reservations concerning 
technology gave way to enthusiasm in the later Weimar Republic years, leading him to 
identify the need to incorporate technological systems into every area of life while 
continuing to acknowledge their steely indifference to the organic human.  
Early service in the French Foreign Legion shaped Jünger’s initial impressions of 
modern technology, leaving him with “a fundamental dilemma” in that machination 
belonged to both “oppressive modernity” on one hand and the expressiveness of “human 
vitality” on the other.310 The late 1880s and early 1900s saw bourgeoning advances in 
metallurgy and machine-tooling that led to the construction of more sophisticated 
weaponry, while mass industries like Krupp developed field and heavy artillery with the 
capability to hurl massive shells that would later be used so disastrously on the Western 
Front.311 A sense of cultural “nervousness” haunted the physician and social critic Max 
Nordau, who prophesied grimly in 1892: “Die gesittete Menschheit wurde von ihren neuen 
Erfindungen und Fortschritten überrumpelt” (Civilized men will be blindsided by their new 
inventions and advances).312 German statesman Walter Rathenau further observed in 1912 
that the “Mechanisierung der Welt” (mechanization of the world) brought Europeans a 
“more artificial” and less fulfilling life marked by “intellectualized, abstract” work.313 
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World War I’s outbreak fulfilled the grim prognoses from European intellectuals at 
the turn of the twentieth century. Scientific and technological progress was no longer a 
measure of a country’s global status, but now appeared to threaten the very future of 
mankind. The mobilization of science led to the creation of poison gases released as a 
tactical move on unsuspecting soldiers. Increasingly sophisticated explosives, submarines 
and airplanes brought global war “into the air and under the sea.”314 Europeans like Ernst 
Jünger and his young compatriots watched as the military apparatus subsumed innocuous 
inventions such as mass communications, food preservation, concrete and barbed wire to 
its advantage. War itself became a machinated process as “[d]er Kampf äußerte sich als 
riesenhafter, toter Mechanismus und breitete eine eisige, unpersönliche Welle der 
Vernichtung über das Gelände” (the battle manifested itself as a great, dead mechanism 
and spread an icy, impersonal wave of destruction over the countryside).315 
The shock of World War I’s horrors compounded fears of technology’s ultimate 
threat to humanity. War was no longer the noble conflict between knights sought by Ernst 
Jünger and other youthful enlistees,316 but rather a fight between man and the impersonal 
and insuperable machine. As Jünger recorded in the 1925 book Wäldchen 125: Eine 
Chronik aus den Grabenkämpfen 1918 (Copse 125: A Chronicle from the Trench Warfare 
of 1918), “Wenn eine Truppe noch lange zur Führung des Kampfes mit der Maschine 
imstande ist, kann sie doch schon den Zusammenstoß Mann gegen Mann zu ertragen nicht 
mehr fähig sein. Dann den Kampf gewinnt nicht die Maschine, sondern er wird mit der 
Maschine gewonnen – und das ist ein großer Unterschied” (If a troop is capable of 
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sustaining the struggle with the machine, it can no longer be capable of enduring the clash 
between man and man. And so the machine itself does not win the battle, but it is won with 
the machine – and that is the great difference).317 A new type of war for a new century 
transformed the machinist himself into a type of machine: cold, calculating and only as 
useful as the weapon he carried. 
One curious side effect of the man-machine symbiosis as explored by Ernst Jünger 
was the metaphorical transformation of machine operators into static objects or artificial 
men. A passage in the 1922 publication of In Stahlgewittern demonstrates the decay of 
human emotion as a result of technological warfare. Jünger records that when gazing at a 
frightened young recruit, he is suddenly repulsed by his own lack of fear or pity. The author 
records: “Ich durchschaute seinen Gedankengang und erschrak zum erstenmale über die 
abstumpfende Wirkung des Krieges. Man kam dazu, den Menschen nur noch als Sache zu 
betrachten” (I penetrated the course of his thoughts and recoiled for the first time from the 
war’s deadening effect. One had come to the point of regarding a human being merely as 
a thing).318 The Great War introduced mankind to technology that not only rivaled human 
aptitude and stamina, but in some cases even surpassed it,319 making the state of individual 
soldiers curiously irrelevant.    
And yet war discourse did not always focus on technology at odds or in conflict 
with mankind. Rather, war machines at the Front also had the possibility to function as 
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useful tools, not only for military advantage but also to negate the “chaos” of bourgeois 
capitalism that flourished in Germany prior to and following World War I. Jünger 
described the machine’s higher purpose in the following words: “[Die Maschine] darf uns 
nicht nur Mittel zur Produktion, zur Befriedigung unserer kümmerlichen Notdurft sein, 
sondern sie soll uns eine höhere und tiefere Befriedigung verleihen” ([The machine] cannot 
only be a means of production, serving to satisfy our paltry material necessities. Rather, it 
ought to bestow on us higher and deeper satisfactions).320  
Throughout the 1920s, Jünger pondered technology’s necessary role in breaking 
down the existing capitalist order to make way for a post-liberal society blending “all 
cultural, economic, social, and technical elements” into a single and powerful “industrial-
military apparatus.”321 During these years, he rejected the glorification of nature advocated 
by movements such as the Lebensreform (life reform) that developed at the end of the 
nineteenth century as a reaction to the chaotic and impersonal life of the Großstadt. 
Lebensreform adherents promoted gardening and homeopathic remedies to sickness, 
aiming to “improve urban-industrial society by exposing the body to more ‘natural’ ways 
of living.”322 As a direct contrast to a societal increase in romanticized visions of the 
“return to nature,” Jünger instead advocated a modern life with all of the necessary 
interactions with technology it entailed. Correct employment of technology, Jünger 
realized, came with its own set of rules and systems that had the potential to fashion a user 
into something new and gloriously powerful. As he recorded in the 1929 book Feuer und 
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Blut: “Ja, die Maschine ist schön, sie muß schön sein für den, der das Leben in seiner Fülle 
und Gewaltmäßigkeit liebt” (Yes, the machine is beautiful. It must be beautiful for him 
who loves life in all life’s fullness and power).323 Jünger acknowledged that technological 
advancement always came with a price, but nevertheless concluded that the machine was 
indispensable for the creation of a mobilized German nation.  
Jünger published several essays on technology during the early 1930s when the 
Weimar Republic was in its death throes. These essays indicated an increasing acceptance 
of technology due to its usefulness in overcoming weakness, a quality associated with 
feminized Zivilisation. In the 1931 “Über die Gefahr” (On Danger), for example, Jünger 
explained technological prowess as the antithesis to safe and monotonous bourgeois reality. 
Whether during the Great War or in Weimar Germany, he claimed, every battle takes the 
form of some kind of mechanical process that tests “the mettle of postbourgeois warriors” 
through encounters with danger. 324  The 1934 essay “Über den Schmerz” (On Pain) 
provocatively referred to technology’s “kältere Ordnung” (cold[er] orderliness)325 as an 
efficient and natural extension of the worker-soldier. So inseparable is the Nietzschean 
“New Man” from his machine prosthesis that Jünger declared, “Die Technik ist unsere 
Uniform” (technology is our uniform).326 He then compared the troop, or legion of troops, 
to a kind of organized machine. In antiquity, it was customary for groups of soldiers to 
approach fortified cities under a wall of moving shields and spears. For Jünger, the constant 
development of modern “Kriegstechnik” (war technology) like combat vehicles evoked the 
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same awe attributed to the orderly masses of soldiers as they laid siege to cities. No matter 
what the century, the author claimed, the besieged often attribute magical or even demonic 
qualities to the operators of mechanized war technology.327 
Jünger’s 1930 “Die Totale Mobilmachtung” and the seminal 1932 book Der 
Arbeiter: Herrschaft und Gestalt especially reflected the glorified man-machine symbiosis 
that found a literary embodiment in technical utopian novels by Hans Dominik and Karl 
August von Laffert. Jünger’s works of the early 1930s envisioned a new, posthuman type 
of worker-soldier “in terms of quasi-cybernatic characteristics” with a face like a mask and 
a uniform body.328 The new worker was “neither a social class nor an economic force,” but 
rather a “soldier who fought in the trenches of a war that had functioned as a melting 
pot.”329 Together, Jünger’s worker-soldiers would build Germany into a “ready-for-war 
machine,”330 a notion that anticipated the National Socialist’s work to restructure German 
industry. Jünger described the soldier’s union with advanced technology as a “utopian 
alternative to ‘lifeless’ industrial society,”331 or that of capitalist Zivilisation. The utopian 
society transfers man’s inner will onto advanced technology, which then creates a man-
machine symbiosis key to wartime success. Jünger argued that on the battlefield “distance 
and ice-cold mind” combined with technology’s “conscious and logical performance”332 
to create the perfect soldier. An ideological union of man with machine elevated the body 
to a utopian state “so mechanized and tough that it [i]s beyond pain.”333 The portrayal of 
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Germany as an advanced technocratic society peopled by man-machines in “Die Totale 
Mobilmachung” anticipated Jünger’s ideological worker-soldier society as described in 
Der Arbeiter. 
The book Der Arbeiter represented one of Jünger’s best-known tributes to his 
service in World War I after more than a decade of writing almost exclusively on the 
topic. 334  It also cemented his place in the “reactionary modernist” or “conservative 
revolutionary” tradition with its tribute to technology’s role in the “authoritarian 
domination of nature.” 335  Jünger realized that no true cultural progress was possible 
without the incorporation of technology. He presented it in Der Arbeiter as the key to 
rallying workers who would then break down the existing social order. He also asserted 
that “die Entwicklung der Technik ist nicht grenzenlos” (the development of technology is 
not boundless),336 a comforting prognosis for those worried by modernity’s headlong rush 
of progress. Rather than a source of concern, the development of wartime machines was 
actually a complex “Siegeszug der Technik” (triumphal procession of technology) that both 
liberated and empowered. 337  With the old world gone, all of society’s organizational 
structures would ideally create a “new order” that united nature with human beings and 
technology in an orderly, technocratic system.338  
As an ideological extension of Jünger’s work in “Die Totale Mobilmachung” and 
Der Arbeiter, the author also released a photo collection in 1933 that depicted the 
relationship between the organic and mechanical. Entitled Die veränderte Welt, Jünger’s 
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photo collection depicted various figures in masks and uniforms, often using tools or 
showing some “useful” function in society, alongside women working at factory machines. 
The photos depict the man-machine as the “bearer of a mechanized vision,” a vision Jünger 
hoped would transform Germany into a highly functional, cybernetic state.339 Alongside 
mankind’s technological prostheses, Jünger also photographed “tank formations, 
geometrically planned cities, Soviet poster art of workers, Nazi election placards, lines of 
motorcycles…airplanes, and hydroelectric dams” in a sweeping “montage of authoritarian 
vitality.”340 Jünger’s sobering photomontages signaled to his German readership that their 
country must “gather its political will, overcome its disunity, and forge ahead with 
technological advances and military rearmament” if it was to survive in an era of turbulent 
change.341 
Although Jünger eventually concluded that technology could mobilize Germany 
for a future (successful) war, others in the Weimar Republic continued to dwell on the 
machine’s horrible effects on mankind in the early twentieth century. Jünger noted that the 
wide-ranging “battle of automata” had become the test of Germany’s greatness during the 
war;342 now the Weimar Republic’s directors, popular authors and artists explored the 
implications of the man-machine symbiosis for post-war Germany through mainstream 
cultural products. War’s objectifying power and the appalling loss of humanity due to the 
soldierly man-machine symbiosis formed a prominent cultural discourse of 1920s art, 
literature and film.343 These narratives reflected generalized feelings of fear and doubt 
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among Germany’s general public in the wake of Versailles and World War I. Brightly 
bound interwar SF novels to some extent transcended the intricate philosophy of Ernst 
Jünger and countered the morbid outlook on machines depicted by many of the Weimar 
Republic’s mainstream visual culture products. Speculative fiction carried on the tradition 
of the “higher unity of ethos and technology, man and machine” put forth by Jünger’s 
interwar writings.344 
 
Where Ice Fields Meet the Sky: Hans Dominik’s Die Macht der Drei (1922) 
Early 1920s discourse on “metallized bodies” and artificial humans that emerged 
from conservative intellectual engagement with World War I is the epistemological 
underpinning of the important SF novels Die Macht der Drei and Feuer am Nordpol. These 
novels gave popular literary form to narratives of the man-machine symbiosis, because in 
these escapist narratives, midde-class German readers found an appealing fictional 
manifestation of Ernst Jünger’s philosophical work. The technology central to both books 
reminded a mass reading audience of the machine’s enormous potential for restoring their 
beloved Germany to its “rightful” and “superior position in Europe.”345 Dominik and von 
Laffert’s novels unite mankind’s mastery over intricate machinery with the North Pole’s 
fearsome beauty, creating orderly and technologically complex societies that directly 
opposed bourgeois modernity’s purported “chaos.” In so doing, the books provided the 
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Weimar Republic’s midde-class and youth audiences with a vision of the “new German 
man” who merges perfectly with worlds of advanced technology. With their heady and 
idealized descriptions of Germany’s grandiose peacekeeping weapons, these publications 
took their place alongside conservative revolutionary writings in the reconciliation of the 
younger generation’s problematic relationship “between the soldier and the technology of 
war.” 346  Certain 1920s SF novels presented pro-technology messages in no uncertain 
terms, wrapping them in attractive literary packages for a bourgeois reading audience.  
My examination of Dominik’s Die Macht der Drei and von Laffert’s Feuer am 
Nordpol traces the narrative threads of “the man” (a German engineer), “the machine” (a 
German-engineered ice drill or airplane) and “nature” (the North Pole) throughout the two 
novels. Analyses of the two books shows how metaphorical SF portrayals of the man-
machine symbiosis with nature sought to address and alleviate post-World War I fears of 
technology for the Weimar Republic’s bourgeois reading audience. The hero of both novels 
is a “scientifically superior Aryan”347 engineer who establishes a positive global role for 
Germany using his wonder technology. Engineers held a particular place of interest in the 
Weimar Republic’s conservative circles, as many believed that certain types of technology 
“emanated from the deepest impulses of Germanic Kultur” as opposed to “the disenchanted 
materialism of Western Zivilisation.”348 The Weimar Republic’s engineers belonged to two 
significant national organizations that shaped interwar Technik debates: the Verein 
Deutscher Ingenieure (Association of German Engineers) and the Verband Deutscher 
Diplom-Ingenieure (Union of German Engineers with University Degrees). The Verband 
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released the monthly journal Technik und Kultur, which continued monthly releases until 
1937, when Nazi publications made it obsolete.349 So great was the societal importance of 
engineers and the influence of their publications that some forms of Nazi recruiting 
propaganda targeted them specifically beginning in the mid-1920s.350 National Socialists 
sought to present themselves as a liberating force that would free these engineers from the 
Republic’s “crass commercialism.”351 
Both Dominik and von Laffert found a different method to liberate their engineers 
metaphorically from societal constraints, allowing them to secure a brighter future for 
themselves and their country. Both SF authors chose the North Pole as the ice space of 
intervention inhabited by their engineer protagonists to perfect control over advanced 
machinery. In Dominik’s Die Macht der Drei, a newly discovered source of energy can 
only be perfected in a place of eternal darkness, or the Arctic during its long winter. Von 
Laffert’s Feuer am Nordpol centers on the ice colony of Nova Thule with its accompanying 
underground mining towns, in which German engineers mine the Arctic crust to gain 
valuable mineral resources. The Arctic was a geographically significant choice for a 
literary space of intervention in the 1920s, as conservative proto-fascists often conflated it 
with the mythology of “Thule,” regarded as the mysterious “seat” of the Aryan race.352 
Thule’s significance for interwar right-wing nationalists is evidenced by the formation of 
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groups like the Thule-Gesellschaft, or Thule Society, founded in Munich in 1918. The 
society’s goal was “to restore the grandeur and power” of the mythical Atlantean society 
and the “purity of the race” that had supposedly inhabited it.353  
Perhaps no other German SF author united the themes of man, technology and the 
power over nature to greater monetary advantage than Hans Dominik. Dominik, called the 
“undisputed Meister of German science fiction during the Weimar and Nazi periods”354 
and pioneer of the technischer Zukunftsroman genre, gained astounding popularity as a SF 
author throughout the 1920s and beyond. Detlef Münch writes, “Von keinem deutschen 
SF-Autor sind so viele Bücher verkauft worden wie von Hans Dominiks 16 
Zukunftsromanen” (No other German SF author sold as many books as Hans Dominik with 
his 16 utopian novels).355 For 1920s reading audiences in particular, Dominik’s formulaic 
and often racist novels fulfilled “the desire for a characteristically ‘German’ science or 
scientific outlook…a form of knowledge which is not a body of neutral facts and 
theories…but rather an integral part of a larger worldview which is somehow 
idiosyncratically German.”356 
Born in Zwickau in 1872, Dominik’s future as Germany’s most famous SF writer 
developed throughout his early years of study. From 1888 to 1890, for example, he studied 
mathematics under renowned German speculative author Kurd Lasswitz at the Gymnasium 
Ernestinum in Gotha.357 Dominik went on to take courses in electrical engineering at the 
Technische Hochschule in Berlin-Charlottenburg and developed an interest in science 
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writing while working at Siemens AG. He published his first novel in 1912, but World War 
I stalled his career as a full-time author. A spine condition prevented Dominik from active 
service. In the reserves, he began work on a primitive radar called the Strahlenzieher (ray-
focuser) that he hoped would aid the German navy.  
Dominik’s war invention came to nothing, but he carried the plan into his post-
World War I writing career that began with the 1922 novel Die Macht der Drei. Dominik 
approached editors at the popular magazine Die Woche (The Weekly) with his novel and 
initially garnered a less-than-hoped-for response. The author recorded in his meticulous 
autobiography Von Schraubstock zum Schreibtisch: Lebenserinnerungen (From the Work 
Bench to the Writing Desk: Life Memories) that the novel’s reading committee responded 
with “Unmöglich, so etwas zu drucken!” (Impossible to print something of this nature!).358 
Dominik cited the committee’s distaste for his book’s portrayal of death by electrocution, 
political programs and stolen airplanes over the typical pulp fiction fare of gentle love 
scenes in garden bowers.359 The committee reluctantly agreed to publish the novel, but only 
alongside a book from the established German author Rudolph Stratz. Dominik records 
everyone’s surprise when long lines of customers formed in front of newspaper kiosks as 
eager readers anticipated the next installment of Macht.360 
Dominik’s fantastically successful book appeared as a 26-part serial novel in Die 
Woche from December 1921 to May 1922. At the time, Die Woche was Germany’s second 
best-selling illustrated journal,361 only increasing the widespread influence of Dominik’s 
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book on Germany’s midde-class reading audience. The serial’s immense popularity in 
interwar Germany led to its publication by August Scherl in 1922.362 Dominik recorded in 
his autobiography that he initially requested 40,000 copies of his book to be printed, 
eliciting an astonished response from the editor. 363 The book would enjoy unforeseen 
success however: Macht sold 170,000 copies during Dominik’s lifetime alone364 and has 
been continuously in print since its original release by Scherl. American SF publicizer 
Hugo Gernsback also caught wind of the story, and Gernsback reportedly planned to reprint 
it under the title The Might of the Three. The plan never came to fruition, but Gernsback 
was clearly quite impressed with the book, lauding it as “one of the greatest—perhaps the 
greatest—recent scientifiction [sic] story.”365  
Throughout the years of the Weimar Republic, Dominik set his sights on books that 
showed “the tremendous possibilities for the future which new scientific knowledge was 
opening up”366: in other words, the first technical utopian novels. Dominik’s SF work 
aligns with certain key conservative revolutionary beliefs. First, his novels combined 
rationality and mythology with rhetoric of “thinking with the blood” rather than with the 
mind. 367  Second, Dominik’s novels exploited mixed public sentiments concerning the 
Weimar Republic. As Detlef Münch points out: “Dominiks Zukunftsromane sind zwar 
zeitgeschichtlich interessante Spiegelbilder der gesellschaftlichen Stimmung, der 
Wünsche, Hoffnungen und Sehnsüchte in der Weimarer Republik” (Dominik’s technical 
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utopian novels are interesting mirror reflections of the societal mood, wishes, hopes and 
longings during the Weimar Republic).368 Third, Dominik’s work advanced beliefs in 
technology’s value in propagating German nationalism. 369  His utilization of German-
engineered technology proved that “…the whites, due to their technical superiority, will 
emerge victorious in the coming wars. As victors, they will see to it that the whole world 
will remain for ‘time eternal’ under the domination of those who Nature herself had 
intended should rule—the Europeans.”370  
Like the works of Ernst Jünger, Thomas Mann and other interwar intellectuals, 
Dominik’s books augmented conservative and reactionary ideologies among the midde-
class and also confirmed anti-capitalist ideologies that were most likely already present 
among his readership.371 In fact, William Fischer proposes that Dominik’s SF enjoyed 
lasting popularity during the 1920s and throughout the Third Reich only because of its 
“nationalistic, conservative, reactionary” tendencies. 372  His Zukunftsromane can be 
defined by their three “basic fields” of narration: the “private” realm, the “public” realm, 
and the “scientific” realm.”373 The private realm pertains to individuals, the public to 
politics and German society, and the scientific to the grandiose idea of German-engineered 
Technik.  
The heroes of Dominik’s novels employ Wunderwaffen (wonder weapons) to 
execute “spectacular deeds” in the name of world peace.374 His protagonists are especially 
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notable for their skilled and steady control of technology no matter what the situation. 
William Fischer points out that, in many of Dominik’s novels, “the hero’s hands are as 
skilled as his eyes, and excellence of eye and hand is exceeded only by mental acuity.”375 
It is certainly not unreasonable, then, to assume that Dominik’s highly popular novels 
contributed to some extent to a societal restoration of faith in technology that hinged, 
according to Michael Adas, on the handler appearing to be always in control.376 Advanced 
technology also allowed Dominik’s protagonists to dominate nature, a masculine act 
connected with ideological Kultur, as opposed to the “feminine reconciliation with nature” 
associated with Zivilisation.377 
Macht adheres to the typical style of a serial novel, with no chapters or formal 
divisions of any kind. The lack of breaks adds an artificial sense of urgency to an overly 
long and not particularly inspired story of Germanic characters putting a stop to world war 
and dominating global affairs through the skillful use of atomic Technik. My exploration 
of Dominik’s famous book focuses on specific scenes in the book that portray what Jünger 
termed an “organische Konstruktion” (organic construction)378 between man and technical 
tool in Der Arbeiter. One of the book’s central Germanic characters, Erik Truwor, 
metaphorically joins together with an atomic wonder weapon that he helps to manufacture. 
It is a hand-held atomic “beamer” of astonishing power. Throughout Macht, Truwor 
becomes the weapon’s primary operator, using it to playfully design Arctic ice architecture 
and to manipulate enemy armies from a distance. Like Jünger’s cold and desolate 
battlefield, an “engineered” ice hideout at the North Pole features a hypermasculine mix of 
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“rationality and mysticism, of pre-capitalistic idyllicism and technological modernism.”379 
Surrounded by bitter ice, men of three different nationalities come together to rectify global 
disputes that proved unsolvable in friendlier, more civilized environments.  
Dominik’s novel tells of a future world (1955) at the brink of a catastrophic war 
between America and England. America is currently under the control of a ruthless dictator 
named Cyrus Stonard who wins a triumphant, if bloody and difficult, victory over Russia. 
The dictator then turns his gaze to England, which is under the rule of the equally sinister 
Dr. Edward F. Glossin. Glossin downplays the significance of war throughout the novel, 
all the while doing his best to bring the civilized world to its knees. The dictator soothes 
his commanding officers, who fear an oncoming war, with assurances such as: “Alle diese 
Kriegsgerüchte sind . . . stark verfrüht. … Der innere, tiefliegende Grund zum Krieg fehlt, 
und deshalb wird es trotz allen Pressegeschreis und aller Nervosität keinen Krieg geben” 
(All of these rumblings of war are . . . quite premature. … The inner, underlying reason to 
go to war is missing, and therefore despite the outcry from the presses and nervousness, 
there will be no war; 324).  
The western world’s fate lies with an eclectic trio of peacemakers: a German 
engineer and inventor named Silvester Bursfeld, an Indian named Soma Atma, and the 
powerful blond Swede Erik Truwor. Together, the heroes are lauded as the “[d]ie Träger 
der Macht” (the carriers of power) with “[d]rei Köpfe, drei Sinne!” (three heads, three 
senses!; 397). Truwor quickly emerges as the book’s central protagonist. As “der ideale 
Mensch . . . [d]er vollkommene Mann” (the ideal person . . . [t]he perfect man; 394), he 
strives for world peace with a pure and courageous heart, all the while exercising an 
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uncanny ability to manipulate world events that borders on the divine. His effortless 
mastery of technology throughout the novel seemingly fulfills Jünger’s vision of “ein neuer 
Mensch, den man heute schon ahnen kann. Nicht zum ersten Male deutet sich ein neuer 
Lebenswille und ein neuer Schlag zuerst im Kriege an. Mächtig sieht man ihn aufwachsen, 
den Herrn des Materials und den Herrn seiner selbst” (a new kind of man who is emerging, 
and we can already sense his presence. It is not the first time that a new will and a new 
breed have appeared in war. He grows strong, the master of material and of himself).380 
Silver Bursfeld’s engineering genius brings Truwor together with the magnificent 
Strahler (or “ray beamer”), a weapon capable of incinerating objects at great distances. 
Bursfeld’s father invented the first Strahler, but took the blueprints for the weapon to his 
grave. Bursfeld and Truwor work together to recreate the Strahler at a secret laboratory in 
Sweden. Bursfeld is the “brains” of the operation, working as “Schlosser, Dreher und 
Mechaniker in einer Person” (locksmith, lathe operator and mechanic all in one), while 
Truwor serves as the trio’s “triebende Kraft” (driving force; 371). Due to the combined 
efforts of this factory-like division of labor, the trio produces two different but formidable 
Strahler devices. One weapon is small and hand-held, but can still produce “die 
telenergetische Konzentration von 10,000 Kilowatt” (a telekinetic concentration of 10,000 
kilowatts).381 Its ability to concentrate enormous amounts of firepower on a single target 
evokes memories of the machine gun, an instrument of mass carnage that had been 
developed and perfected by the European powers in the late nineteenth century. During the 
Great War, Germany’s artillery boasted Maxim machine guns that “fired between 480 and 
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600 rounds per minute” with a range of “more than 2,000 meters.” 382  One distinct 
disadvantage with these early guns, however, was a tendency in some earlier models to 
overheat quickly. As such, technological advances provided liquid and air cooling devices 
to allow more sustained firepower. Dominik provides an ingenious cooling device for the 
smaller Strahler as his protagonists retreat to a secret base at the North Pole. The Arctic 
ice both cools and sustains the smaller weapon, ensuring continuous and lethal firepower. 
The second and larger Strahler’s capabilities recall Ernst Jünger’s description of 
wartime technology bordering on the magical or demonic in “Über die Gefahr.” 383 In 
literary terms, it also borders on SF writer Arthur Clarke’s Third Law, which claims that 
“any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” 384 The weapon 
can target ammunition factories at great distances and even transmit words and images with 
the atomic stream of light. Its beam “reflects back to the sending apparatus” to produce “an 
optical image of the target,” greatly increasing its precision when fired.385 It is also the 
primary target of the British dictator, Dr. Glossin, who is concerned that the weapon stands 
in the way of his plans for world domination. During the course of the novel, the dictator 
sends reconnaissance teams to locate the weapon and capture the Three, but without 
success. 
Erik Truwor controls and completely understands the complex workings of the 
smaller, hand-held Strahler. The Swede’s “full, ‘natural’ assimilation of the technical 
tool”386 serves as the primary source of the group’s combined Macht. Truwor manipulates 
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its complex controls “[w]ie der Herr der Welt” (the king of the world; 399) while in 
Sweden, but unleashes its true capabilities when the group escapes to a secret Arctic 
hideout. At the North Pole, Truwor joyfully “plays” with the smaller Strahler’s beam to 
create an extraordinary palace from an iceberg, evoking Ernst Jünger’s sense of “ecstasy” 
while “tearing up the earth” with advanced war weaponry at the Western Front. 387 
Truwor’s ice palace boasts turrets, long corridors and inner chambers that will eventually 
serve as laboratory and living quarters for the three. Fortunately, the small weapon’s power 
moderates the temperature inside the ice chambers to keep them warm while preventing 
the walls from melting. Bursfeld and his compatriots equip the palace with provisions, tools 
and various gadgets, and settle down to live in relative comfort until they can put an end to 
Dr. Glossin’s scheme.  
The icy space of intervention at the Pole, besides providing a natural cooling 
element for the handheld Strahler, offers the group several distinct advantages as they 
delay war and thwart Germany’s enemies. Their position at the Arctic allows unhindered 
access to the world’s air waves. Bursfeld and his companions make radio contact with the 
rest of the globe several times throughout the novel. They occasionally warn various 
nations by telegram about the imminent threat of war, or use air space for personal reasons 
such as contacting Bursfeld’s fiancée Jane. A second and perhaps greater advantage of the 
North Pole base is the clear vantage point from which to train the Strahler on various global 
targets. When demobilizing an American military base, for instance, Truwor trains the 
larger Strahler’s beam on a point a thousand miles away using the device’s optical 
reflector. The powerful beam devastates the enemy American soldiers, with some falling 
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directly into its path and immediately burning to ash, while others fizzle away into 
nothingness.  
Reports of the weapon’s power understandably generate fear in the American 
camps and with the dictator Cyrus Stonard. The Strahler continues to upset any military 
mobilization from its hiding place, destroying fighter planes and disrupting airborne 
communications. England’s parliamentary members hear of the American losses in the air 
and on land due to the Strahler and begin to doubt the American dictator Stonard’s ability 
to wage full-scale war against their country. It seems that the American war machine has 
ground temporarily to a halt. The joyful news sounds around the globe: “Die Macht der 
Drei griff in den Krieg ein und – brachte ihm zum Stillstand - -!” (The power of the three 
intervened in the war and – brought it to a standstill - -!; 401).  
Although the three’s goal of global armistice is within reach because of the 
Strahler, it also almost fails because of the weapon, reflecting Ernst Jünger’s cautionary 
note in Der Arbeiter that named technology a useful but also “radically destructive 
force.”388 Bursfeld eventually dies of a heart attack due to his constant proximity to nuclear 
energy, while Truwor’s symbiosis with the atomic weapon slowly drives him to the brink 
of insanity. After Bursfeld’s death, Truwor returns to the site of their former hideout at the 
Arctic sunset. There, to his surprise, the sun has melted the ice castle into a shimmering 
throne reminiscent of the times of gods or Merovingians (421).  
At this point, the relationship between the “cyborg weapon” and self anticipates the 
role of the modern soldier, who Daniel Dinello cites as gaining “godlike power” from the 
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integration of weapons and communication systems.389 According to Dinello, a union with 
virtual reality or “cyberspace” brings the modern soldier “delusions of omniscience, 
omnipresence, and omnipotence” and “fantasies of…God-likeness” by extending the 
senses, expanding mental capacity and amplifying the soldier’s destructive potential.390 In 
the same vein, Truwor’s symbiosis with the Strahler and a global network of 
communication elevates him to the status of an Arctic god. Realizing that he is now a 
“Werkzeug des Schicksals” (tool of destiny; 423), the Swede ascends his throne in the 
dying sunlight. With a scepter of ice in his right hand, Truwor reflects that the world lies 
at his feet and that he is above defiance. The bizarre tableau on the icy mountaintop fulfills 
the conservative nationalist vision of “der schöne, sich selbst gebietende Gottmensch” (the 
beautiful, self-ordaining godman”) who would stand “als kultisches Bild” (as a cultural 
idol) to prepare Germany’s youth for war.391  
Truwor’s proximity to his Strahler-prosthesis brings him to an untimely end (431). 
With a glowing forehead and rolling eyes, he boards an airplane called the “Rapid Flyer” 
armed with the hand-held Strahler and begins to randomly pinpoint global targets. The 
Swede’s suicide mission takes him over desolate Canadian forests and the Himalayas’ 
snowy peaks, all of which feel the heat of his atomic beam. Truwor dies in a literal blaze 
of glory when the larger Strahler explodes and incinerates his airplane. Back in England, 
Glossin commits suicide, and the remaining world powers sign a lengthy peace treaty. Both 
Bursfeld and Truwor have made the ultimate sacrifice in the name of unifying Kultur und 
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Technik for global good. The civilized world praises the three and the Technik that brought 
them the armistice. No one challenges Germany’s new role of peacemaker and global 
sovereign: “Die Macht der Drei: Der Krieg ist zu Ende! Die Macht der Drei fordert 
Gehorsam. Sie straft Ungehorsam!” (The power of three: the war is ended! The power of 
three demands obedience. It punishes disobedience!” 417). An untraditional ending for an 
untraditional book called for its heroes to sacrifice themselves superficially for global good. 
Much more meaningful, however, is the implication that Germanic heroes could utilize 
wartime technology in a confident and skillful manner that would ultimately heal the 
Weimar Republic’s post-World War I wounds. 
       
In the Realms of Eternal Ice: Karl August von Laffert’s Feuer am Nordpol (1924)   
If the North Pole functions as a metaphorical shelter in Hans Dominik’s Die Macht 
der Drei, it plays a very different yet equally fascinating role in Karl August von Laffert’s 
1924 novel Feuer am Nordpol: Technisch-politischer Roman aus der Gegenwart. 
Published only five years after World War I, Feuer am Nordpol sought to quell a deep 
sense of national agitation sparked by Germany’s defeat.392 Set in an undetermined year, 
the novel portrays Germany as a bleak dystopia overrun by the French. The literary state 
of affairs reflected widespread resentment directed toward France after sweeping economic 
crisis led to the military appropriation of Germany’s natural resources in the 1920s. Like 
much of Central Europe, France suffered catastrophic losses during World War I that meant 
the loss of over five million acres of land, including viable farmland and nearly all French 
coal and iron mines. Economic issues and Germany’s inability to pay its war reparations 
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resulted in the Franco-Belgian invasion of the Ruhr Valley in 1923. The historic French 
occupation, corresponding to the fictional occupation in Feuer am Nordpol, generated even 
more animosity between the two countries as Germany’s financial and economic crises 
mounted throughout the years of the Weimar Republic.393 
Von Laffert portrays a world very much like the bleak realities of the Weimar 
Republic in 1924. In his literary dystopia, unemployment rates are catastrophic and the 
future job outlook is very poor, even for Germany’s skilled workers such as engineers. A 
small band of engineers comes together in the book as a reflection of the current German 
economic situation. Disgusted by the chaotic and unstable political climate, the engineers 
craft a careful plan to thwart the Treaty of Versailles by colonizing the Arctic and 
establishing successful mining colonies in its forbidding, icy regions. When reading von 
Laffert’s novel, the temptation arises to designate the author’s descriptions of Nova Thule 
as a reflection of suppressed imperialistic desires in interwar Germany. After all, the Treaty 
of Versailles stripped Germany of its right to colonies beginning in 1919 and completely 
ended Germany’s imperial enterprise by the early 1920s.394 Dina Brandt refers to other 
works of interwar SF that feature a “Polstadt,” or polar settlement, as a symptom of the 
yearning for Lebensraum.395 In the 1926 speculative novel Turmstadt (Tower City) by 
Hans Richter, Germans seeking “elbow room” and a renewable energy source settle the icy 
plains of Greenland and the Arctic. The new territory allows the book’s German characters 
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to monitor the technological production of other countries while providing them ample 
living space.396  
This section, however, examines the deliberate choice of the Arctic as space of 
intervention that reflected 1920s conservative reactionary beliefs on the conflation of 
Kultur und Technik. Ernst Jünger particularly dreamed of an industrialized world in which 
“every soldier or worker” represented a “small cog in a large technical system,”397 similar 
to von Laffert’s description of a covert worker colony built solely to extract natural 
resources from the Arctic ice crust. Nova Thule’s location at the North Pole provides a 
literary space of intervention with unlimited opportunity for building and development, 
while also offering the reading audience a place to experience the reestablishment of a 
positive German reputation in an inherently thrilling environment.  
For many, the largely unexplored and unclaimed Arctic symbolized a land just 
beyond the limits of imagination in the 1920s despite its official “discovery” by Robert 
Peary in 1909. Settling it would be an exemplary achievement for any country and would 
certainly bring Germany post-Versailles global acclaim. The literary domination of the 
Arctic takes a place in the tradition of “Earth-transforming mechanization” that 
“heightened [the Germans’] self-esteem, even their arrogance.”398 Therefore, von Laffert’s 
novel serves as a metaphorical Kulturland for German SF heroes, where they are free to 
practice industrial mining practices and develop unique forms of complex technology as 
they will.399 And with the Ruhr Valley’s resources in Franco-Belgian hands, issues of 
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natural resources and the possession of oil and coal mines played a key role in the 1920s 
German worldview. 
Karl August von Laffert incorporated these elements into his successful novel 
Feuer am Nordpol. After his graduation from secondary schools in Dannenbüttel and 
Schwerin, the author joined the Hessian dragoons for a tour of duty in modern-day Istanbul. 
Throughout World War I, the author served as a liaison man for the German military in 
Turkey and Bulgaria. Unlike Ernst Jünger’s battlefield encounters, von Laffert’s initial 
experiences apparently turned his opinion against war. He openly decried Germany’s 
chances of victory in World War I and was sent to the Western Front as punishment.400 
There, von Laffert nonetheless reached the rank of Oberstleutnant (Lieutenant-Colonel) 
before retiring from the military after World War I. He joined the Nazi party in 1930 and 
was an honorary SS Standartenführer (regiment leader) at the time of his death from a 
stroke in 1938.401 
Although less successful than Hans Dominik, von Laffert is consistently lauded as 
one of the most significant authors of the technischer Zukunftsroman tradition.402 He began 
writing fantastic literature at the end of his World World I career and published a total of 
twelve SF novels from 1919 to 1929. Von Laffert’s works often include typical SF themes 
such as beautiful women and foreign enemies (usually of British or Japanese origin), and 
also typical technical utopian themes such as Weimar Republic’s “rocket fever” and Hanns 
Hörbiger’s Welteislehre (Cosmic Ice Theory),403 which I discuss in Chapter Four. Science 
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fiction enthusiast and author Jörg Weigand refers to von Laffert as a “mass author,” since 
some of his novels had been reprinted eleven times by the 1980s.404 The international 
reception of von Laffert’s work is unclear, although Weigard claims that Feuer am Nordpol 
was at least familiar to American readers and was also translated into Italian.405 
1920s engineering circles received von Laffert’s work with enthusiasm. The 1927 
edition of the Berlin-based journal Geschichtsblätter für Technik, Industrie und Gewerbe 
(Historical Papers on Technology, Industry and Trade) cited both Feuer am Nordpol and 
von Laffert’s more famous 1925 novel Fanale am Himmel (Torches in the Sky): “Die 
Bücher sind, im Gegensatz zu den meisten technisch-phantastischen Romanen fesselnd 
und sprachlich gut geschrieben. Neuere Erfindungen und Probleme, wie Rotorschiff, 
Weltenfahrzeug usw., werden dramatisch verwendet. Die Bücher von von Laffert gehören 
zu den besten technischen Romanen der letzten Jahre” (The books are, in contrast to many 
technical fantasy novels, captivating and well written. New inventions and problems like 
the rotor ship, galactic vehicle, etc., were dramatically used. The books of von Laffert 
belong to the best technical novels of the last few years).406 This is exceptionally high 
praise considering that the wildly successful Die Macht der Drei was published only a few 
years prior to von Laffert’s novels, and Dominik’s work is not even mentioned in the 
journal. 
Stylistically, Feuer am Nordpol is unique among the other works featured in this 
project in that it is written largely as an epistolary novel. The book’s events are mainly 
driven by letters between the main characters, as well as the odd news report, newsletter or 
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telegram. Von Laffert’s book is divided into five large sections, each with individual 
chapters. Lengthy exposition passages are punctuated by brief exchanges between the 
characters and a few pages of run-on dialogue that move the plot along. The book begins 
with an engineer protagonist simply named Sanders, an expert at finding water sources. He 
resents France’s occupation of Germany that has caused a mass labor shortage. The 
engineer’s search for work brings him into contact with another unemployed engineer, the 
young Georg Nagel. Nagel shares Sanders’ discontent with Germany’s current socio-
political situation and laments the slow death of their country’s industrial progress. Nagel 
leaves his former job at the remains of a once-great German mining town to join with 
Sanders in pursuit of a brighter future.   
At the first meeting of the two engineers, Nagel outlines a carefully conceived plan 
for an advanced technocratic society literally carved out of ice, a proposal that will lead to 
the Arctic mining colony of Nova Thule. For its location, Nagel speaks enthusiastically of 
a largely unexplored, ice-covered “größeres Festland” (huge continent) between Alaska 
and Greenland. 407 The first step in Nagel’s colonizing mission will be a scouting expedition 
during the long Arctic summer to locate the North Pole’s best mining sites.408  If the 
expected deposits of gold, oil, coal and platinum are found, the group will transport small 
ice-boring machines to the Arctic aboard airplanes. They will then strip these precious 
resources from “das mächtige, viele hundert Meter dicke, kristallinische Eis” (the 
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powerful, crystallized ice hundreds of meters thick) and use the money to finance further 
flights. The end goal will be the construction of a giant power plant that will provide the 
entire continent with electricity and so pave the way for more German settlements and 
cities.   
Nagel’s plan hinges on the use of reliable aircraft to supply the initial resources to 
colonize the Arctic. Aircraft of different varieties serve as a crucial form Technik in von 
Laffert’s novel, both as cargo carriers and indispensable weapons of war. Von Laffert’s 
descriptions of the significance of airplanes reflected the overall political situation in 
Europe in the early twentieth century. Although the airplane was initially regarded as “an 
added means of communication, observation, and reconnaissance” in 1913, its role in 
strategic mass bombings quickly solidified with the outbreak of World War I.409 During 
the Great War, the newly developed form of technology spared “the consequences of the 
mass loss of life associated with huge land operations” while distancing “citizens of the 
West from the moral consequences of war.” 410  The symbiotic relationship between a 
fighter pilot and his jet resulted in singular type of man-machine symbiosis in which the 
human became “a subordinate part.”411  
An almost mystical quality associated with the fighter pilot connected the flyer’s 
role to “a notion of heroism and chivalry in war.” Ernst Jünger recorded thoughts along 
these lines following a visit to an air base during World War I. He described the fighter 
pilots in terms that neared awe in Wäldchen 125, inquiring: “Wer sind diese Flieger denn 
überhaupt? Sie entstammen dem riesigen Heere, das vorn in den Gräben im ewigen Feuer 
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liegt, und bilden Auslese, die der Drang nach immer kühneren Formen des Kampfes 
versammelt hat” (Who are these pilots then? They are from the mighty army, which lies in 
the trenches in the eternal fire, and form an elite that has gathered the urge for ever bolder 
forms of struggle).412 The mechanical precision of their movements in the air conjured the 
image of “eine Rasse . . . die ein eisiges Hirn über glühendem Herz trägt” (a race . . . which 
carries an icy brain over a glowing heart).413 In the otherworldly realm so far above the 
trenches, Jünger imagined that the pilots experienced a “feurige Vermählung zwischen dem 
Geiste des alten Rittertums und der strengen Kälte unserer Arbeitsformen” (fiery union of 
the spirit of ancient knighthood and the cold austerity of technology).”414 
For von Laffert’s Germanic protagonists, only reliable airplanes will allow their 
colonizing plans to reach fruition. Nagel reveals that a former World War I comrade named 
Martens now owns an airplane factory and will supply the necessary machines free of 
charge. Martens’s planes, Nagel explains, have sustained fights of longer than 36 hours, 
making them more than sufficient for the 24-hour flight to the North Pole.415 Nagel and 
Sanders initially use the airplanes on a reconnaissance mission to find the locations for 
platinum mines and oil wells. The small group of eight engineers then begins the laborious 
process of constructing entire cities from “eternal Arctic ice,” which is of course readily 
available and much more durable than brick (205). Nova Thule will eventually encompass 
the capital city of Petrolea, as well as the aptly named cities Ferreata and Platinia. Sanders 
unsurprisingly takes on the role of Nova Thule’s president, while Nagel appoints himself 
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as overseer of the “Nordlandkompangnie” (Northern Company) that regulates heavy 
machinery production (232).  
The American media responds to Germany’s colonization of the Arctic not with 
trepidation, but with a sense of awe. An American newspaper hails the colony as “ein 
modernes Weltwunder . . . das ungeahnte Entwicklungsmöglichkeiten in sich schließt” (a 
modern wonder of the world with unimaginable prospects for development; 265). In many 
respects, Nova Thule resembles Jünger’s utopian state as found in Der Arbeiter that is 
“dominated by work and functionality,”416 in which “Arbeit ist das Tempo der Faust, der 
Gedanken, des Herzens, das Leben bei Tage und Nacht, die Wissenschaft, die Liebe, die 
Kunst, der Glaube, der Kultus, der Krieg; Arbeit ist die Schwingung des Atoms . . . .” 
(Work is the tempo of the brawn, the brain and heart, life by day and night. Science is work, 
and so are love, art, worship, war, the dynamics of the atom . . . .).417 The colony’s cities 
have been engineered with the sole aim of extracting the Arctic’s mineral resources and 
every movement within them is carefully planned to achieve these goals. Petrolea and its 
sister cities function with the mechanical precision of a military apparatus in which “[a]lles 
ist nüchtern und zweckmäßig wie der Gang einer Maschine, die im Schwunge ist” 
(everything is useful and purposeful like the workings of a great machine).418  
The three cities are considered remarkable for a sense of “unitary completion,” each 
“with all the instinctive and task-mastering drive of a bee colony.”419 Petrolea is dominated 
by a work-based social structure that ensures the best production possible from every 
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inhabitant. The colony follows a strictly regimented, eight-hour work day that is composed 
of four hours of hard labor (for instance, work in the mines) and then four hours of lighter 
labor (doing maintenance on tenements or unloading the airplanes). A German reporter 
allowed to visit the city describes its long rows of tenements reserved solely for the worker 
colonies. Unmarried and married workers enjoy rooms fitted with electricity and 
ventilation systems to assure quality of life and proper sleeping patterns. For the 
entertainment of the workers, restaurants and movie theaters are constructed from huge ice 
sheets, while flower and vegetable gardens provide both aesthetic pleasure and a key food 
source.  
A complex network of Technik consisting of huge drills, tanks and crude oil engines 
forms the mechanical heart of Nova Thule’s works of Kultur. Small machines are initially 
shuttled to the North Pole aboard Martens’ airplanes, and then the engineers use the 
Arctic’s mineral resources to construct the larger ones on site. The heavy machinery at just 
one of the Arctic cities has a reported energy output of 32,000 horsepower. Nagel 
personally invented a special drill to bore the tunnel that connects the colony’s three cities. 
Von Laffert describes the complex piece of machinery in intimate detail, undoubtedly 
increasing the novel’s attraction for Germany’s interwar engineering circles. Its bit, a three-
meter-wide ring of glowing iron, rotates quickly into the ice. In the middle of the drill lies 
an ice disc that occasionally breaks off and is shoved backwards by the machine’s perpetual 
forward motion. Other drills have also been designed to penetrate the Arctic surface in 
search of oil. Their drill bits are fitted with a special electric heating system to melt the 
surface ice, which is then pumped away from the holes to be used as drilling fluid. These 
amazing machines can drill two hundred meters down into the Arctic crust in mere seconds. 
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Once the drills strike oil, the engineers transfer it to tanks and crude oil motors waiting on 
the Arctic surface (231).  
The founding of Nova Thule and the industrialization of the Arctic throw the 
novel’s ever-present political tensions into sharp relief and reveal the story’s global 
“stakes” for the German nation. Relations between Germany and France deteriorate even 
further as Germany’s hold on the North Pole increases. France sends out an emissary to the 
Japanese emperor in search of allies. The emissary appeals to Japan for help, noting that 
Germany has never been truly at peace with the neighboring land: “Aber mit unserem alten 
gemeinsamen Gegner Deutschland befinden wir uns immer noch in einer Art von latentem 
Kriegszustand” (But with our common adversary Germany we find ourselves in a latent 
state of war; 164). In defiance of French threats, German activities in the Arctic increase, 
sparking a special meeting of the French government. France’s prime minister views 
Germany’s settlement of the North Pole as a direct threat to global peace, citing the Treaty 
of Versailles as a reason to confiscate every German possession that “nicht nur den Frieden 
Frankreichs, sondern den der ganzen Welt bedroht” (threatens the peace of not just France, 
but the entire world; 199).  
The entire world waits on edge for the “bevorstehende Ausbruch eines neuen 
Weltkrieges, der diesmal die Vernichtung jeglicher Kultur bedeuten würde” (anticipated 
outbreak of a new world war, which would spell the doom of all civilization; 320). The 
once-peaceful colony of Nova Thule transforms into a fully fledged military state in 
anticipation of a French airstrike, a well-founded belief in the early twentieth century when 
France’s Armée de l’Air took the forefront of European aviation progress.420 At the same 
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time, the Treaty of Versailles brought Germany’s development of aircraft to an abrupt halt 
in the 1920s. Frustrated entrepreneurs of the Weimar Republic began experimenting with 
primitive gliders in a desperate attempt to “give the German air force its decisive edge over 
its British and American adversaries.”421 
Von Laffert’s novel reflects the sense of national resentment over the post-
Versailles probation against German armament and specifically building aircraft. As Nagel 
and Sanders brace themselves for a French siege, they man Nova Thule with 8,000 artillery 
guns to protect the relatively vulnerable Platinia and its invaluable mines (280), but the 
colony’s greatest military secret has yet to be revealed. Concealed from the rest of the 
world, Sanders and Nagel commissioned the construction of a new kind of war plane. 
These complex “Kampfflieger” (war planes) have been secretly manufactured in Russia 
and are far more technologically advanced than the planes of France’s renowned Armée de 
l’Air. Nagel’s specially designed airplanes take the French, who anticipated an easy 
victory, completely by surprise. An epic air battle ensues, in which German pilots gain the 
upper hand with their innovative fighter jets, crushing the French air force in an 
unexpended and glorious victory.  
The surprise triumph in the air evokes a new sense of global respect for Germany. 
Nagel and Sanders’ vision of an Arctic colony has opened up new horizons of political and 
economic prestige for their homeland. Germany’s chancellor imposes a set of Versailles-
like restrictions on France’s military operations and their production of airplanes. France 
must also send five army corps to Germany. The cost of any military operations on German 
soil will now be absorbed by Germany’s government. France accepts the ordinances under 
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the pretense of ensuring peace and safety for its citizens, signaling a happy ending for the 
settlers of Nova Thule and all advocates of anti-capitalist, anti-bourgeois Kultur. 
Germany’s victory over the French menace in turn triggers a “long-yearned-for nationalist 
uprising” that sweeps the nation clean of both “politicians of fulfillment” and 
communists. 422  With their intricate boring machinery and advanced airplanes, von 
Laffert’s engineers have reminded the world that Germany should not be underestimated 
despite the defeat of 1918. The makings of a new imperial empire carved out of Arctic ice 
attest to the perfectly conjoined power of Kultur und Technik. 
 
Conclusion: Right-Wing Nationalism from the Arctic to Andromeda 
Close readings of two mainstream SF works by Hans Dominik and Karl August 
von Laffert place the Weimar Republic’s technical utopian novels in the same 
“reconciliatory” tradition as 1920s conservative revolutionary writings. While adhering to 
similar themes found in post-World War I writings on mankind’s relationship to 
technology, pulp SF novels transcended and perfected interwar depictions of technology 
as something friendly and beneficial, and even magical. Dominik and von Laffert described 
the German-engineered machine as an extension of engineer heroes in their mission to 
secure a positive global role for their country. These SF books featured a perfect symbiosis 
of man, machine and nature that blended conservative ideologies of Technik und Kultur 
with quick-paced narratives for a bourgeois readership looking for wish fulfillment. It is 
no stretch of the imagination to associate marvelous SF wonder weapons and the great 
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victories of their operators with the transition from Germany’s cultural anxiety concerning 
technology to enthusiastic acceptance of that same technology under the Third Reich.423  
Ultra-conservative views on the conflation of man with machine preceded the 
hypermasculine “fascist body” of the late 1930s. Under the reign of National Socialism, 
many identified the perfect soldier “a man whose physique ha[d] been mechanized…a 
figure of steel: a man of the new race.”424 The ideological figure of the steely hero on the 
battlefield essentially parallels the man-machine symbiosis formed between protagonists 
and their wonder weapons in two key works of 1920s SF by authors Hans Dominik and 
Karl August von Laffert. And indeed, Dominik’s work continued to gain recognition 
throughout the years of the Third Reich and into World War II. In 1944, over 100,000 
German troops serving in the North received Dominik’s novel Treibstoff SR (Propulsion 
Fuel SR) as a Christmas present.425 The “racist, anti-communist tendencies” of Dominik’s 
fifteen SF novels, as well as their promotion of a “totalitarian state,” resonated perfectly 
with the messages of mainstream Nazi propaganda and increased their popularity 
throughout the 1940s and beyond.426 
The North Pole was not the only ice space featured in interwar SF that played a role 
in easing Germany’s midde-class conversions to National Socialism. In the next chapter, I 
examine two unique technical utopia novels that blur the lines between legitimate and more 
outlandish science to portray Germany as the first country to land on the moon and Venus, 
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both made of solid ice. The reconciliation of man with machine in the 1920s and 1930s, 
due at least in part to the work of Ernst Jünger and the conservative revolutionaries, also 
allowed the Weimar Republic’s general public to trust advances in aeronautics that fed a 
sweeping nationwide “rocket fever.” The space race of the early twentieth century 
conflated with German desires for a retreat from modernity in 1920s SF, resulting in the 
nationalist portrayal of ice planets as the ultimate anti-bourgeois, anti-capitalist paradise 


























Cosmic Science Fiction Ice: Narratives of Pseudo-Scientific Astrofuturism 
“Our Nordic ancestors grew strong in ice and snow; belief in the World Ice is consequently 
the natural heritage of Nordic Man.” 
 
- Willi Ley, “Pseudo-Science in Naziland,” Astounding Science Fiction 
 
Eighteen hours into a spaceflight to the moon aboard the spaceship Geryon, a 
British archaeologist named Sir William Burns sees a strange double star in the 
breathtaking stellar landscape. Burns questions the enigmatic Swabian hero August Korf 
about the peculiar celestial body. The strange object and its accompanying moon are both 
a bright blue. Could it be the planet Venus, Burns wonders? His German companion 
answers with careless confidence that the ice-locked “star of Aphrodite” in fact lies 
millions of kilometers away. The Englishman’s object of wonder is the enormous space 
station Astropol, designed and manufactured by Korf himself in the vast coldness of space 
near the moon. Although the station is as long as an ocean liner and immensely powerful, 
Korf has carefully concealed its presence. Now, the station with its accompanying concave 
mirror orbits in space as a tribute to German engineering genius. With the ability to harness 
solar energy, Astropol functions as both an imposing weapon and as part of Korf’s broader 
money-making scheme. The significance of such a grand and yet clandestine scheme of 
global domination undoubtedly resounded with many citizens living in post-World War I 
Germany. In the words of Peter Fisher, “Unsuccessful in war and unable to adjust to a 
troubled peace, Weimar’s visionaries dismissed . . . reality and indulged in elaborating 
fantasies of a victorious war of revenge that cast them in the role of conquerors.”427 These 
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fantasies of revenge, however potent, were guarded carefully from the eyes of post-
Versailles enemies that many believed stood between Germany and the dawning of a new 
“Germanic Age.”428 
The German engineer August Korf plays a central part in Otto Willi Gail’s SF novel 
Der Stein vom Mond: kosmischer Roman (The Stone from the Moon: A Cosmic Novel), a 
curious blend of ice-themed pseudo-science and South American mysticism. While Korf’s 
cool self-possession causes the novel’s British characters to regard him with suspicion and 
contempt, the Swabian protagonist’s acumen to develop advanced astronautic technology 
is typical of the “new German hero” found in many of Germany’s space-themed technische 
Zukunftsromane. The brave engineer or astronaut central to 1920s space-themed SF tales 
often establishes his superiority over American or British explorers through superior 
knowledge of space travel and the mechanical aspects of advanced rocketry. Otto Willi 
Gail and his contemporaries consulted closely with German rocketry experts such as 
Hermann Oberth and Max Valier concerning the mechanics of space travel.429 As such, 
their descriptions of early spaceships, landings and moon walks are often surprisingly 
accurate for the 1920s. Because interwar German SF authors relied on input from Oberth 
and other rocket engineers for their writing, I borrow a term from contemporary SF critic 
De Witt Douglas Kilgore to label 1920s space-themed SF novels as “astrofuturist.” In the 
study Astrofuturism: Science, Race and Visions of Utopia in Space, Kilgore applies the 
term primarily to American nonfiction belonging to “the tradition of speculative fiction 
and science writing inaugurated by scientists and science popularizers during the space 
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race of the 1950s.”430 In other words, interwar German SF authors belonged to a generation 
informed by the very German rocket scientists that wrote astrofuturist nonfiction texts 
aimed at mass audiences from the 1920s to the 1950s.431 These astrofuturist texts, and the 
authors that penned them, played a significant role in developing the first functional 
spaceship that would eventually put a man on the moon. 
Chapter Four of this project examines interwar astrofuturist SF as a place of 
intersection between German-engineered Technik, feats of daring Kultur, and the use of 
“Aryan” planetary ice as a means of rocket propulsion. In dime novels and other forms of 
interwar speculative literature, space as a metaphorical field of conquest served as a 
medium to heal post-war wounds and reestablish Germany’s imperialist agenda for 
territorial acquisitions. Throughout this chapter, the technischer Zukunftsroman blurs the 
boundaries between mankind and space technology as the “modified bodies” of German 
astronauts explore ideologically coded Aryan ice planets. Since the organic human can 
only reach space through a “dependence on technology,” the astronaut must always 
function as a posthuman subject who can only survive in the emptiness of space due to his 
“integration with machines.” 432  The protagonists of 1920s SF preceded the modern 
astronaut “post-human hybrids” of NASA, who Melanie Brown describes as “cyborgs 
completely dependent upon their life-sustaining space suits and space craft.”433 Modern-
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day astronauts, like their literary SF predecessors, cross the “technology/human boundary,” 
resulting in the modern conquest of space “being described as cyborg exploration.”434 
Hidden behind often highly technical and modernity-celebrating descriptions of 
space travel (at least as understood in the 1920s) are insinuations regarding the white race’s 
right to outer space as a new German territory. A skillful blend of Technik und Kultur 
discourse with that of Aryan “space ice” both evokes and shapes war memory among the 
German SF protagonists. The two mainsteam SF authors featured in this chapter, Otto Willi 
Gail and Otfrid von Hanstein, both served in World War I and lived through Germany’s 
beleaguered interwar years. As such, it comes as little surprise that war narratives surface 
in their novels, whether in the form of understated rebellion against the privations of 
Versailles or melancholy memories of young German soldiers marching cheerfully to their 
deaths at the Western Front. Although actual battle references are minimal in these SF 
novels, they punctuate otherwise campy space narratives as somber reminders of horrors 
of the past and present for those living in interwar Germany. 
I begin this chapter by exploring the conservative seeding ground for the interest in 
space travel as found in Ernst Jünger’s work. His peculiar 1929 essay “Sizilischer Brief an 
den Mann in den Mond” evokes esoteric connections between outer space, the development 
of language and the demystification of the unknown. From Jünger, I move to two extremes 
of 1920s scientific opinion that connected space travel dreams and cosmic (or earthly) 
warfare, both of which complicated the political discourse surrounding space travel in 
interwar Germany. On the one hand, German-speaking scientific “greats” such as Hermann 
Oberth, Max Valier and Wernher von Braun made legitimate advances in rocketry design 




and space telemetry in the early twentieth century. Their collective efforts inspired 
generations of interest in space travel among the German and later American publics, a 
demographic that included many of the SF authors mentioned throughout this chapter. At 
the opposite end of the spectrum of scientific legitimacy lay the “undergrowth” of Hanns 
Hörbiger’s Welteislehre, or Cosmic Ice Theory, which made the unfounded claim that the 
entire universe was actually formed from ice. Wide-scale adherence to Hörbiger’s theory 
among interwar Germany’s intellectuals, scientists and many in the general public 
connected dreams of interplanetary travel with extreme right-wing nationalism. As I 
illustrate in this chapter, belief in the Cosmic Ice Theory allowed the Weimar Republic’s 
downtrodden public to blend their hopes for the conquest of outer space with beliefs in 
Germany’s inherent “right” to possess other planets. After all, if an Austrian (or Aryan) 
engineer understood the universe’s origins better than geniuses like Albert Einstein, 
shouldn’t the planets of solid ice belong to Germany as well? 
Adherence to pseudo-science and nationalist ideas of space travel can be found in 
two intriguing technische Zukunftsromane written in the 1920s: Otto Willi Gail’s 1926 Der 
Stein vom Mond: kosmischer Roman and Otfrid von Hanstein’s 1929 Mond-Rak I: eine 
Fahrt ins Weltall (Moon-Rocket I: A Voyage into Space). In my analysis, I focus on literary 
intersections of conservative militarism with space travel and heavy reliance on ice planet 
pseudo-science. Michael J. Neufeld claims that a German preoccupation with rocketry and 
space travel reflected the Weimar Republic’s “forward-thinking and innovative culture” 
that formed as a result of widespread political and social tensions. According to Neufeld, 
the polarizing political, cultural, and economic events of the 1920s led to the progressive 
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creation of “original art and original thinking” in interwar Germany.435 Throughout this 
chapter, I counter Neufeld’s positive “techno-optimist” stance on the Weimar Republic’s 
culture and the 1920s spaceflight movement by looking beyond the immense scientific 
output of Wernher von Braun and Hermann Oberth and the creative genius of filmmaker 
Fritz Lang. Even this celebrated output must be nuanced by the overarching themes of 
warmongering, spiraling extremism and German xenophobia. The creation and 
manufacture of the V-2 rocket throughout the 1920s and 1930s, considered one of the time 
period’s highest form of German Technik, actually hinged on war slave labor enforced at 
an underground concentration camp at Nordhausen.436  
In the literary “underbelly” of 1920s SF, campy space narratives that glorified 
daring adventure and intricate space gadgets are tempered by the highly nationalist 
conquest of ice planets. The SF novels in this chapter feature intrepid Germanic astronauts 
that travel to the ice planets of the moon and Venus, which function as interplanetary 
“spaces of intervention” in that the characters reach the planets relatively late in each novel 
and the planetary ice provides the necessary fuel for their German-engineered rockets. Far 
from being “forward-thinking” or “innovative,” pseudo-scientific SF narratives illustrate a 
widespread embrace of extremism and incendiary beliefs in Nordic superiority that 
flourished throughout the Weimar Republic’s later years and anticipated the rise of 
National Socialism. Interwar German SF features outer space as a cold space of 
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intervention on which to project contemporary social and cultural anxieties concerning 
modernity, industrialization and the fate of Germany after World War I.  
   
Space as Battlefield of Endless Possibility        
Growing cultural fascination with rocketry and outer space travel during the late 
1920s and early 1930s paralleled the rise in right-wing nationalism among Germany’s 
intellectual elite. Extremist rhetoric that associated space travel with the end of the widely 
despised Weimar Republic circulated among scientific publications, some conservative 
revolutionary publications, and völkisch-nationalist SF novels about the exploration of ice 
planets. These various discursive threads come together in a loose representation of a 
fractured and deeply troubled society that smarted under a burden of post-World War I 
guilt. As the battlefield had ultimately failed to bring Germany the glory many felt it 
deserved, outer space signified a domain of hope for a brighter, post-Versailles German 
future. The “army of the past” may have dissipated largely in disgrace after 1918, paving 
the road for political unrest in the form of Freikorps paramilitaries, but a new German 
Zukunftsarmee had yet to be assembled under the auspices of fantastic rocket travel to outer 
space.437  
When the global stock market crash brought an abrupt end to the Weimar 
Republic’s period of relative stability (1924-29), polarized thinking and adherence to 
extreme ideologies proliferated throughout Germany as alternatives to the failing 
democratic experiment. Beliefs in pseudo-science and suspicion of political figures ran 
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rampant as various forms of myths and magic proliferated among intellectual circles.438 
The German government, tenuous from the beginning, also stood on the looming brink of 
disaster. Over seventy homespun völkisch groups existed in the 1920s and early 1930s, 
mostly consisting of young men that advocated “racial and cultural purity as well as the 
restoration of hometown (Heimat) communism.” 439  Although many of these groups 
remained “small, local and rather insignificant,” more organized coalitions like the Thule-
Gesellschaft (Thule Society) and the Deutschvölkischer Schutz und Trutzbund (German 
Nationalist Protection and Defiance Federation) gained both political and historical 
notoriety.440  
Rampant völkisch sentiments intersected with nationalist interests in rocketry, 
which became symbolic of a new conservative German destiny. The realization of this 
perceived destiny, many realized, would be impossible without extensive military 
sponsorship. Mike Gruntman writes that there is no such thing as “nonmilitary space 
technology,”441 and the German Reichswehr remained the primary beneficiary with the 
capability to produce air transportation on a grand scale. The 1920s thus stood on the brink 
of a renewed military interest that would immortalize rocketry pioneers like Wernher von 
Braun and Hermann Oberth. These and others belonging to Germany’s “[i]deologically 
branded space enthusiasts” owed their successes largely to German military investment.442 
Werner von Braun looked back on rocketry development in the 1920s and 1930s as he 
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wrote in the Journal of the British Interplanetary Society, “We were very much in the 
position of aviation pioneers when the airplane could only be developed because of its 
military value.”443 Included in the German military agenda was the possible realization of 
“science-fictional dreams” concerning journeys to the moon and other planets.444  
The overwhelming popularity of space travel narratives among German-speaking 
engineering and scientific communities notwithstanding, rocketry factored little in Kultur 
und Technik debates among conservative revolutionaries. One exception to this 
conservative disinterest was Ernst Jünger, who added his unique voice to the ongoing 
romance with outer space through his esoteric and obscure essay in eight parts, “Sizilischer 
Brief an den Mann im Mond” (1929). Written after a visit to the Mediterranean, the letter 
records Jünger’s complex relationship with the moon and night sky from childhood on. 
The moon, which also holds special symbolism in the SF works explored throughout this 
chapter, captivated the author in his younger years. Jünger records an initial boyhood fear 
of the celestial body and its malignant magnetism that could have sucked him into empty 
space. Youthful visions of frightening space voyages left Jünger feeling lonely and 
abandoned, both at the hands of his fellow men and by Germany’s silent ruling powers. 
And yet these initial encounters with the lonely reaches of outer space served a significant 
purpose for the young Ernst Jünger. He would turn from these sensations of loss 
encountered in an indifferent world to a new vista of imagination, one in which science 
and fantasies of conquest would unite as an alternative fantasy of power. 
Jünger’s pre-World War I encounters with war paralleled the demystification of the 
universe’s vast emptiness that so terrified him as a boy. In 1913, he enlisted with the French 
                                                                 




Foreign Legion at Verdun. His first military experiences taught the teenage Jünger to put 
mystery in perspective as he moved from “the boyish adventurer’s need to assert” to a 
soldier’s “appropriate position of withdrawal.” 445  Military conflict brought about 
disappointment with childhood’s romantic desires to attain the fantastic. The moon, as a 
highly idealized and remote object, mirrors Jünger’s description of the soldier’s growing 
distance from boyhood dreams and preoccupations. The author’s musings on space’s cold 
silence evoke further memories of another “no man’s land” much more familiar to Jünger: 
the solitary trenches of World War I.  
Jünger looks back on the Front as an unearthly realm similar to space, similarly 
dominated by “blitzenden Maschinen und phantastischen Instrumenten” (sparkling 
machines and fantastic instruments; 163). His conflicted desire to penetrate space’s 
blackness with light reflects uncertainties concerning his willing participation in war’s 
butchery. Regarding space travel and war alike, Jünger inquires provocatively, “Soll sich 
ein mutiges Herz schämen, an ihm beteiligt gewesen zu sein?” (Should a brave heart be 
ashamed to be part of it?; 163). Jünger believes not; after all, one can escape the pressing 
confines of Zivilisation at the borders of reality to embrace “die beiden symbolischen Pole 
des Unendlichen, das Atom und der Stern” (the two symbolic poles of the infinite, the atom 
and the star; 163). And only by traversing thorny and difficult paths does an earthly soldier 
find happiness in strenuous masculinity.  
Jünger’s metaphorical connection between space and war is also found in the 
popular novels explored in this chapter. As space travel represented the search for a 
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“virtually cosmic level of personal and collective German grandeur,” 446  many of 
Germany’s “astrofuturist” SF novels sought to establish similar imperialist narratives in 
the ultimate battlefield of outer space. The inherent nature of space travel, with its phallic 
rockets and penetration of deep space, further evoked a desire to reassert a sense of 
masculinity lost after World War I. As a result, the icy “battlefield of infinite possibility” 
appealed to a bourgeois reading public in a unique and profound way. 
 
Hot Rockets and Cold Science: Interwar Germany’s Polar Extremes 
When considering Germany’s rocket mania in the 1920s and 1930s and its 
intersections with dreams of imperialistic conquest, a curious set of contradictory 
narratives comes to light. On the one hand, viable scientific research conducted by rocketry 
giants like Hermann Oberth and Wernher von Braun reflected views of interwar Germany 
as an engine of scientific progress in the twentieth century. On the other hand, societal 
fascination with peculiar pseudo-science such as Hanns Hörbiger’s Welteislehre theory 
attested to a “fear of new things, of modern science” that left 1920s Germany’s populace 
susceptible to otherwise ridiculous ideas.447 Widespread adherence to Hörbiger’s work, as 
well as Theozoology (a doctrine promoting the esoteric origins of the “Aryan” race and the 
importance of racial “de-mixing”) and mysteries of the lost Atlantis signaled an escapist 
undercurrent that also surfaced in 1920s SF and other speculative reading materials.  
The successful dissemination of both Oberth’s rocketry research and Hörbiger’s 
speculative Welteislehre theories depended largely on the tireless work of Max Valier, a 
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popular writer with a lifelong interest in astronautics and the fantastic. Valier used his 
talents to acquaint the more intellectual public in both Germany and Austria with the latest 
advances in rocketry and Cosmic Ice speculations. SF authors in turn drew on popular 
science narratives to write pulp novels that brought Oberth and Hörbiger’s work to a newly 
literate midde-class and Germany’s youth. I now trace the biographical connection between 
Hermann Oberth, Max Valier and Hanns Hörbiger, together with key points from their 
work, before turning to an analysis of novels by Otto Willi Gail and his SF contemporary 
Otfrid von Hanstein. 
When penning their accounts of German-engineered rockets and other specific 
aspects of early space travel, speculative authors like Otto Willi Gail turned to the work of 
Austro-Hungarian prodigy Hermann Oberth to accurately describe spaceships as 
understood in the 1920s.448 As a teenager, Oberth discovered a love for outer space while 
reading Jules Verne’s 1865 novel From the Earth to the Moon and the early German SF of 
Kurd Lasswitz. After serving as a medic during World War I, Oberth enrolled in physics 
and astronomy courses at various German universities. Oberth published the seminal but 
poorly received Die Rakete zu den Planetenräumen (By Rockets to Outer Space) in 1923 
while living in Munich, a center for extremist right-wing politics and the stage for Hitler’s 
failed beer hall Putsch. The slim volume described the possible hazards of space travel for 
mankind as well as various inventions that would assist in interplanetary travel, including 
space stations and galactic telescopes. Germany’s reading public received the publication 
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with little enthusiasm due to the work’s highly technical nature and Oberth’s in-depth 
descriptions of complex mathematics.449  
Young Austrian popular science writer Max Valier’s friendship with Oberth began 
in early 1924, shortly after the publication of Oberth’s book. A dashing and energetic 
figure, Valier is remembered today as a “Pionier einer Technologie, die die Hoffnung auf 
neues nationales Selbstbewusstsein mit Zukunftsphantasien auf spektakuläre Art und 
Weise verband” (pioneer of a technology that bound the hope for a new national self-
assurance with future fantasies in a spectacular way).450 Valier was already interested in 
space flight when he happened upon a copy of Oberth’s Die Rakete zu den 
Planetenräumen. As he read Oberth’s book, Valier realized its potential importance and 
also the difficulty that the work would pose for mainstream German reading audiences. He 
wrote to Oberth on January 8, 1924, proposing to “make propaganda” for the scientist’s 
work through illustrated articles and lectures. 451  Oberth recognized Valier’s superior 
writing and publicizing skills and authorized Valier to write the 1924 Der Vorstoss in den 
Weltenraum (The Advance Into Space). The book popularized Oberth’s primary theories 
on space travel and technology in general terms that Germany’s reading public could 
understand. 
Much to his and his publisher’s astonishment, Valier became an “overnight 
sensation” as Oberth’s ideas spread rapidly throughout Germany and beyond.452 Critics 
hailed Valier’s book for its skillful blend of “cosmic fantasies and technological 
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possibilities” that sparked a new fascination with space travel among the bourgeois reading 
public. 453  Based on the book’s success, Valier lectured extensively in Germany for 
organizations such as the Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft für Luftfahrt (Scientific Society 
of Aeronautics). Oberth and Valier kept up a lengthy correspondence, often exchanging 
ideas and critiques of each other’s work. Oberth joined the Verein für Raumschifffahrt, or 
VfR (Society for Space Travel), founded by Valier in 1927 along with Johannes Winkler 
and Willi Ley. Oberth’s increasing fame led Expressionist director Fritz Lang to request 
his assistance as technical adviser on the set of his 1929 film Die Frau im Mond (Woman 
in the Moon). Oberth worked alongside rocket enthusiast Willi Ley to develop the Ufa-
Reklame-Rakete, a rocket model that would cost 5,000 DM to build.454 Funded by the 
German UFA Film Company, Oberth experimented widely with rocket nozzles and 
synthetic fuels on the movie set outside of New Babelsberg to bring his dream of a full-
size rocket to life. Also in 1929, he published Wege zur Raumschifffahrt (Ways to 
Spaceflight), which outlined the use of large rockets for manned spaceflight.  
While Oberth and Valier’s popular work in aeronautics and rocketry development 
formed a cornerstone of legitimate scientific research for Germany’s SF authors, Austrian 
mining engineer and amateur astronomer Hanns Hörbiger concurrently gave many of these 
same authors a source of nationalist-inclined pseudo-science that would prove the Aryan 
“right” to claim planets like the moon and Venus. Formulated by Hörbiger in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Welteislehre (or WEL) conveyed a highly 
flawed vision of an entire Germanic universe literally formed from ice. The story of 
Hörbiger’s initial WEL formation in the early 1890s has an almost fairy-tale quality. While 
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viewing the moon through his telescope one night, the amateur astronomer realized in a 
sudden flash of insight that the rough and shining lunar surface was actually comprised of 
solid ice. Turning his telescope to Venus, Hörbiger decided that its bright and shiny surface 
reflected the same composition as the moon.  
Hörbiger also suspected that many other planets in the solar system must be formed 
from ice but couldn’t yet speculate as to the ice’s origins. Earth, he surmised, only 
contained minimal ice deposits due to its distance from the sun. From these amateur and 
decidedly unscientific impressions, Hörbiger slowly fashioned an entire set of theories 
concerning the solar system’s birth. The amateur scientist termed his loose collection of 
theories Glazial-Kosmogonie (Ice Cosmogony) in late 1894. He claimed to have 
substantiated his work through bizarre engineering experiments that involved blowing up 
ice blocks and frozen bricks in hot slag pans. Drawing on his findings, Hörbiger envisioned 
the universe “as a huge steam engine with interstellar space filled by a mixture of hydrogen 
and water vapour as ice.”455  
For over a decade, Hörbiger painstakingly collected huge amounts of data and 
observations alongside his disciple and fellow WEL-enthusiast, schoolmaster Philipp 
Fauth. The self-proclaimed “cosmotechnicians” jointly published their WEL theories in the 
1912 tome Hanns Hörbiger’s Glazial-Kosmonologie. A 600-page book replete with 
impressive diagrams and charts, it set forth Hörbiger’s theories in meticulous detail. 
Through the ponderous publication, Hörbiger and Fauth modestly claimed to explain the 
long-standing mysteries of “Weltentstehung, Milchstraßen, Sternschnuppen, Marskanäle, 
Saturnringe, Sonnenflecken, Kohlenflöze, Erdöllager, Salzlager, Sintflut, Atlantis sowie 
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über den Inhalt von Teilen der Bibel und der Edda” (Cosmogony, the Milky Way, falling 
stars, the channels of Mars, Saturn’s rings, sunspots, coal beds, oil fields, salt repositories, 
floods, Atlantis as well as parts of the Bible and Edda).456 
Although disappointed in the WEL’s reception prior to World War I, Hörbiger had 
to wait less than a decade for the development of a political climate ideal for the growth of 
extremist ideologies. Brigitte Nagel writes that during the years of the Weimar Republic, 
many Germans readily accepted the WEL because it was easier to believe “an eine Sache 
. . . die einem ihrer Mitmenschen durch eine Offenbarung zuteil geworden war, als an rein 
wissenschaftliche Erkenntnisse” (in something that came to a fellow German through a 
revelation than a highly scientific study).457 The WEL rapidly gained purchase during the 
turbulent years following the Great War, largely due to Max Valier’s publicizing efforts. 
In 1919, the neologism Kosmotechnik replaced the initial label Glazial-Kosmogonie. Only 
in 1922, when the WEL was reaching the height of its popularity, did Hörbiger’s work 
come into its official and portentous name of Welteislehre.  
The WEL held an undeniable appeal not only for a bourgeois public grappling with 
seemingly inscrutable scientific advances, but also with those struggling with a post-World 
War I identity crisis. Occult researcher Dieter Maier notes, “Das Bild eines ohne eigene 
Schuld versunkenen alten Reiches fügte sich in die Stimmung deutscher Nationalisten, die 
1918 das Kaiserreich hatten untergehen sehen . . . [sie] durften sich doch selbst als 
Nachkommen überlebender Atlanten, also einer höheren, zur Rettung der Menschheit 
berufenen Rasse, verstehen” (The picture of an old German kingdom free of guilt appealed 
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to the imagination of German nationalists, who saw the downfall of the Second Reich in 
1918 . . . [they] were able to see themselves as descendants of surviving Atlanteans, or a 
higher race called to save the rest of humanity.)458 Right-wing radicals promoted their 
“cause” with stirring propaganda phrases such as Kampf um die Welteislehre (Struggle for 
the Cosmic Ice Theory) and referred to their “war” against detractors with ideologically 
charged terms like Schlachten, Feinden, Fronten and Siegen (battles, enemies, fronts and 
victories).459 
Beyond propaganda literature that promoted Hörbiger’s publication, modern 
scholar Christina Wessely further faults 1920s mainstream scientific rhetoric for spreading 
mass WEL beliefs. For some, the WEL seemed to disprove long-standing theories that 
science in general was too advanced and complex for the bourgeois midde-class to 
understand.460 One such theory was the epitome of so-called “Jewish science” (as opposed 
to “German science”) represented by Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity developed from 
1907-1915. 461  Anti-Einstein campaigns swept across Germany in the early twentieth 
century as the debate between the WEL and the REL (as Einstein’s theory came to be 
called) sharpened the divide between German intellectuals and rabid pseudo-science 
supporters.462 
Not all of Germany’s intellectuals and scientific minds accepted the WEL. One 
reason was the obvious lack of scientific research to back up Hörbiger’s outlandish claim. 
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German-American rocket enthusiast Willy Ley penned in 1947 that “[t]o pick flaws in [the 
WEL] was about as easy—and as pleasant—as gathering Japanese beetles from an infested 
flowerbed.”463 A 1920s geologist jeeringly dismissed Hörbiger as an eccentric “Eisnarr” 
(ice fool), 464 while a Prague scientist named Dr. Prey called WEL supporters a group of 
mere laymen.465 Dr. Nölke, a Professor of Mathematics at the University of Bremen, 
further wrote that the WEL amounted to the “presumption of a mathematical illiterate who, 
with childish innocence, strides up to things about which he knows nothing and ventures 
to substitute a caricature for a scientific picture of the Universe.”466 Berlin’s Vossische 
Zeitung published various anti-WEL articles, including one that referred to the World Ice 
Theory as a deceiving “labyrinth of dreams.” 467 One 1925 article entitled “Gegen die 
Eisphantaßten” (Against the Ice Fantasists) soberly outlined the theory as defunct in light 
of new astronomical research. The short article ends with a call to break with Hörbiger’s 
“Phantasie-Eis” (fantasy ice) for good.468  
As in the case of Oberth, Max Valier played a key role in popularizing the WEL 
and countering the theory’s negative reception among many of Germany’s scientists and 
engineers. Valier’s choice to endorse both Oberth and Hörbiger’s work, while seemingly 
questionable, mirrored divided scientific debates among early twentieth century scientists 
concerning outer space and especially its origins. The time period’s lack of solid facts 
regarding outer space and the planets opened the door to beliefs in speculative theories 
such as the WEL. As a high school student in 1912, Valier was already aware of Hörbiger’s 
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work and its sharp conflict with other mainstream scientific theories concerning the 
universe’s origins. He published an article in his school magazine that mentioned the 
greatly differing scientific opinions on space travel held by many in pre-World War I 
Germany. The existence of many “solar phenomena” was an established fact, according to 
the young Valier, but the origins of these phenomena remained a mystery even for 
Germany’s “most distinguished scholars.”469  
Valier first encountered Hörbiger in 1915 after the publication of Valier’s short 
book on astronomy, Das astronomische Zeichnen (The Astronomical Sign). Hörbiger read 
and greatly enjoyed the small volume and sent a letter of admiration to Valier’s publisher. 
This first letter sparked a long correspondence between Valier and the WEL founder in 
which the two exchanged scientific essays. The younger author expressed hesitation to 
comment further on Hörbiger’s theories until he had read Glazial-Kosmogonie through no 
fewer than three times. 470  Valier’s opinion of the WEL apparently changed by the 
beginning of World War I. In June of 1919, Valier wrote a postcard to the venerable 
Hörbiger with a request to be sent a copy of Glazial-Kosmogonie while convalescing in a 
military hospital. Valier reverently described Hörbiger’s huge volume as “the most 
important of books.”471  
With the end of World War I and his career as soldier and Air Force officer, Valier 
went on to spearhead a campaign exclusively dedicated to WEL promotion. In late 1919, 
he hosted a six-week series of lectures in Vienna on the topic of Kosmotechnik. Valier 
sought to enlighten a scientific audience on the many “problems” addressed and 
                                                                 





subsequently solved by Hörbiger’s work. Some topics of interest during the lecture series 
included the solar system’s birth, dimensions of the planets, the mystery of canals on Mars, 
and the “ice-haze horn” of the Milky Way. 472 Valier demonstrated a profound 
understanding of Hörbiger’s theories throughout the series, outlining its more dense and 
complicated aspects for his Viennese audiences. Although Valier’s interests began to turn 
toward rocketry development in the early 1920s, an idea that met with Hörbiger’s stark 
disapproval,473 Valier continued his WEL promotions with the 1919 Die Grundlagen der 
Kosmotechnik (The Foundations of Cosmotechnics) and the later Einführung in die 
Welteislehre (Introduction to the World Ice Theory; 1927). 
Valier’s support of Hörbiger through lectures and popularizing publications formed 
an integral part of a much broader 1920s media campaign that would spread the WEL to 
all corners of the German-speaking world. Hörbiger’s teachings reached the German public 
through two primary avenues: political and “scientific” publications for the more refined 
upper classes, and SF novels for the middle and lower classes. The Leipzig-based publisher 
Hans Voigtländer Verlag gained sole rights to disseminate WEL publications in 1920 and 
played a key role in the cultivation of a WEL image attractive to Germany’s upper class 
intellectual and engineering circles.474 For the middle and lower reading classes, fanciful 
SF novels promoted WEL theories where access to scientific pamphlets and intellectual 
publications remained limited. In fact, Manfred Nagl claims that the lower classes 
“succumbed to such irrationality” almost exclusively due to reading pulp SF novels.475 
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Mainstream 1920s SF authors Kurt Friedrich Freksa, Reinhold Eichacker and Karl August 
von Laffert, among others, published major speculative novels that referenced the WEL 
not only as believable science, but as a patented truth that must be accepted by all “true” 
Germans.  
In Germany’s 1920s astrofuturist SF novels, the Austrian-inspired “alternate” 
theory of the universe’s origins provided German SF astronauts with an unlimited source 
of cosmic ice found on the Venus and the moon. In turn, the ice serves as an innovative 
fuel source for Oberth-inspired rockets and other marvelous forms of Technik that control 
the Earth’s climate in the name of peace. The popularization of science, whether legitimate 
or questionable, at the hands of men like Max Valier contributed to a mainstream 
understanding of what were once considered topics too complex for a bourgeois audience 
to understand. And pulp fiction novels added their own influential voice to a rise in 
extremist scientific beliefs in Germany. Speculative authors used Hörbiger’s eclectic 
theory to promote German nationalism in the works of 1920s SF examined throughout this 
chapter. And no wonder, as the theory itself seemed the stuff of dreams for speculative 
fiction: “Mond, Milchstraße, Äther – alles aus purem Eis” (Moon, the Milky Way, the 
universal ether – all of them made of pure ice).476 The work of Hörbiger, Oberth and Valier 
came together in a literary pastiche that promoted undercurrents of Nordic supremacy 
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Venusian Seas of Ice: Otto Willi Gail’s Der Stein vom Mond (1926) 
As a barometer of societal and cultural trends, 1920s German SF reflected ever-
increasing conservative longings for stability, the death of the Weimar Republic and the 
reestablishment of a positive German world image. These issues are metaphorically 
addressed in 1920s astrofuturist SF through the conquest of the “final frontier” of outer 
space. In the tradition of Paul Scheerbart, who pioneered Germany’s mystical literary 
cosmos in the late 1800s, Otto Willi Gail’s Der Stein vom Mond: kosmischer Roman and 
Otfrid von Hanstein’s Mond-Rak I: eine Fahrt ins Weltall create ideologically dense 
“wonder worlds” that opened up new vistas of a “virtually cosmic level of personal and 
collective German grandeur.”477 In these different astrofuturist novels, the spaceship’s 
“functional rationality” (Technik) is perfected when transported to the anti-technological, 
anti-capitalist ice paradise of outer space (Kultur).   
The 1920s first saw the rise of so-called “hard” SF novels that focus specifically on 
the mechanics of space travel and rocketry. Books featuring interplanetary travel and 
daring escapes from space enjoyed popularity not only in Germany, but in America and 
France as well. Mark Williamson notes that the genre flourished during these years in both 
books and magazines. 478  He writes, “As the century progressed, an intimate link, or 
symbiosis, between space technology and science fiction began to develop.” 479 
Intriguingly, the invention of the spacesuit was a key part of the symbiosis. SF novels began 
to include tantalizing descriptions of the spacewalk and images of astronauts in their 
spectacular suits soon adorned the covers of Hugo Gernsback’s myriad publications. Space 
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mania only spread with the release of Fritz Lang’s 1929 film Die Frau im Mond, which 
featured the first realistic cinematic spaceship and introduced the “regressive countdown” 
used today by NASA. 480  Despite their similar topics, however, the actual content of 
German and American SF often differed greatly. American speculative authors like Edgar 
Rice Burroughs, Buck Rogers, John Carter and Edward E. “Doc” Smith popularized the 
fanciful SF space opera in the 1920s, which often portrayed astronaut heroes pushing as 
far as possible into outer space. German SF, on the other hand, often dealt directly with 
“current political and national problems,”481 featuring German protagonists with limited 
interest in outer space exploration beyond the conquest of the moon, Venus, and 
occasionally Mars. 
As with the other genres of 1920s German SF examined in this project, the novels 
featured here catered to a suffering reading public eager for revanchist narratives of a 
brighter, post-Versailles German future. Popular space-themed novels by authors including 
Otto Willi Gail, Friedrich Freksa and Karl August von Laffert familiarized the general 
public with the necessary steps (at least as understood at the time) to claim the moon, Venus 
and other planets as ice-covered German territories. Reflected by the popularity of books 
like Hans Grimm’s 1926 Volk ohne Raum, underlying fears of Germany’s shrinking empire 
and critical loss of earthly Raum (space) fueled a sense of longing to expand into the 
stretches of outer space. As SF critic Manfred Nagl writes, “Unter dem Primat einer 
national-imperialistischen Kompensation standen auch die – scheinbar harmlosen – 
Exkursionen zu anderen Himmelskörpern” (Under the primacy of a nationalist-imperialist 
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compensation belonged the – seemingly harmless – excursions to heavenly bodies).482 
Various 1920s SF novels painted visions of outer space as just such a new domain of hope 
and expansion for a gloriously formidable and newly militarized German state.  
The conflation of Kultur und Technik factored prominently in post-Versailles 
visions of German SF heroes conquering outer space. Naturally all narratives centering on 
travel to the moon and other planets must feature some form of space rocket. The rocket 
held a special symbolism for members of Germany’s conservative elite and also for SF 
authors, who regarded it as the ideal embodiment of German-engineered Technik. 483 
Rockets were also one of few forms of technology permitted for German development 
under Versailles, opening the door for incredible advances in rocket engineering 
spearheaded by scientists from across the German-speaking world such as Wernher von 
Braun and Hermann Oberth. In SF novels that pay tribute to the rocket, and especially the 
plans commissioned by Oberth, German-engineered spaceships (Technik) often run on 
solid snow fuel called “oxyhydrogen” or another similar name. Otto Willi Gail was among 
those who believed in the rocket’s significance for Germany’s future. Although his SF 
publications covered a variety of thematic material, he regarded the development of 
spaceship technology as the crowning achievement of his astronaut protagonists.484  
Cosmic mirrors are a second significant form of German-inspired Technik that can 
be found in both novels by Gail and von Hanstein. In Gail’s Der Stein vom Mond, a giant 
cosmic mirror is supposedly manufactured in the name of peace, but the novel’s main 
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protagonist must eventually admit an underlying agenda to reclaim a lost sense of 
Germanic glory using the invention. August Korf, the Swabian hero of Der Stein vom 
Mond, explains that his mirror can control Earth’s climate and even begin or end wars. 
Anticipating modern satellites, the mirrors in von Hanstein’s Mond-Rak I are another form 
of Technik that can beam messages from outer space into Earth’s atmosphere. In this 
regard, Otto Willi Gail and Otfrid von Hanstein drew on Hermann Oberth’s Die Rakete zu 
den Planetenräumen. The book outlined a plan to melt the Earth’s icebergs using such 
cosmic mirrors and therefore increase the accessibility of harbors located at the North Pole. 
Austrian-Slovenian engineer Herman Potočnik put forth an idea related to Oberth’s in 
1929, advocating the use of space mirrors in warfare to target enemy munitions dumps and 
melt cannons. Potočnik believed that such an invention would prevent enemy attacks from 
other countries due to its sheer power.485 
Throughout the remainder of this chapter, I examine select scenes from Otto Willi 
Gail’s Der Stein vom Mond and Otfrid von Hanstein’s Mond-Rak I that demonstrate 
complex interactions between German advances in rocketry and astronautics, the 
interplanetary ice chronotope as backed by Hanns Hörbiger and specific types of war 
memory evoked by these interwoven narratives. I highlight the combination of German-
engineered genius with backward-thinking beliefs in the universe’s true “Aryan” origins. 
These sentiments conjure a sense of post-Versailles pride for Gail’s protagonist August 
Korf, who wishes to use his inventions to control the world’s climate and therefore “stamp 
out” future world wars. Throughout Der Stein vom Mond, a surface dedication to rocketry 
is especially evident, with lengthy descriptions of the mechanical aspects of moon travel. 
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The true form of German Technik advocated by the book, however, remains August Korf’s 
terrifying space station Astropol and accompanying mirror that follows plans laid out by 
Hermann Oberth. After my analysis of Der Stein vom Mond, I go on to examine Mond-Rak 
I, which is thematically similar in many ways to Gail’s book. Von Hanstein’s novel also 
exhibits a unique form of nationalism manifested through interplanetary ice chronotopes, 
but it centers on travel to the moon instead of Venus.  
Of the two novels featured in this chapter, Bavarian science journalist Otto Willi 
Gail’s work was perhaps better received due to the skilled blending of Aryan and South 
American mysticism with narratives of Germanic superiority. Hailed by SF critic Richard 
Godwin as one of the most popular German-speaking fiction writers of the twentieth 
century,486 Gail combined meticulous technological descriptions of space travel gleaned 
from Hermann Oberth’s Die Rakete zu den Planetenräumen with more insidious nods to 
the WEL and Nordic superiority. Before his writing career began in the 1920s, Gail served 
as an artillery officer in World War I and then joined a faction of Germany’s anti-
communist, anti-Republic Freikorps in 1919. Gail left his original training as an electrical 
engineer after his brief involvement with right-wing militarism to study physics at the 
Technische Universität München. Here he discovered a passion for rocketry and astronomy 
and joined the Verein für Raumschifffahrt, (VfR), with fellow space travel enthusiasts Willi 
Ley, Hermann Oberth, Wernher von Braun and Max Valier.487 
Otto Willi Gail’s SF books attest to his love for hard sciences such as engineering 
and rocketry, which he skillfully orchestrated in his “Visionen militärischer Flugapparate, 
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die in den internationalen Endkämpfen um die Weltherrschaft im Einsatz waren” (visions 
of militaristic aircraft used in international final battles for world domination).488 Gail’s 
first SF novel, Der Schuß ins All: Ein Roman von Morgen, appeared in 1924. Members of 
Germany’s engineering community dismissed the novel’s perfunctory portrayal of 1920s 
space Technik, pejoratively proclaiming it “recht knapp gehalten” (kept at bare 
minimum).489  The global mass reading audience received the book warmly, however, 
encouraging Gail to write a sequel entitled Der Stein vom Mond in 1926. He published 
another book, Hans Hardts Mondfahrt, in 1928. All three novels were translated into 
English in Hugo Gernsback’s Science Wonder Quarterly under the titles The Shot Into 
Infinity, The Stone from the Moon and By Rocket to the Moon. Gernsback commented 
positively that Gail used all available resources on ancient Mayan and Atlantean mythology 
“in a most convincing manner” in a “powerful and yet very charming story.”490 
Der Stein vom Mond’s short chapters and outlandish thematic material increased its 
attraction for both German and American audiences in the 1920s. The novel’s main 
premise involves a mysterious obsidian moon rock that falls to Earth and lands in Mexico. 
British archaeologist Sir William Burns finds the rock by mistake during an excavation of 
Mayan ruins.491 Along with the stone, Burns discovers a mysterious Mayan girl named 
Tuxla whose life is inextricably bound together with the trees of her homeland. With Tuxla 
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by his side, Burns embarks on an adventure to locate the stone’s source and unlock its 
mystery. His fascination with ancient archaeology brings him into contact with space 
travel, WEL narratives and Gail’s main German protagonist: the blond-haired, blue-eyed 
Swabian giant August Korf. Korf owns the clandestine Korf-Gesellschaft (Korf 
Corporation), a powerhouse of advanced astronautic manufacturing. According to rumors, 
Korf’s company boasts at least eight spaceships, all of which make regular trips to the 
moon and back. In this, Gail may have been reacting to the state of German industry in the 
late 1920s. “Heavy” industries like steel giants Thyssen AG and Friedrich Krupp AG 
played a central role in Germany’s post-World War I rearmament despite near bankruptcy 
in a newly formed market economy. Massive companies like Krupp played directly into 
Hitler’s rise to power and remained at the “core of the Nazi vision of a reordered 
economy.”492 Similarly, the Korf-Gesellschaft forms an integral, if fictional, part of the 
spaceflight movement and Germany’s interwar race to put a man on the moon.  
The novel’s British characters react to stories of Korf’s technological prowess and 
surreptitious control over Earth’s climate with dismay. Burns even declares, “Dieser Korf 
steht mit dem Satan im Bunde!” (This Korf is in league with Satan!).493 Burns eventually 
crosses paths with the legendary Korf aboard the space station Astropol, which controls the 
globe from the North to the South Pole. Korf confidently takes the helm of the spaceship 
Geryon to solve the moon stone’s secret. His true motivation behind space travel, however, 
is the search for sustainable quantities of ice fuel for his many rockets. According to Korf, 
planetary ice (in the tradition of Hörbiger) solidifies into ice crystals in the intense cold of 
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outer space. Once hardened, these precious ice crystals can propel rockets on interplanetary 
journeys. Due to the discovery of ice fuel, Korf explains, astronauts and other space 
pioneers have long been free from the terrestrial constraint of using typical fossil fuels 
(141).  
Above all an opportunist, the blond giant recognized the need for an ice fuel 
“storage” station that would serve as a halfway point between the Earth and other planets. 
He thus began initial production on Astropol to rovide just such an intergalactic storage 
station. On the surface a relatively harmless project, Astropol is gradually revealed as the 
brainchild of a calculating and power-hungry entrepreneur. From its conception, the entire 
Astropol project was cloaked in secrecy. Korf commissioned all building materials to be 
sent from Earth directly to space, where the space station was completely assembled. He 
even stored giant sodium sheets for an accompanying cosmic mirror on the space station 
to avoid interference from other nations. 
Korf claims that money and material gains inspired his secrecy. Rockets, he 
explains, are incredibly difficult and expensive to engineer. Despite this almost light-
hearted explanation, the possible destructive power of Astropol is undeniable. The station, 
along with its accompanying galactic mirror, can focus the sun’s rays anywhere on the 
Earth’s surface. Using the mirror, Korf can pinpoint specific locations anywhere on the 
globe to set them ablaze and even control the global climate as a result. He tells Burns: 
“Oh, [der Spiegel] hat wichtige Kultur-Aufgaben zu erfüllen. Er kann . . . die 
nordsibirischen Häfen eisfrei halten, die gefürchteten Wetterstürze im Frühjahr verhindern 
und so die Obst- und Gemüseernten ganzer Länder retten . . . Es wird nicht schwerfallen, 
Munitionsfabriken in die Luft zu sprengen, Wirbelstürme und Gewitter zu erzeugen, ganze 
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Städte sogar in Brand zu stecken und zu vernichten” (Oh, [the mirror] has important 
cultural tasks to fulfill. One can . . . free the north Siberian ports from ice, prohibit the 
dreaded falls in temperature at the beginning of the year and save the fruit and vegetable 
seeds for entire countries . . . It won’t be difficult to build ammunition factories in the air, 
to generate tornadoes and terrible storms, and to set entire cities on fire and to annihilate 
them; 144-45). 
Korf’s techno-optimist vision of Germany’s future negates the repercussions of 
World War I’s embarrassment and the deprivations of Versailles. For Korf, the civilized 
world’s post-Versailles treatment of Germany presents a challenge rather than a cause for 
despair. Gail describes Korf’s genius invention as “eine Nationalangelegenheit des 
deutschen Volkes” (a national opportunity for the German people; 72). In response to 
Korf’s grandiose descriptions of his technological prowess, Sir William Burns 
understandably replies, “Dann beherrschen Sie ja tatsächlich die ganze Erde . . . Und Sie 
können künftig jeden Krieg im Keime ersticken!” (Then you will essentially control the 
entire Earth . . . And you can nip every future war in the bud!; 145). Still, Korf insists that 
his invention will only bring about global peace despite its obvious potential for evil. The 
German replies confidently: 
Allerdings! Und das ist der Grund für unsere Geheimwirtschaft. Wenn die 
sogennanten Kulturnationen ahnen würden, was hier vorgeht, dann würde ein 
rasender Vernichtungskampf gegen mich einsetzen, und statt Aufbau und 
Kulturarbeit käme die sinnlose Zerstörung! Aus Angst! Erst wenn der Spiegel 
fertiggestellt ist, wenn ich also die Macht voll in Händen habe, um alle derartigen 
Vernichtungsplätze zu durchkreuzen, dann wird die Menschheit von unserer Arbeit 
erfahren und den Segen unserer Verschwiegenheit genießen (145). 
 
Certainly! And that is the reason that we work in secret. If the so-called “cultural” 
nations find out what is going on, then they would deploy a furious war of 
annihilation against me, and instead of building and cultural accomplishments 
would come senseless destruction! Out of fear! When the mirror is finally 
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completed, and when I have the power completely in my hands to block such 
destructive potential, then all of mankind will see our work and relish the blessing 
of our secrecy. 
  
 Gail’s narratives of thinly veiled nationalism intersect with Hörbiger’s outlandish 
WEL theory as Korf and Burns near Venus, a planet that will supposedly supply even more 
hydrogen-oxygen ice crystals than the moon. A nearly impenetrable layer of ice mist 
envelops the “Star of Aphrodite,” which increases the planet’s brilliance as the astronauts 
approach its surface. They decide to visit Venus aboard the Geryon in search of ice crystals. 
Following a breach in the ship’s hull, August Korf and the Englishman make an emergency 
crash landing. The two disembark from their rocket to see an otherworldly ice desert 
stretching out before them, scattered with lonely snow heaps and mountains and overcast 
by a strange, greenish light. Their discovery of desolate ice fields on Venus only 
strengthens Korf’s confidence in the World Ice Theory. Presumably speaking of 
astronomers who adhere to Hörbiger’s theories, Korf declares that declares that “die Herren 
Gelehrten werden schon eine lückenlos schließende Theorie um unsere Beobachtungen 
herum zu bauen wissen” (the learned gentlemen will soon be able to devise a solid final 
theory based on our observations; 200). Hörbiger’s specter hangs over their every step on 
the desolate planet. When Burns wonders how the ice continues to form and harden despite 
Venus’s proximity to the sun, Korf answers that Venus’s atmosphere, in keeping with 
Hörbiger’s theory, is much too thick to allow heat to penetrate. 
The Venusian ice serves as a space of intervention in that the events on the planet 
lead to a metaphorical “thawing” of the relationship between post-World War I enemies 
Germany and Britain. Whatever Burns’ initial reservations concerning the Swabian’s 
character and technological achievements, he recognizes Korf’s true character after the 
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German rescues him from suffocation in the crash’s aftermath. Burns gratefully admits, 
“Das werde ich Ihnen nie vergessen, August Korf” (“I will never forget what you have 
done, August Korf”;197). Korf is obviously the dominant personality of the two. He 
continuously displays his technological prowess as he completes rocket repairs and 
navigates the treacherous Venusian ice desert. He still requires Burns’ muscles, however, 
to help him free the Geryon from the encroaching ice. Through a fantastic series of events, 
the pair eventually frees the rocket and escapes the Venusian desert, beating a hasty retreat 
back home. 
Korf and Burns part friends upon their successful return to Earth. Each has gained 
a healthier respect for the other as a result of their adventure. Burns keeps the ancient 
Mayan moon rock and becomes a self-professed expert on ancient history and the lost 
continent of Atlantis, which belonged to the mythical civilization of Thula. Encouraged by 
the successful journey to Venus and back, Korf returns to his Astropol fortress to construct 
an even larger cosmic mirror. His journeys will eventually lead him to explore another 
ancient mystery that tantalized Hörbiger’s World Ice Theory adherents: the lost city of 
Atlantis. For the moment, however, Korf has partially negated the Treaty of Versailles and 
located a plentiful source of planetary ice to fuel his rocket fleet. He has proven that his 
German-engineered rockets can effectively reach planets beyond the moon. And perhaps 
most significantly, Korf has established a successful metaphorical treaty between Germany 
and Britain in the icy space of intervention on the planet Venus. In Gail’s novel, the 
nationalist connection between “Aryan” rockets and planetary ice serves as a fictional 
vehicle to bring proto-fascist and imperialist fantasies to a reading public hungry for 
revenge.      
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Precious Lunar Snow: Otfrid von Hanstein’s Mond-Rak I (1929)   
    
 Another successful SF author of the interwar German years, Otfrid von Hanstein, 
enjoyed a prolific writing career that spanned multiple genres. Born near Bonn in 1869, 
von Hanstein pursued a successful career in acting and served as a theater director in 
addition to publishing dozens of formulaic SF novels from the 1920s to the early 1940s. 
The 1920s years proved his most productive writing period, during which he published 
more than ten major adventure SF novels and technische Zukunftsromane. Von Hanstein 
staunchly supported the development of a specifically German-engineered Technik and 
believed in its positive influence on the rest of mankind. 494  In Germany, Otfrid von 
Hanstein’s work received nods in publications like the 1927 edition of Geschichtsblätter 
für Technik, Industrie und Gewerbe (Historical Papers on Technology, Industry and 
Trade). The engineer coalition that published the magazine mentioned von Hanstein’s 1924 
novel Der Telefunken-Teufel (The Television-Wave Devil), a radio serial that coupled 
technological advances with an able plot “im Gegensatz zu den meisten sogenannten 
technischen Romanen” (in contrast to most of the so-called technical novels).495 Across the 
ocean, von Hanstein’s SF publications Die Farm des Vorschollenen (The Hidden Colony 
- 1924) and Elektropolis (Electropolis - 1927) appeared in English in various magazines 
published by Hugo Gernsback. Mond-Rak I also appeared under the title Between Earth 
and Moon in the SF serial Wonder Stories Quarterly in 1930. At the time of publication, 
Gernsback commented on the story’s “terrific” popularity in Germany that persuaded him 
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to import it for English-speaking audiences “at a considerable expense.”496 The story was 
well-received among English-speaking audiences and influenced American SF authors of 
the 1930s.497  
Similar to Gail’s Der Stein vom Mond, Otfrid von Hanstein blended narratives of 
Oberth’s rocketry research with WEL theories in the fanciful novel Mond-Rak I. Von 
Hanstein drew on Hermann Oberth’s sketches of German-manufactured rockets and the 
scientist’s speculative theories concerning the use of galactic sodium mirrors to beam 
signals to Earth. Mond-Rak I also includes scattered tributes to Hörbiger’s WEL science, 
with remarks throughout the narrative that Hörbiger was correct in his speculations about 
the universe’s origins. With its relatively short chapters and a helpful outline of each 
section’s events in the table of contents, Von Hanstein’s novel lends itself to rapid and easy 
reading. A liberal use of exclamation points in chapter titles, as well as long stretches of 
snappy dialogue, increased the novel’s excitement for Germany and America’s mass 
reading publics. 
Mond-Rak I tells of a group of space explorers who embark on a chance journey to 
the moon aboard a secretly engineered German rocket. The accidental foray into space 
evokes international strain between America and Germany. Complex interactions between 
the main characters of Mond-Rak I evoke the specter of Amerikanismus that haunted 
interwar Germany’s conservative revolutionaries and other intelligentsia. For many in the 
Weimar Republic, the notion of America went hand in hand with disturbing visions of 
heartless Zivilisation and its perceived detrimental influence over Germanic Kultur. 
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Prominent authors such as Austrian Stefan Zweig, as well as Frankfurt School theorists 
like Walter Benjamin, Siegfried Kracauer and Theodor Adorno wrote extensively on the 
infiltration of American fashion, cinema and music into German society. America’s 
uniformity and cultural bankruptcy stood in direct contrast, at least according to some 
theorists, to the individuality and “vigorous nationalism” found in the European nations.498  
At the beginning of Mond-Rak I, both Korus and an American journalist named 
Albert Wright (or “All Right” for short) hope to be the first to report on a secretly 
commissioned rocket hidden on an island near California named Nova Atlantis. At the 
same time, an exhibition advertising the rocket takes place in San Francisco. An engineer 
named Waldemar Apel presents the plans for the rocket, the pinnacle of Technik, in 
intimate detail to an audience of eager scientists and engineers. Apel asserts that the 
rocket’s design follows the research of Hermann Oberth: the artillery shell-shaped machine 
is constructed from a very costly and rare substance, beryllium, and the rocket runs on a 
special gas called oxyhydrogen.499 Another scientist present at the meeting, the youthful 
Dr. Egon Helmstätter, will pilot the rocket on a clandestine trip through the Earth’s 
atmosphere and land somewhere in the Indian Ocean. Egon is no space enthusiast and 
remains apprehensive about the journey. Little does he know that he stands on the brink of 
an adventure that will establish him as the Kulturheld (cultural hero) responsible for 
reconciling America and Germany.  
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An encounter on the island of Nova Atlantis culminates in Egon, Korus and All 
Right accidentally embarking on the first manned spaceflight to the moon. While his 
protagonists gaze out at the lonely stretch of space, von Hanstein’s novel features reverent 
tributes to Hanns Hörbiger and Hermann Oberth just paragraphs apart. Egon fully 
understands the complexities of Oberth’s extensive rocketry research and Hörbiger’s even 
more extensive WEL publications. Egon explains to his companions as they view the 
moon’s surface, “Wenn Hörbiger mit seiner jedenfalls ganz genial erdachten Welteislehre 
recht hat, dann ist der Monde in vollständig vereister Körper ohne jede Luftschicht und 
dauernd mit der angenehmen Temperatur der erwähnten zweihundertdreiundsiebzig Grad 
unter Null” (If Hörbiger is correct with his well-thought out theory of the World Ice Theory, 
then the moon is a completely frozen body, without any atmosphere, and at all times the 
pleasant temperature of 273 degrees below zero).500 Korus is skeptical that they can survive 
in such a cold climate, but Egon allays his fears by describing space suits stored aboard the 
rocket made of the same material as the ship’s hull. The use of these suits will transform 
Egon and the two reporters into posthuman astronauts capable of exploring outer space. 
All Right expresses further concern about the group’s available store of oxygen, 
which is piped into their cabin from small cylinders. Egon replies that the genius of 
Hermann Oberth has supplied a solution. A black tube filled with potassium hydroxide 
runs alongside the spaceship’s hull and strains out any impurities in the outside air. The 
genius invention will supply the explorers with both oxygen and hydrogen while the rocket 
is in motion (53-4). Waldemar Apel also stocked the rocket with enough food and supplies 
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to last at least six weeks. Korus and All Right are overjoyed to discover preserved meat, 
vegetables, wine, cocoa, champagne and even an entire roast goose aboard the ship. The 
two journalists enthusiastically invite Egon to join them in a celebratory dinner. 
The scene of Korus and All Right’s dinner is pivotal for the novel. First of all, it 
serves as the beginning of thawing metaphorical relations between Germany and America. 
All Right sets the table while Korus carves the goose. The two drink champagne, make 
toasts and rejoice in their joint return to Earth with no further thought for their former 
heated competition. Money and business are long forgotten as they share the joint vision 
of returning safely to Earth. Korf and All Right’s dinner also allows Egon to confront his 
post-Versailles uncertainties concerning space travel and the use of technology in the 
conquest of outer space. While watching the celebratory feast, Egon reflects:  
“[Korf und All Right] mussten erst wenig über zwanzig Jahre zählen. Unbesorgte 
Jugend schaute aus ihren Augen. Begeisterung und knabenhafter Leichtsinn, der 
sie ganz hatte vergessen lassen, daß sie dem Tode geweiht waren. Junge Menschen, 
wie er sie der Gefahr unbewusst und nur dem Gefühl des Ehrgeizes gehorchend 
während des furchtbaren Weltkrieges singend und lachend hatte der Todeskugel 
entgegeneilen sehen” (57).  
 
([Korf and All Right] couldn’t have been more than twenty years old. Carefree 
youth shone from their eyes. Enthusiasm and boyish vitality had caused them to 
forget that death awaited them. Just like the young men who, unaware of the 
dangers that awaited and listening only to the feeling of ambition, went laughing 
and singing to their deaths in the frightful First World War.) 
  
While trapped in the “no man’s land” between Earth and the moon, Helmstätter compares 
the foolhardiness of his astronaut companions with young World War I soldiers marching 
gloriously to their deaths. This key passage likely ignited similar war memories in 
Germany’s 1920s mass readership, including its youth. With hardly a life untouched by the 
Great War’s apocalyptic destruction, young interwar readers identified with heroes that 
faced death with a smile.  
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Due to Egon’s expert guidance, the rocket lands safely on the moon’s surface. 
Unfortunately, the entire store of vital oxyhydrogen has been depleted and must be 
replenished before the explorers can return to Earth. Egon believes that new fuel can be 
harvested from a special type of lunar snow made alternately of oxygen and hydrogen. The 
three begin their search the following morning after hours of meticulous planning. A 
chance meteor strike breaks through the moon’s frozen outer crust during their first space 
walk. Egon climbs into the giant hole and retrieves frozen chunks of ice: “seltsames Eis, 
das körniger, gefrorener Schnee zu sein schien” (strange ice, which appeared to be some 
sort of granular, frozen snow; 102). Egon warms the snow with a pair of special tongs and 
finds that it doesn’t melt. He has discovered pure “oxygen snow” that will save the group 
for the present. To actually lift off from the moon, however, Egon must find “hydrogen 
snow” to create the explosive mixture that fuels their rocket’s engine.  
The previously strained relations between Germany and America continue to 
improve as All Right trusts Egon with the group’s future. All Right glimpses the North 
American continent for the first time since their accidental lift-off and Egon comforts him 
with a hand on the shoulder. All Right responds in a surprising way. The man “der den 
beiden Deutschen immerhin fremd gegenüberstand” (who had always kept the Germans at 
arm’s length; 113) embraces the German scientist in the ultimate gesture of goodwill. 
Egon’s authoritative kindness staves off All Right’s insecurities for the time being, but the 
American eventually succumbs to a nervous collapse. He attempts to murder the two 
Germans, leads them on a mad goose chase over the icy terrain and nearly dies from 
frostbite and exhaustion. The comforts of Zivilisation have clearly left him unprepared for 
such traumatic and punishing circumstances. Korus and Egon save his life and then take 
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over the search for the life-saving hydrogen ice. As Korus is assigned to the duties of nurse 
and watchman, Egon strikes out again on his own to continue the search. He discovers the 
hydrogen snow following a sudden lunar earthquake. Flying meteors hit an ice block near 
to the spaceship, causing a celestial fire that burns but does not go out. Egon tests the block 
and shouts in disbelief, “Wasserstoff! Wir haben Wasserstoff!” (Hydrogen! We have 
hydrogen!; 139).  
Following the discovery of sufficient oxygen and hydrogen to fuel the spacecraft, 
the three successfully take off from the moon but irreparably damage their rocket in the 
process. Here a second form of German-engineered Technik plays a pivotal role in their 
escape. Egon has invented a collection of small sodium mirrors, as he proudly explains to 
Korus: “Sehen Sie, dies ist meine Maschine. Hier oben ist die Scheibe mit dem 
eingestanzten SOS, drinnen ganz feiner, schwarzer Metallstaub” (Do you see, this is my 
machine. Here on top is the pane with the engraved SOS, and inside very fine, black metal 
dust; 167). Egon’s invention can beam a message through space that should be visible in 
Earth’s stratosphere where another ship might be searching for the group. On Earth, Apel 
sees the giant plea for help and sends a reconnaissance rocket to rescue the ragtag team of 
explorers. 
Egon, Korus and All Right make a rough re-entry through Earth’s atmosphere 
headed directly for San Francisco harbor. There an ecstatic crowd awaits their return. 
Fireworks explode as the bullet-shaped space capsule plunges into the harbor, where it 
momentarily submerges and then floats to the top again. Millions on the shore watch as the 
team of accidental astronauts emerges to energetic screams of welcome. Even the president 
of the United States has come to shake Dr. Egon Helmstätter’s hand and declares, “Sie sind 
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in Wahrheit ein echter Held” (You are beyond doubt a true hero). Egon replies with an 
ironic smile, “Vielleicht auch nur ein gründlicher Deutsche” (Perhaps only a thorough 
German; 213). He has conquered outer space with granulated lunar snow and sodium 
mirrors, and has forged a metaphorical treaty between Germany (as Kulturnation) and 
America (as the primary manifestation of calculating Zivilisation). No “thorough” or “true” 
German would accept any less.  
 
Conclusion: 1920s Astrofuturism as Bridge to Nazi Ice   
Although Gail and von Hanstein’s novels differ in style and content, each has a 
place in the broader narrative of pulp SF that focused on “gigantic technological projects, 
faster rockets and giant ships, first flights into space and the like.”501 In the tradition of 
Ernst Jünger, Gail and von Hanstein’s works depicted outer space not as a platform for 
mere adventure and discovery, but as a mythical “province of science and spirits” haunted 
by melancholy war memories. 502  For both August Korf and Egon Helmstätter, ice-
encrusted planets become final spaces of intervention that promote incendiary narratives 
of Germanic superiority, albeit in slightly different ways. August Korf views the blank 
canvas of outer space as an opportunity for entrepreneurship as he develops Wunderwaffen 
under the guise of interplanetary peacekeeper. His efforts as intrepid leader and genius 
inventor eventually earn him the respect of scientists from Great Britain, a country often 
portrayed as Germany’s enemy and as a representative of Zivilisation in 1920s social 
discourse. Egon Helmstätter is a more reluctant hero and space explorer than Korf, but still 
views the conquest of outer space as a triumph of German-engineered Technik. Egon’s role 
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as SF Kulturheld establishes friendly post-World War I relations between Germany and 
America. Idealistic books by Gail and his SF contemporaries illustrated that early 
“[i]nterest in spaceflight often seemed to coincide with flight into hard-right politics.”503  
As previously mentioned, a surge in right-wing extremism marred the final years 
of the Weimar Republic, which led to increased popularity of the technische 
Zukunftsroman and other forms of utopian speculative literature that often promoted white 
supremacy through ice narratives. In Hans Heyck’s 1929 SF novel Deutschland ohne 
Deutsche, written in the republic’s final years, a brave German engineer saves the nation 
from the control of “evil Jews.” The Germans have successfully landed on the moon three 
times in Heyck’s narrative, and the last of their lunar landings predictably established the 
veracity of Hörbiger’s Welteislehre with the discovery of ice on the moon. Friedrich 
Freksa’s 1931 Druso, another classic technischer Zukunftsroman written shortly before the 
Nazis came to power, tells of a group of Caucasian freedom fighters who resist an alien 
invasion from a secret base at the North Pole. According to SF critic Manfred Nagl, the 
ant-like aliens symbolize “parasitic Jews” unable to stand the cold of Arctic (Aryan) ice.504 
Increasing adherence to right-wing ideologies carried the conservative 
Zukunftsroman tradition on into the years of the Third Reich (1933-1945), which was 
surprising considering the strict control over many forms of Schundliteratur exercised by 
the Nazis.505 In the conclusion of this project, I go on to a brief analysis of SF in the years 
of National Socialism and the continuing use of Aryan ice chronotopes that conflated 
interwar Germany’s conservative revolutionary ideologies with extreme Nazi beliefs. The 
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SF literature popular throughout the years of National Socialism usually took the form of 
“highly militaristic novels” that blatantly “brought war to the planets,” 506 but the trope of 
intrepid German engineer or scientist “saving the day” with advanced technology also 
continued. Various SF authors who published during the Third Reich further retained the 
ice chronotope, often related in some way to the ever-popular WEL science, as a key “space 
of intervention” that promoted narratives of anti-Semitism, white supremacy and the 
















                                                                 




Narratives of Aryan Ice and National Socialism 
“Im Eis, wo Ethik ohnehin abstirbt und sich jeder weiteren Argumentation erübrigt, fühlt 
sich auch die nordische Heldenrasse wohl.” 
In ice, where ethics are no more and all other arguments become superfluous, the Nordic 
race of heroes feels at home. 
- Thomas Kastura, Flucht ins Eis, 2000 
 
Shortly before the worldwide economic crash of 1929, the Weimar Republic was 
in the midst of its “golden years” of relative stabilization. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, 
the National Socialists descended on Germany’s downtrodden populace, dazzling and 
overwhelming the general public with a carefully instrumentalized campaign that included 
loudspeakers, radio and film propaganda, and Germany’s future Führer riding in a private 
airplane. For the Weimar Republic’s midde-class and youth, National Socialism initially 
appeared to fulfill the hopes for a brighter German future demonstrated in so many of the 
interwar technische Zukunftsromane. The Nazis infiltrated many neglected areas of the 
republic’s society, organizing privately funded social work programs to assist Germany’s 
many unemployed and homeless. The National Socialist Party fed thousands daily in some 
German cities, bringing an unprecedented sense of hope to those who had now lived 
through total war, widespread unemployment and hyperinflation.507 Organizations like the 
Hitler Jugend (Hitler Youth) and the Bund Deutscher Mädel (League of German Girls) 
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held massive appeal for Germany’s long-forgotten young people, who enjoyed a newly 
found sense of structure and direction under the Nazis.508  
The activities of the dynamic Nazi Party also appeared, at least at first, to merge 
with Germany’s interwar ideologies concerning the beneficiary conflation of Kultur und 
Technik. The Nazis, after all, “seemed very modern with their adoption of the most 
innovative technologies.”509 In 1930, the party released its first “statement on modern 
technology,” entitled Nationalsocialismus und Technik: Die Geistigkeit der 
nationalsozialistischen Bewegung (National Socialism and Technology: The Spirituality 
of the National Socialist Movement). Written by a right-wing engineer named Peter 
Schwerber, the document alleged that racism was the only way to reconcile Germany’s 
“soul” (denoting Kultur) with modern technology.510 Although barbaric in many respects, 
the Nazis were decidedly not “antitechnological,” but rather dedicated themselves to the 
“liberation” of technology from the “domination of money” and the restraints of “Jewish 
materialism.”511 In 1945, Thomas Mann described the Nazi regime as “eine Mischung von 
robuster Zeitgemäßheit, leistungsfähiger Fortgeschrittenheit und Vergangenheitstraum, 
der hochtechnisierte Romantizismus” (a mixture of robust timeliness, efficient 
development and dreams of the past, the highly technological Romanticism).512 
With Hitler’s appointment as Reichskanzler (Chancellor of the Reich) in early 
1933, the true implications of widespread unemployment, political chaos and the rise in 
right-wing nationalism during the years of the Weimar Republic finally became evident. 
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The reign of National Socialism signaled a uniquely perilous time for intellectual and 
independent thought. Former adherents of the Conservative Revolution did not belong to 
the National Socialist movement, even though the realization of a unified and mobilized 
German state should have fulfilled the hopes and prophesies of new nationalism.513 The 
majority of conservative revolutionaries adopted a “highly ambivalent” attitude towards 
the Nazis, watching with misgivings as Germany’s new leader won the hearts of the Volk 
through agitation and “rabble-rousing” rather than a critical transformation through 
blood.514 Prominent conservative revolutionaries such as Stefan George, Hans Grimm and 
Gottfried Benn found themselves “not only marginalized but positively under threat” from 
the new political establishment “that had no room for personal voice, however 
conservative, or however revolutionary.”515  
Ernst Jünger, for one, initially welcomed Hitler’s rise to power. The author was 
originally attracted to fascism “for spiritual, aesthetic, and literary reasons,” while finding 
“the biological basis of Nazi ideology vulgar and provincial.” 516 He remained largely 
ambivalent toward national socialist politics throughout the late 1930s and refused requests 
to write cultural propaganda for the Nazis. 517  Jünger did, however, send Hitler an 
autographed copy of the 1926 essay “Feuer und Blut” (“Fire and Blood”) in response to 
Hitler’s gift of a signed copy of Mein Kampf.518 Hitler retained an enduring sense of 
admiration for Jünger and sheltered him from Josef Goebbels’ demands that the author be 
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sent to a concentration camp after the 1939 publication of Auf den Marmorklippen (On the 
Marble Cliffs), a novel regarded as an allegorical criticism of the Nazi party.519 Against all 
odds, Jünger’s literary career continued to blossom throughout the Third Reich, with the 
1929 release of a revised Das abenteuerliche Herz (The Adventurous Heart) and the 1935 
publication of Afrikanische Spiele (African Games). His pre-1933 writings also enjoyed 
renewed popularity and he became one of the Third Reich’s best-selling authors in spite of 
his refusal to participate in Nazi politics.520  
As far as the reception of pulp fiction and other “smut” literature during the years 
of National Socialism, traditions of harsh literary censorship that began in Germany before 
World War I intensified tremendously under the Nazis. The “cleansing” of libraries began 
shortly after Hitler’s rise to power. Students and library owners searched book collections 
and seized anything deemed “un-German,” including the works of “subversive” authors 
such as Lion Feuchtwanger, Emil Ludwig, Ernst Toller and Erich Maria Remarque.521 Nazi 
sympathizers burned books by these and many other authors in protest of voices that might 
threaten the “new order.”522 Nazi librarians such as Wolfgang Hermann, Hans Engelhard 
and Max Wieser sought to vilify the public lending libraries, which largely stocked the 
“trash and filth” literature that so appealed to the Weimar Republic’s unemployed, its 
midde-class and youth audiences.523 Hermann also released extensive lists of “undesirable” 
fiction authors whose works should be blacklisted or burned. The final list of 
“objectionable fiction” included 131 authors, ninety-four of them German-speaking.524  
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Despite a continuing tradition of harsh literary censorship, the Nazi years curiously 
did not bring a break in the technischer Zukunftsroman tradition. Literary critic Ingo 
Roland Stoehr writes that, in retrospect, the SF genre seems difficult to integrate into the 
“National Socialist literary canon” due to its emphasis on technology. However, the genre 
also reflected the return to a “preindustrial world where science is really a craftsmanlike 
technology” with its “source in the ancient currents of magic and racial myth,” all notions 
that aligned smoothly with Nazi ideologies.525 Nazi-Era SF typically reflected Hitler’s 
“devil’s brew of second-hand lunatic ideas including racial superiority with the Germans 
as the Herrenvolk, rabid anti-Semitism, reactionary nationalism and German mythology of 
Nordic, mostly Icelandic, origin.”526  
Inflammatory works of Nazi-Era SF attest to a combined fascination with ice spaces 
of intervention and romanticized visions of a lost Aryan past. Perhaps the sociopolitical 
discourses that contributed to the popularity of German SF during the Weimar Republic 
also contributed to a strengthening interest in mythology and imperialism throughout the 
Third Reich. Under the Nazis, geographical locations like the Arctic and Antarctica 
represented, even more than ever, “sites where the struggle to build a better race, and a 
more powerful Germany, might be advanced.”527 Nazi efforts to rekindle a mythical sense 
of “German-ness” led to imperialistic attempts to “reclaim” the lost Nordic heritage of the 
German-speaking world. One such expedition, backed by Heinrich Himmler, was the 
Geheimnis Tibet expedition to the Himalayas under German explorer Ernst Schäfer. The 
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group amassed an impressive collection of plants, prehistoric specimens, and 
measurements of hundreds of Tibetan heads, faces and hands. In Himmler’s mind a 
success, the expedition’s ascent into mystical Himalayan ice elevated Schäfer to a high 
status position in the Nazi ranks. At the same time as the Geheimnis Tibet expedition, 
members of the third German Antarctic Expedition of 1938-39 extended Nazism’s cold 
grasp to one of earth’s remotest places aboard the ship Schwabenland.528 Under Captain 
Alfred Ritscher, a small band of explorers attempted to claim a piece of Antarctica for 
Germany by dropping swastika flags on the ice at the Princess Martha Coast. The group 
made significant geographical discoveries and took thousands of valuable photographs, but 
never realized the Nazi dream of an Antarctic naval base despite myriad urban legends to 
the contrary.529 
In addition to right-wing polar ice spaces, many 1930s and 1940s speculative novels 
lauded Hanns Hörbiger’s Welteislehre. Although Hörbiger died in 1931, his theories grew 
immensely in popularity during the Nazi years as the ultimate form of arische Wissenschaft 
(Aryan science). 530  Hitler personally condoned the WEL and even commissioned a 
planetarium in Linz, Austria that dedicated part of its research to proving the validity of 
Hörbiger’s theories. When speaking of the WEL, leading Nazi official Heinrich Himmler 
believed, “wie Hörbiger – die Ansicht, dass der Mensch – bei Himmler der nordische 
Germane – vor seiner Erdengeburt als lebendiger Keim im ‘ewigen’ Eise des Weltenraums 
konserviert gewesen sei” (like Hörbiger – the view that mankind – in Himmler’s mind the 
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northern Germans – was preserved in the cold of ‘eternal’ ice before its earthly birth).531 
The Nazi adherents embraced the WEL as their established form of science, believing that, 
“Just as [Germany] needed a child of Austrian culture—Hitler!—to put the Jewish 
politicians in their place, so it needed an Austrian to cleanse the world of Jewish 
science.”532 
 Threads of potent mythology, Aryan ice pseudo-science and Nordic supremacy 
came together in a SF and technischer Zukunftsroman tradition even more incendiary than 
that of the 1920s. One of the most famous authors of speculative fiction under the Nazis, 
Edmund Kiß, continued the fictional “utopian” tradition begun in the Weimar Republic 
with the publication of the “Atlantis tetralogy”, which included the 1930 Das gläserne 
Meer (The Glassy Sea), the 1931 Die letzte Königin von Atlantis (The Last Queen of 
Atlantis), the 1933 Frühling in Atlantis (Spring in Atlantis) and the 1939 Die Singschwäne 
von Thule (The Singing Swans of Thule). These novels promoted heavy-handed ideologies 
of pure-blooded “Asas” that fight against the “Dark Ones” (or “subhumans”) whose 
existence threatens both the climate and the purity of the mythological Atlantis.  
Paul Gille’s 1940 technischer Zukunftsroman entitled Gletscher über Europa 
(Glaciers across Europe) poses one example of the continued conflation of ice spaces with 
posthuman Germanic heroes. Gletscher über Europa features a brilliant engineer named 
Jung who must save an icy paradise named “Norrland” from destruction by Germany’s 
enemies. Using secret oil deposits found under the ice, German citizens living in Norrland 
assume control of the seas and build their homeland into a glorious and powerful empire. 
When an oncoming asteroid threatens Europe with a new Ice Age, Jung then invents a 
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“death ray” reminiscent of Dominik’s Strahlenzieher to rescue Norrland from certain 
destruction.533 Some of the Nazi-era technische Zukunftsromane also included ice spaces 
of intervention that explicitly promoted WEL doctrine. Johannes G. Arnoldt’s Vor 
Götterdämmerung. Phantastischer Roman aus nordischer Frühzeit (Before the Twilight of 
the Gods: Fantastic Novel of Nordic Early Times) told of Nietzschean “wild men of the 
North” who ruled over “dark-skinned” races from the South. Relying on Hörbiger’s WEL, 
Arnoldt explained that the moon approached the earth in prehistoric times and unleashed 
an “age of earthquakes, floods, and encroaching glaciers,” as well as releasing the “ice 
giants” of mythology from their slumber.534 Another WEL-themed Nazi-era SF novel is 
Rudolf Brunngraber’s 1938 Die Engel in Atlantis (Angels of Atlantis), a SF book set in 
prehistory that described the “disintegration of the moon” and subsequent earthquakes and 
tidal waves that sank the mythical Atlantis.535 
For prominent Nazi officials such as Heinrich Himmler, as well as right-wing SF 
authors that promoted mythological places like Atlantis in the 1930s and 1940s, secrets 
locked in ice demarcated National Socialism’s ideological quest for a “‘lost treasure’ that 
would be regained and made permanent by fascist and extreme right-wing politics.”536 
Jeffrey Herf expounds: “This lost treasure did not lie in the distant past, nor was it agrarian 
or antiindustrial. The war and German nationalism were fully modern alternatives to 
capitalist exchange and bourgeois society.”537 Throughout the 1920s, metaphorical SF ice 
transcended the battlefields of World War I as a vital alternative to bourgeois capitalism. 
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With the end of the Weimar Republic and Hitler’s appointment as Reichskanzler (Imperial 
Chancellor), extremist Nazi ice spaces coupled with advanced technology in extremist SF 
novels that anticipated the battlegrounds of World War II. For certain early twentieth 
century German audiences, the literary ice space of intervention led the way to the “white 
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